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The curvilinear type occurs in three forms $ 

As a quatrefoil which occursas an all-over pattern, such 

as the wide band (6) of al-11adbg' minaret (fig. 6 °A) and also 

as a narrow band as in the narrow band (5) of the same minaret 

(fig. 6 
. )). 

The minaret of al-Juvraiji mosque at Mausil diralgga a similar 

wide band (p1.203 )"(1) 

2. An plating which takes the 'fcrra of a narrow band such as 

the first and the sixth band of al-IIadbä' (fig. 6' i)" 

3" As a mcanler which takes the fora of a' narrow band such as 

the second narrow band of the same minaret (fig. 6 l, )0(2) 

(1) This minaret was built in 1107/1695. In 1358/1939 it was 
demolished by the 21uiicipality of Uaugilf and was replaced 
by a stone minaret of Turkish style.. (al-Daiwachi, 22. cit., 
p. 149). 

(2) It seems that these forms of geometric curvilinear ornament 
are peculiar to the minarets of Laucil itself, as they are 
not found anywhere also, not even on the minarets of the 
same region such as the minarets of Arbil, ! rawüq, and Sinjär. 
(fig. 7, Pls. 44, and 55) " The technique with which these bands are rendered is the 
same as that of the minarets of the early 11th - 12th 
Centuries, such as the minarets of D3mghhn (Tarik- 'ina, 
early 11th century), BistÄm (c. 1120), and Saveh. The 
similarity goes as far as the actual method by which the 
ornamental brick was raised above the surface of the 
minaret; other than that, they designs of the latter 
minarets are rectilinear and without the slightest curvil- 
inear tdency (see Bill and Grabar, 2?. cit., figs 184, 
169,214). 
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The Arabesque i 

This term is generally used to denote a host of stylized 

non-figurative ornamental patterns, curvilinear, rectilinear or 

otherwise. 
(') 

Herzfeld suggests that this term should be used only to denote 

the ornament of the art of Islamic countries, and further suggests 

that it should be restricted to the foliage ornament of Islamic art. 
(2) 

He maintains that this "foliage ornament as conceived by Uuslim art 

can hardly be described and analyzed as a unity, since it exhibits 

considerable differences according to time and place. " 
(3) 

After 

stating that there are some general characteristics which distinguish 

Islamic foliage ornament clearly from the foliage ornament of classi- 

oal antiquity, he stresses that "As to its origin, it is certainly 

derived from the classical foliage ornament with Its conventional 

flora, always unrealistic however realistically treated ":::. " He 

further maintains that in Greek antiquity there was a gradual striv- 

tng towards life-like forms which constantly increased until it 

reached its culminating point towards the early Hellenistic period, 

but later a reaction against that trend, partly caused by unhellenia 

ideals and views of art and partly by the decline of technical skill 

which - presumably - led to less life-like forms of foliage ornament. 

This reaction passed into Islamic art, and accordingly the 'arabesque' 

in Islamic art represents a further development of the reaction which 
{5} 

began in the classical period, -M.. " 

(j) lierzfold, "Arabesguo; E. K hncl "Arabasquc, " Encvclän is 

of Islam II (London, igGo), p. 558. 
2) lierzfcld, ibid. 
3) ald. 
1+, Ibid. 
5) Ibid. 
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However, 14 years later Herzfeld apparently changed his mind 

and considered the ornament of the '1 at 3tylo' at SämarA not 

only as the ornament from which all 'arabesque' was derived, but 

also a style peculiar toSämarrä. 
(i) 

Rübnel maintains that this type of ornament has been rightly 

defined by Riegl as an "exclusively Islamic form of denaturalized 

vegetal ornament consisting of shoots of split or bifurcated leaves 

or inorganic tendrils. " 
(2) 

IKihnel supports Riegl's idea by pointing out that in Spain a 

derivative of the Arnbic'word 'rite cam' ('foliation') is used to 

denote arabesque decoration, This clearly ioplies that this des- 

cription was restricted to foliage ornament. } heel adds that 

its invention ryas the ' outcome of a particular Arab attitude, and 

that parallel developments occur in Arabic poetry arA musie. 
(3) 

As regards the origin of this 'denaturalized' foliage ornament, 
Kuhnel follows Herzfeld in stating that the 'arabesque$ has its proto- 

type in certain acanthus, vine leaf and cornucopia forms of late 

antiquity which tend to progress in undulations or with bifurcations. 

This style was not yet fully developed in the Umayyad period. (4) 
To 

ltülinel, the 'arabesques has acquired its typical shape in the 9th 

century under the º, bbäside (presumably at zlmarrG) and in Islamic 

Spaino lie also maintains that it appeared fully developed in the 

11th century in provinces governed by the Saljüks, rtim~lds and the 

Illoors. 
(5) 

It' should be noted that Kühnel includes the 'abstract cloud 

band' with the other vegetal forme, such as the palmette, rosette 

and naturalistic flowers, which are the components of the 'arabesque'. 

(1) Herzfeld, "Der : Wandschmuck, " p. 7; rarrLd, M. c,... t' , Pe 18. 

(2) Icühnel, off. , Lct. s p. 558. 
(3) Ibid., p. 560. 
(4 lid., p. 561. 
(5) Ibid. 
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The nere existence of the cloud band; which was originally 

exclusively Chinese# whether rendered abstractly or realistically, 

should have euggested to It hnel the possibility of a Chinese proto- 

type for the 'arabesque', or at least he should have made allowance 

for such a possibility when attributing the 'arabesque' to prototypes 

of late antiquity. 

Im fact, the only scholar who has' suggested such a possibility 
is Strzygowsk1 who, although regarding the purely geonotrical scroll 

(which is based on the spiral and which ultimaitely created the 

'arabesgüo') as Turkish, suggests that it my have originated in 

China. 
(t) 

Herzfeld and ttihnal define the characteristics of this so-called 
'arabesque0 ornament in:; cod87yr, tae. ' 1nay. To Herzfeld, the arabesque 

is brioa on the principle of "infinite correspondence. " 
(2) 

In borders, the 'arabesque' (reamer) is governed by "the cognate 
principle of reciprocity. " (3) 

To Herzfeld, "the vegetable stalk (meander or scroll) loses 

almost entirely its character as a part of a plant...: 
(4) 

He also 

anintai. ns that the leaf similarly loosen ite' vcgetal character and 

"jives up all proteneion to realism. " (5) 

In order to maintain his theory of a Hellenistic origin, Harzfeld 

stresses that it is still possible to trace the derivation of these 

drnaturslized leaves from the conventional leaves of Hellenistic 

ornamentation, both in their contours and in their internal designZd) 

L hnel isolates two principles governing tho'arabCSque' : 

(1) J. 5trzygowaki, Altai - Iran und V61karvranderu (Leipzig 1917)f 

p. 12i, cited in Dalton, . cit. i p. 366* 
2) fierzfeid, "Arabesqu®". p. " 
3)Ibfa. 
4 Lbid-. P-363- 
5 Ibia. 
6 ý, a. 
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Reciprocal repetitionand the formation of palmetto or calico 

forms by pairs of split leaves: 
(1 

Kuhnel adds that two 

aesthetic rules are always scrupulously observed s the r1 th- 

ndcal alternation of movement, aryl the desire to fill the entire 

surface with ornament. 
(2) 

A canparison of these two articles shoes that although Kuhnel 

refutes HersfeldWs general approach to the arabesque as antiquated, 

he agrees with all that Hersfeld 'says about the "denaturalized 

vegetal ornament" including its IIelleniatic descent. 
(3) The only 

new aspect identified by Kühnel is the split leaf fcrzcing a palmette 

or calico and even this he takes from RiegTs definition (which he 

quotes at the beginning of his entry) t "dcnaturalizod vegetal 

ornament consisting of shoots of split or bifurcated leaves on 
(4) inorganic tendrils: 

Most of the drawings illustrating Kuhnel1a entry (some of them 

are reproduced in fig. 731 )(5) exhibit this facture distinot1y. (6) 

One may gather from these analyses that the essential character 

of this ornament is composed of two basic components t 1), a highly 

stylized scroll, and 2), stylised bifurcated leaves. 

1. - This scroll is curvilinear undulating unifoarmally, with shoots 

branching off from it at regular distances. These shoots turn back 

in a, spiral towards the semicircular spaces formed by the scroll and 

end in a finial. 

In one of the examples given by Kuhnelo the spinal shoats end 

alternately in five lobed leaven, perhaps vino leaves. They have 

two serrated petals on one side and a forked tendril (or tvo mall 

petals) " on the other side (fig. ' 73 a). In the. second ex ini le (fig. 

3b) the shoots end in lotus flowers. In the third and fourth 

) KxYhnelr ga" Sit. # p. 558. 
2) a , id. 
3 ý, blld" ý p. 561. 
4 ý-, p" 558. 
5Ltid", p. 559, figs. 1- tr.. 
6 Ibid. g pp. 559-60. Pigs. 1- 8. 



B. 

D. 

Fig. 73 : "Arabesque" border designs. 

A. Prom the mosque of cAmr in Pustät. C. 800. 

B. 

C. 

.. 

ýUqUa, Qaira. rmn. 

a Qur'an. Granada. 15th century. 

D. _= wood carving. Egypt. 13th century. 
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exaePlea (fis. 73 0 and d) which are composed of to interlaced 

"arabesque" scrolls, the shoote en& in the so--called split leaves 

or the so-called "sepals. " 

At SaZrrcä, a large number of scrolls of varying degrees of 

stylisation occur, in stucco to voll' as in tho tall' paintings, as 

border designs. In fact fl n d, in his work on the' "plant borders" 

at Camarrä 0) has illustrated 23 variations of this type of scroll(2) 

apart from three Gasanian ones, Almost all of those variations 

follow rigidly the characteristics of the 'arabesque+. scroll as 

defined by Herzfeld and K heel. 

It should be noted that these scrolls at : irrä are normally 

divided into two types s 1). 'vine scroll' and 2)- spalnatte scrolls(4) 

The first type is illustrated in fig. 73 a1 and the second in fig. 74. as 

In both examples, though obscured by elaboration, the stalk and the 

shoots adhere to the sane for i lite. 
i" 

florrevcr, an of the border porous at Sa arra are considered to 

be derived from the : asanian "half.. palmettef ecrolir(5) such as the 

OW depicted in fig. 7l. a, which in from Ctesiphcm. 
(6) Consequ- 

ently they are commonly derived from IIelleniotio prototypes. 

In fact, an exact parallel to the sasanian "half-paLmatte"of 
Me rý 

fig. X c. is found in the aural paintings of the Jausag al-Khagani 

(fig. 74 be) 
(7) 

Though this is roughly executeä# the similarities 

cannot be overlooked. 

It da, proved in this Chapter� in the discussion on the'hcart- 

shaped' motif, 
(8) that the so-called Sasanian "pa1t tte" and "hn f- 

pslmetto'' of this kind� whether three-lobed or five-lobed, enclosed 

1 týiudds M" Glt. p PP" 9 94-2ß7; 
2) 1-b-14., : 0: 93--54-7j, 59-75 and 95. 
3) Ibid., Pigs. 51-3. 
4) L... I6d-0, p+ 196. 

Lbýld: , P. 196 and figs. 51-3- 
,6 Pope, Peraian Architecture, p1.1749 
'j Hcýfeld, 01)ie Malereien�" pl. LVIII. 
© see infra pp. 245-49. 



A. 

B. 

ý iiýlFlllý IýT'' 
C. 

Fig. 74 : Palmette and half palmette 
scrolls. 

A. Sämarrä stucco. After Herzfeld. 

B. , wall painting. After Herzfeld. 

C. Ctesiphon stucco. After Pope. 
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by a heart-shape or winged, whether at Sämarrä, in Sasanian art, 

in the art of the :; teppea, or in the murals of Piandjikent, has no 

connection whatever with the Ilellenistic palmotte, which was derived 
a , j- £, p c;, c, a.,.. cam-, " ý- Lr ýO C) C Ze cc L2. ß LJ 

from the Assyrian matte. rodwt--o"he 
CC, s ý, '"T (ý'ý- 'oC,, es (ý 1/1 CLL. c (ý { 

n"t_ s na re 
fc' `te-both _h 

-scrolls. 

The study of Chinese scrolls exhibiting - the' ca n characteristics 

reveals that this type of a scroll has been in constant and uninterr- 

upted use as a border motif from the Ist Century B. C. onwards, on 

various media. 

The earliest of these scrolls appears on the outer rim of the 
1 

back of the 'TLY' bronze mirror of the, Seligman collection (p1.20t4 ). 

In the early 2nd Century, it appears on painted lacquer, such as the 

basket found at Lo-fang (fig. 75 a). 
(2) 

and on a silk dated between 

the Chin and Northern dynasties (3) 
and published by Chubanshe 

(fig. 76 ): 4') 
It appears on stone carvings of the 6th Century, as on 

the funerary couch of the Northern Ch'i (550-77) in the Museum of 

Fine Arts, Boston (fig. 75 b)0(5) as well as in sculpture of the 8th 

Century� such as the inner border of the hollow surrounding the head 

of the "Eleven-headed Lan-Yin, " of the Freer Gallery (fig. 75 c). 
(6) 

On porcelain, the same scroll also appears especially on Ming 

'Blue and White' from the beginning of the 14th Century onwards, 

as in rig. 75 d and e. 
(7) 

rw . ýr. ýrr+ýwwr 

(l) wateon, gp* cit., pl. 94 ; Sullivan, M. c, Pl" 490 
2) Siekman and Soper, The Art and Architecture of China (Marmonds- 

worth, 1956), pi. 24 a). 
(3) The Chin dynasty reigned between 265-420 A. D. and the Northern 

dynasties between 438-581. W. Chubanshe, Lichen shi pan TAM, 

shiwi (Peking, 1972), 'tr. t. VW. E. Dolby, p. 54 -', 

1, ) Chubanshe, Me gtt., pl. -2. 
5) i. ckman and K' er, oL. c, it., pl. 40 (a) and 41 (a). 
6 Ibid., pl. 56 

(b). 

7) H. Garner, Oriental Blue and VU to. (London 1954) Ple. lb and 2c. 



A. 

B 

C. 

D 

Fig. 75 : Chinese 'scroll' border designs. A) From a 
painted lacquer basket. Han dynasty. 1st-early 2nd cent- 
ury. After Sickman and Soper. B) From a funerary couch. 
Stone. Northern Ch'i dynasty 550-577. After SickMan and 
Soper. C) Eleven-headed Kuan-Yin niche from the Ch'i T'ai 
8th century-. After Sickrnan and Soper. D) Neck of vessel. 
Early 14th century. After Garner. E) Shoulder of vessel. 
2nd half of the 14th century. After Garner. 



Fig. 76 : Buddhist embroidered fabric of the Chin 
dynasty (265-420) to the Northern dynas- 
ties (438-581), depicting heart-shaped 

oCor, 
ý motifsAand the so-called 'arabesque' sc- 

/ roll. After Chubanshe. 



It should be noted that an exact parallel of the scroll depicted 

in fig. 75 D appears on a pot and on a spherical object in a very 

well known Byzantine fresco at the Church of Nerezi in Yugoslavia 

(116tß). (1) A similar border scroll appears on the cuff of dress 

Irene at the mosaic of St. Sophia in Constantinople, 
(2) 

Pis-, 75 E 

exhibits two versions of this scroll. The scroll depicted on the 

rim is identical with that of fig. 75 whilst the scroll depic- 

ted on the neck is more elaborate and more ambitious. 

In painting� another elaborate version appears as a border design 

on the collar and cuffs of an Emperor's robe (fig. 77 ). (3) This 

painting is datable to the 7th Century,, and is now in the'Museum of 

Fine Art, Boston. 

The uninterrupted descent of this scroll from the list Century 

B. C. to the present day on the various media of Chinese art strongly 

suggests its indigenous nature. 

However# it should be pointed out that this particular scroll 

is by no means the only scroll in Chinese art exhibiting the charact- 

eristics of the 'arabesque'.. In fact there are numerous examples of 

foliated and bifurcated scrolls in the ancient art of China. Some of 

(1) A. Grabar, a,,, 2. sit., ple on p. 115. It should also be noted 
that a good number of old Russian embroideries published by 
Suirin exhibit exact and near- exact parallels of this scroll 
(A. 11. Suirin, Dra orueskoo S 'ie Cosundarstvennoe Izdatel" 
stvo, Moscow 1963, pls. on pp. 31-2,1+3-t., and 58 as well as 
containing many other Chinese elements, such as the "slanting 

'T" pattern (pl. on p. 81 ), the rectilinear xi sag and square- 
ly looped band (pls. on pp. 77,80,83, and 121 , lobed pointed 
arches '(pls. on pp. 34-5,37,100,105, and 125 , cloud collars 
(plo on p. 37)r and stretched Joo-e with a rounded central 
lobe (plss on pp. 34. -5, 'and 37)-- It should also be noted that 
the garment of pl, on p. 125 exhibits a Saljük crown amongst 
its ornament. 

(2) Grabar, ibid., pl. on p. 99" 
3? sickman and roper, off;,. sit., pl. 62. 



Fig. 77 : Yen li-Pen: Portrait. of the Emperors 
(detail). 7th century. After Sick- 
man and Soper. 
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these scrolls are clearly derived from plants (moat probably 

creepers) such as the scrolls on the 3rd » 4th Century B. C. bronze 
! 41 

tiger of tho Huseum of Far Eastern Antiquitiesr 5tookbolm (p1.205 

Others which are clearly derived from animal forms include the well 

known 'dragon scrolls' depicted on bronze objects datable to the 

4th Century B. C., such as the ehariot part excavated at chin Ta'un 

Ronan and now in the British lduseum, 
(2) 

and the other, ihariot part 

datable to the 3rd Century B. C. (formorly in the collection of J. 

Homberg). 
(3) 

Similar motifs occur on bronze mirrors from the 4th 

Century B. C. onwarda. 
(4) 

One of the most beautiful of these 'dragon scrolls' exhibiting 

the so-called 'arabesque' type of meandering and foliation (including 

the heart-shaped element) can be seen on the Ilan Jade disc of p1.2p6*(5) 

In fact Chinese dragons and dragon scrolls provide the answers 

to a number of puzzling questions about the other elements in the 

'arabesque#, such as buds, volutes, and the famous Rkidneyshaped 

volute''(6) 

presently. 

as well as the split leaf, which will be discussed ' 

Only very few of the minarets of Iraq exhibit 'arabesque' scrolls 

of the type discussed above, In facto the only minaret that exhibits 

such a scroll in the form of a band is the minaret of the 11-url mosque' 

where the , scroll is severely abstract. 

1) 
2) 
3) 

t ý+) 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Watson, oP6 cit., pl. 89a. 
Ibid., p1.80a. 
Ibid., pl. 80c. 
Ibid., pls. 91c, 93 b"c, 95,96a, 97a, 98a-b and 101. 
D. Cure,; "Selected examples from the Jade Exhibition at Stock- 
holm, 1963' Bulletin of The Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities 
XXXVI, (196 , p1.5. � ., These elements have been discussed when dealing with the S 

pattern (Ysee infra, pp. 280-283 
The second narrow band from below (pl. 43 and fig. 6)" 
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On the minaret of Stlq al-Ghazl the 'arabesque' scrolls are limited 

to the muqarnaZt of the hawd (pl. 47 )# to the lancet forms of the 

segmented blind niches of the kur, and to the cavetto borders 

surrounding them (pls. 52 and 53. 
Though the mugarnajät of the minaret of Dhu'l-lifl and those 

of the minaret of Thaikh Macrüf al-Karkhi exhibit another form of 

composite 'arabesque' defining heart-shaped motifs, (the so-called 

cannot be found in vase motif] 
the 

'arabesque' scroll of this kit42) 

their ornament. 

2. - The stylized bifurcated leaf of the ' Arrabesqueý seems to have 

played an important and dominant role in the 'arabesque', and also 

independently; it was also used in combination with the scroll. 

The 'study of this motif in Islamic art has led to the idontif- 

ioation of a very large number of variations with correspondingly 

numerous degrees of stylization (figs. 73,74 A and B ma 73; and 79 ). 

M 
(2) 

See Herzfeld, "Arabesque", p. 36; Kizwin3, off. cit., pp. 55-6. 
This scroll is called by Iraqi masons sa i ornament. They 
attribute its creation to Sultjän Salim, but they do not specify 
which of the Salims he was. However, it wAs probably 5alUm II, who 
pulled down and rebuilt the dome of the Kazimein shrine and built 
its first minaret between 926/1519 and 978/1570" It may seem 
strange for an Ottoman Sultzin to be personally responsible for 
a technical innovation of this kind but it is oommwn knowledge 
that most of the Ottoman Sultans were trained in a profession 
as a sign of piety. It has been related that come of them 
actually earned money from the sale of work they had produced. 
Some of them took up calligraphy, others carpentry and so on. 
It should be noted that the Turkish word'Suslemeh' means 
"ornamentation: This may suggest - though this is unlikely 
that the Arabic sal mi is a corruption of, the Turkish word. 
On the other hand it is possible that with the rebuilding of 
the dome and the minaret of the K-Vimain shrine during the 

reign of Salim II, this scroll was reintroduced to Baghdad 
for the interior decoration of most of the existing masques 
which were built or redecorated during the Ottoman period.: -. 
Baghdad abounds with this saline scroll used as a border 
design. 
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Fig. 78 : Variations of the bifurcated loaf 
in Islamic art. 

(for details, see the ' following " page) . 



A, B, and C. Prom a stucco panel in the shrine of Pir-i 
Baqran. 1299-1311. After Hill and Grabar. 

E, and J. From wood carving. Egypt.. 13th century. After 
Kühnel. 

F, nd TL,. From a Qur' Fn. Granada. 15th century. After 
Kuhnel. 

H. Prom the carved facade of the main entrance to the 
Hatuniye madrasa. Karam-n. 1385. After Hill and 
Grabar. 

I. ýrom Saljuk wood carving on the door of the S2. hib 
Atm. mosque. Konia. 1278. After Hill and Grabar. 

L. Frön tilework at the shrine of Khaw: äja Abü. Nasr Parsa. 
Balkh. 1460-1. After Hill and Grabar. 

M. From a Persian carpet. C. 1500. After Grote-Hasenbalg. 
N, and S. Prom cornets datable to the 17th-18th century. 

After 11 
0. Promtheemosque 

Riefstahl. 
of °Ugba. Qairawan. After Kuhnel. 

P. From the salver of Alp Arslän. 1066. After Talbot Rice. 
Q.. Prom the dome of Masjid-i Shaikh Lutf Allah. Isfahan. 

1601-28. After Pope. 
R. From a Persian carpet. Late 17th century. After Grote- 

-Hasenbalg. 
T. From a Persian carpet. 2nd half of the 16th century. 

After Grote-Hasenbalg. 
U. From a Persian carpet. C. 1800. After Grote-Hasenbalg. 
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Fig., 79 : Variations of. the bifurcated leaf in Islamic 
art.. 
(for details, see the following page). 
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A.. Fro, n PTr-i Tt ^r ns -t-ucco. 1209-1311. ! -, f-ter trill aria 
Grab, 

-2 
_' . It 

B, C. +oo. ý. ccrvi7, c"s. Lt; y-ýi;. 13 contlar.,,,, -. Aft-er 
i. the -T -ICC0 

tý_"i'ýc^21LLi: 
i o? a oC_ "C'i. nIl ü2°"nCC'. at T-'e 

s. sinc of r1r-l. Haaran. After :j i11 ". _. 
Grabar. rý .d� E, G. C°rýri? }. #ýc -': 

'r on a door in -u--, e 

rao:; que. 1ý79. &f tor ; i11 and Grp"tia. r. F. ro- a. r, -oo,: -)ar_el in t"Ae vrino-o;; <<oor: ol° t: ýe 
al---', in :: lo scue. 1155-1220. After 1--ill and Gra. '_ = r. H. 1ýro:: 1 s tucco c ecoraý vior. ý:.:. ove -, nicae in t-,, 10 -u 

of Pir-i _-, io'ren. After : fill amd Grabar. 
1? ý_OC _CC : ', "1TlC o:: ' of Kirk: itt, ot,; iý 1ll iS^r n "---C 

15t-'l ce: ntur: y, , After _: ill and Gracour. 
J. Fro: --1 at tile .,: ha. tunJut. ý, ̂rra s^ at 

Iiura, rien. 13ö2. After hill any Grabpr. 
K. From, c'. c^. r°Ylet. 1G-týý-17t?. i x cent. ýý' ter ý . -ý _ý-. f"_ro ue- c en: ýlý. L. 

171= 
century. After Grote-. ý-senbý: --g. 1.1. . Tur'ýiýn. ist half of týZEJ 17 tii c on, tu ry 

. 

After Grote-; _'asenbalF,. 
N. Prom a czýrr, et 184b. After 
C. PerUiýn. C. 160ci. 0 
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and adaptation (figs. 60 Ak, 81, A&I, 62 A-c, 83 A". ß: 44. 

(1) 

Almost all of these variations exhibit s*w common features. 

(1) A long upper leaf rising in the direction of the stalk at 

first, then curving upwards and backwards in a wide arch and 

ending in a pointed blade-like tip or in a curl inclined forwards 

in the original direction of the stalk. 

(2) The lower leaf is almost always sharply hooked towards the 

stalk and much shorter and thicker. This can clearly be seen in 

fi g. 73 .t-ü. In fig. 73 C both leaves are equally 

curved. In fig. 73 L the lower leaf is greatly elongated. 

These motifs however may be subdivided into two types. The 

first type exhibits the characteristics described above as in 

fig. 78 1 the second type, which is depicted in fig. 79 

has the same characteristics, except that the lower leaf tends to 

correspond with the direction of the upper leaf, and its tip bends 

forwards (away from the stalk) to end either in a sharp point or 

in a curl. 

(3) Marty of these bifurcated leaves show a rounded form between 

the curve of the lower leaf and the stalk. This form is always 

below the point at which the stalk contacts the two leaves (see 

fig. 73 A, J, LIIi94 -U and fig "79 Y )j4l, li - J, L, l3 and 0). In some 

examples, this form resembles a form of sagging of the stalk, as in 

fig. 78 A, L, ä, 4&4 and fig. 79 4, L', ix alxä I. In other exauples$ it 

is distinctly a curl, or most probably a volute, as can be seen in 

fig. 73 J and and in fig. 79 B, and J 

This indicates that the sagging form under consideration was 

(1) Fig. 80 A -Y shows the adaptation of this elemant in the form 

of cloud bands and cloud scrolls and fig. 83 illustrates 
a frequently recurring motif in the 'arabesque'. This second- 
ary motif is referred to by various names, depending on the 
degree of stylization to which its components (principally 
the bifurcated leaf) are subjected. It is sometimes called a 

palmette, at other times _a 
tortoise motif, especially 

when occurring in the borders of carpets. 
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Fig.. 80 : Bifurcated leaf cloud bands in Islamic art. 
A and B. From Persian carpets.. 2nd half of the 16th 

century-.. After Grote Hasenbalg. 
C, D, and E.. From Turkish carpets.. 16th-17th centuryr. 

After Riefstahl. 
F. From a wood panel in the Saljuk window doors of the 

ýähib 0Atä mosque, Konya. 1279. After Hill and Grabar. 
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Figs 81 : Arabesque 
composite motifs in 
Islamic art. 

A. From the cAbbasid 
Palace. Baghdad. 

B. From the minaret 
of Suq al-Ghazl. 
Baghdad. 

B. 



C 

A 

Fig. 82 : Analytical 
drawing of the compo- 
site arabesque motifs 
in Islamic art. 

A. From the cAbbäsid 

palace. 

B. From the minaret of 
Snq al-Ghazl. 

C. From a stucco on an B 
angle wall in the 
shrine of Pir-I Bagrän. 
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Fig. 83 : The adaptation C 
of bifurcated leaves for 
the so-called palmetto, and 
the so-called tortoise motif. 

A. From the stuccoes of the 
Pir-i Bagrän shrine. 

B. From a 16th century 
D 

carpet. 

C. From a Persian carpet. 
C. 1600. 

E 
D. From a Turkish carpet. 

lst half of the 17th century. 

E. From a Karabägh carpet. 1848. 
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Fig. 84 : Analytical drawings of the various forms of the 
cramped scroll in Islamic art. 
A and B. From a Syrian alabaster capital. 8th century. 

After Dimand. 
C. From another Syrian alabaster capital. __" 

After Dimand. 
D and E. From Samaria stucco ornament. After Herzfeld. 
F. Detail of E. 

12 

I> 



originally a third leaf curling towards the'etalk which, in 

some examples, was fused to the lower side of the stalk. In 

other examples it was reduced to a small curl; and in a third 

Variety it was eliminated completely, as in fig. 78 And 
fig. 79. 

it would be of interest to quote Herzfeld's observations 

on the convention of the fused leaf in the 'arabesque' $ 

"Stalk and leaf"are no longer as in nature- two 
co-ordinate but formally distinct elements " but 
have coalesced to such an extent, that the leaf 
no longer grows out of the chief stem on a small 
stalk, but represents simply ai expansion or out- 
growth of the chief, stem. " (i1 

1ühnel is more specific about this convention in the 'arabesque', 

for he states "the principles which regulate the arabesque are recipr- 

ocal repetition, the forlaation of palmetto or calico forms by pairs 

of split leaves ". ».. " 
(2) 

Citing Shäfiot% &in2nt explains that in the, two sepal split 

calyx and in the three sepal pplit calyx, the stalk is connected 

sideways to, the base of the calyx, "thus forming a single curved 

line Ftth one flank so that the whole base is placed to one side 

of the stalk. " 
(3) 

The study of these bifurcated leaves reveals that though the 

m jcrity of them constitute terminals for the shoots of the undulate 

ing stalk, they were also used independently for the creation of other 

ornamental-motifs, or, more correctly, they were utilized for the 

embellishment of other motifa which were originally non-foliates 

Finally the original motifs, though still forming the skeleton . of 

the design, were. gradually obscured by bifurcated leaves. 

1} Iiarzýeý d, "ýtrabesque" , p. 361ý . 
2) Kühnel o,,,,. cM, t., p. 558- 
3) Iýi, ýwTný, ý" a, it., P. 47. 
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One of the non-foliate motifs which were so treated is the 

heart-shaped motif (Joo-e . This motif was reconstructed by 

the use of two bifurcated leaves confronting. each other ryoetr- 

ically. This form appears in the mugarnasÄt of the so-called 0Aböesid 

Palace (fig. 81 A )j the mint of the minaret of Suq al-Ghazl 

(fig. 81 B ); and those of the minaret of Shaikh 9arüf al-Tark1i3. 

(pl. 68 ). In all of these three designs this motif forms the 

lower half of the decorative panels. The upper. halves of these 

panels, though they are partially interlaced with the lower halves, 

are composed of two dorsal bifurcated leaves placed a7mmetrically 

(figs. 81,, 82 and pl, 68 ). In all three examples the com- 

posite motifs are surmounted by trifoliate forms. Though these 

trifoliate forms vary in shape, they do incorporate the two upper 

curls or tips of the upper leaves of the bifurcated motifs with 

an added central petal. This new composite finial is referred to 

by Sh"sfi0S and others by the term "notched-base calyx. " 
(1) 

The upper motifs of these paneis, which are composed of two 

dorsal bifurcated leaves, are variously described according to the 

degree of stylization. For example, the motif depicted. in. fig. 83 A 

(a detail from the stucco panel of Ar-i BagrIn shown in fig- 82 0) 

is considered to be a palmotte, whilst the forms depicted in fig. 83 

B-E are considered to be 'tortoise' motifs - especially when they 

occur in the borders of carpets. 

When these forms occur on `Abb-asid. pottery, . 
they are described 

by Lane as originally Saeanian half-pelmettes which have degenerated 

by losing their middle lobe, "and thus as: umed the 'split leaf' form 
(2) 

that we instinctively associate with the word 'arabesque'-.. 

i) ICizwinis M. c itt., p. 49-and figs 12a and 12 b. 
2) Lane, p�2, cif;,. f p. 6, and pia. 48 and 72b. 
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This assumption that the.. '. aplit leaf !: is - derived. from the ' y., 

Saeanian 'half palmottO should be disregarded. In fact the 

'palmotte' is a-by-product-of the so-called. ý'halt-palmstte! 

which occurs both in ; asenian and in-Islamic art. -The direct 

descent of the Sasanion and Islamic so-called& half- *Talmette 

scroll' from ancient Chinese prototypes has been 'established in the 

earlier `part of this -study. It has also been sham that Tthe foliate 

motifs contained within' the "undulations of, those scrolls have no 

connection with the Hellenistic palmetto, as they have always 

appeared in the form of two or three tendrils steiaring from only 

one side of-the shoots towards the inner curves of the meandering 

main stalk. 

In some examples these tendrils have been replaced by petals; 

in other examples ; they were replaced by-, floral forms, -but the 

original layout, using. only one side of the shoot'and extending 

towards the curves-of the main stalk, has always been-retained, 

Thus they -have -nevor at any time been a section. of a palmetto nor 

have they even been connected with it. 

The same phenomenon occurs in the Dasanisn so-called 'helf- 

palmette' scroli, 'where the tendrils are turned into petals, and 

in similar scrolls depicted on 8th Century Umeyyad alabaster capitals 

published by Dimand. ` These capitals were found in Syria and are now 

in a private collection in Paris. 
('). 

on one of'these capitals two such scrolls'appear (fig. 8&+ A 

and B )(2) In "both examples, in order to cover the whole width of 

the surface with the scroll, the undulations of the main stalk were 

exaggerated greatly and thus the mein stalk was cramped in ouch a 

(1) L. S. Dirsand, "Studies in Islamic Ornament. I. Some aspects of 

OmmWad and . arty 'Abbasid' Ornament, " Are Islanica IV (1937), 

pis. 40 -1. 
(2). bid., Plot 40 and 41. 
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way that the noremlly horizontal so-called %alftpalmettes' had 

to be rendered vertically. when two such cramped meanders or 

scrolls are made to meet each other symmetrically (as-is the 

case in the two examples), the two corresponding terminals of 

both scrolls are bound to resemble a 'split palmette'. The num- 

ber of petals in such 'split palmettes' depends on the number of 

such petals, tendrils or. volutes depicted in the terminal motifs 

from which such : 'split palmettes' are derived by some scholars. 

It should be noted that the majority of the termini of the 

cramped meanders or scrolls are much smaller than the preceding 

loops of the design. These loops therefore enclose the termini. 

The same. method of cramping the foliated scroll within a given, 

space occurs extensively in the stuccoes of Mm m%* In these 

stuccoes a palmetto form naturally occurs within the undulation 

of such scrolls when they are cramped syanetrically. This is 

beat illustrated by figs. 8 
ä 1) 

and 
(). 

-The two designs in 

both examples occur as filler motifs in patterns composed of 

units of irregular geometrical shapes. 
O). 

The two designs depic- 

ted in fig. C4 DI%2 and those of fig. &* L14.2, are shown 

as they occur in their respective panels in the Eraznrrtx, stuccoes I 

design '2' in both examples occurs on the, edge of the panel and is 

followed by design '1'. 

.. The motif of fig, D O1' is composed, of two units which mirror 

each other. They are separated by a horizontal line halfway across 

a connecting stem 

Each. of these units is considered by Hamid to be one of the 

many new varieties of the enclosed palmetto that occur in SamOrra.. i 
1) Ibi,,, d; t 'fig. 1 9. 
2) Ibid., fig. 20. 

ý3sea tips. 19-20, ibid. 
4. 

) 
La and, gp. c, it; s p. 143. 

r+-r+'ý 
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fie believes that this unit is famed by the upper petals of 

the 'split palmetto' Joined together "to release a complete 

pal6ette hanging dawrmrards. " (1) The same identification applies 

to the central element of- fig. 8tß E 1. 

However, the' study of the design's' depicted in fig. 81+ A, B, 

D and E reveals that the clue to' the nature "of these designs 

lies in the motifs nearest to the edge of the panels, that is D '2' 

and E '21, In fact it lies in either'half of D '2', for both are 

composed of a section from a cramped foliated scroll comprising the 

petalled terminal and the undulation preceding it. This could be 

illustrated more clearly by comparing the'lower half of D '2' with 

the dotted cramped scroll of fig. A &B from the centre to 'the', beginn- 

ing of the upper curve of the main stalk as marked bar the arrow- 

heads; or by comparing the upper'helf- of D '2' (or the dotted 

quarter of D '1') with the dotted part of the cramped scroll of 

A from the centre to 'the beginning of the first lower' curve. It 

should be noted that the so-called 'enclosed palmetto' in fig. A 

is not clearly defined. But there is"a striking similarity between 

the rising three-petalled element, marked by the arrow-heads, and 

the' upper half of D '2' and the dotted quarter design of D 40. 

Hera the three petals, though cramped together in order to fit the 

geometrical shape of "the all-over pattern, are clearly discernible., 

V hon two units of this kind (either half of D"021), are fused eyW- 

etrically, the so-called full palmetto enclosed by two half palmettos 

in produced by sheer accident. By fusing two designs of D 12' type 

symmetrically, design D, 10 is achieved, 

The same method has been used for the realisation of design E r1 0 

(1) Lid,., p, 14l+, and fig 1i b and e. 
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However, design S 121 provides extra support for this conclusion, 

since it is in fact ,a complete foliated meander forced into this 

shape with 'as little modification as possible in order to fit half 

of one of the irregular geometrical units comprising the all-over 

pattern. The scroll under consideration (F) comprises one inverted 

terminal element of two leaves (the so-ealle4 two-petalled half- 

palmetto) oneupright element of three leaves, and a vertical stalk 

expanding gradually downwards. The shape of -this element suggests 

that it was most probably another three leaved element originally 

but its petals were fused together, The result of that fusion is 

& , half elongated petal with a hooked volute at its base just below 

the point where it meets the stalk. That this design is essentially 

a meander rather than a palmetto is proved by its further development. 

The stalk turns to the left and proceeds a short distance to the lefts 

sprouts a petal and branches upzards, flaring into a two petalled 

element followed by two more undulations, each of which in turn flares 

out into two petalled elements. This can clearly be seen in design 

'F' below,, an enlargement of E 022* 

It should be noted that an these forms of petalled elements 

occur in almost the same order, as well as in a 'crarrped scroll' 

mannerp on another alabaster capital from Syria (fig. 84. C ). 
(1) 

Dime attributes this capital to the 8th Century. It Dimand'e dating 

is correct, than the whole theory that the Sämarr3 bevelled style 

(Herzfeld's 'First Style') is unique to : Smarrat and developed in its 

entirety at Saamrrr should be completely abandoned : for this 

capital is rendered in excellent bevelled technique. Its decorative 

elements are most advanced in stylization and comparable with the 

best that Särnarrä produced. However,, the attribution of this 

ý1) Dimanci! aýn. ciý., pl. 45. 
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particular capital to the Unayyad period is doubtful if 'based 

on the actual locality (xagga) in which it was discovered, for 

it is quite possible that a migrant decorator from Iraq could 

have been responsible for its introduction into Syria at a later 

date, 

A comparison between the 1cranped meander' of fig. $4 0 

and that Of "F shows that in both cases various elements occur 

in the same order. Even the same stylizations apply apart from 

minor details such as the lobing of the inverted petal in Fi 

(the same petal in fig. C1 is not lobed), and the stretching 

of the lower petal into a spiral in fig. 6C2 (the parallel 

petal in F2 remains short). 

The vertical element in F 3' has its exact parallel, even 
including the notches at the bases, rendered horizontally in C 3. 

02 represents the earliest fully"developed stylization of the 

so-called 'two sepal notched'base calyx' with the characteristic 

hooked sagging to one side of the stalk. From this example (C 2) 

it is very clear that the so-called split leaf and the two sepal 

notched base calyx are in fact various stylizations of'the terminal 

part of the foliated scroll. The majority of the 'bifurcated leaves' 

or two sepal split calyx are derived from a scroll terminal consist- 

ing of two petals or two tendrils proceeding in opposite directions. 

The notched base split calyx and the 'three sepal calyx' are derived 

from such a terminal consisting of three petals or tendrils. In the 

first example (notched base), the lowest tendril or petal is fused 

with the main stalk. In certain examples of this type a small bud' 

like knob occurs in the fork of one or both of the tendrils. This 

indicates an extra leaf which has been stunted consciously in the 
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early stages of its development for purposes of the designi 

such as the orating of a scroll. 

These stunted petals are defined in the early examples (as 

on the alabaster oapitalr fig. 81+ C2 &4and the Sxarrd stuccoes 

fig, 84. v, E, &F2) by the outline running into a . succession 

of adjacent circular loopswith narrow openings. The narrow, spaces 

between every two such loops connect the stunted petal to the main 

body of the so-called 'tyro-sepal notched base calyx' (fig. %F2) 

and seem to Porn abbreviated atoms for the stunted petals. 

The rounded notch with a alit -on one side is of an extreme 

importance, for it permits the identification of the &Z$marrm 

foliated ornament of the bevelled style (iierz, feld'a list style') as 

a 
. 
cramped scrolls and not as a derivative from the so-called 

'palmetto'. 
1, 

Another feature of si. milar, importanee is. the clasping device. 

This device can be clearly seen across the connecting stern between 

the upper and lower parts of fig: f'&+ 
D sit aryl e2',.: and across the 

central vertical element of- fig. 84 F, 
-'I' f as well as across the 

connecting stem between elements 3 and 4 in fig. 8tß C. In all 

three examples these motifs are composed of two r mnotrical halves 

hold together by the. clasping device whilst the rounded notch 

indicates the position of the stunted fused stemsf and . the. slit 

indicates the direction in which the fusion has taken place. This 

fusion causes the obliteration of the original curves and unites 

them in a plain surface. This can best be illustrated by the 

clasped central element of fig, 84 E '1 !. This element has two 

notches at its base and a round dent with a alit between and 

slightly above them. The round dent here is in fact a marker depict- 

ing the symmetrical divergence of the two stalks around its and the 
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vertical slit points out their upward direction. Another form 

of this device occurs in the stuccoes of Simarra in the form of 

an elongated drop and serves the same purpose. 

Before mentioning other non-foliate motifs to whose forms 

these terminals were adapted, it should be noted that a new type 

of scroll was developed from these scroll terminals or bifurcated 

leaves. This type of scroll is formed by a number of such leaves 

of various degrees of stylisation issuing from one another. Two 

such meanders are placed syt ictricnlly and vertically so that the 

syr etrical leaves face alternately inwards and outwards as in 

fig, 82 C (from P! r-i Bagrän). 

By interlacing a number of such motif at an all-over pattern 

of interlaced meanders is achieved, 

In other examples, this pattern is used for the covering of 

tiled domes, such as the dome of 1asjid-i-Shaikh Lutfnlllh 
(1) 

in 

Ipfah; n# and the majority of the tiled domes in Baghdad, as on 

the domes of the AVE fanifas Ma°suf al rarki! � al-Cailanl, al.. 

I3aidar 11b; nay and al-Ahmadiya mosques. 

The same terminals in various etylizations were incorporated 

in the form iof - clöud-'bands' especially on'borders of carpets (fig. 

CO A-N and on other media. 

The earliest depiction of this'arabesque'eomponent in the 

form of a cloud band in wood carving occurs on the Saljuk window 

shutters in the a 
.V al- DIn mosque at itonya (1155-1220) (fig* 

So p )*(2) 

(1) Pope, "Perms Arcni. toctu) ," pt. 290. 

(2) Mn aM Grabarg, g Lo cr j pls. 418-19. 
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One of the most elaborate examples depicting. a foliated scroll 

or ('arabesque') in the fora of cloud-bands can be seen in the 
the 

stucco pendentives flanking the doorway to, cyan-cult- n 

mausoleum at ßuk}ra (ca. 1359). 
(1) 

On a 16th Century Persian carpet (pl. 207)(2) the central 

so-called 'oedallion' exhibits two types of interlaced cloud 

bands. The four blue bands-are renlered in the conventional 

Chinese manner. 

The red cloud bands# though they may appear in the form of 

a cloud collar, are actually two cloud bands depicted as mirror 

images of each other, with their ends joined together at both 

sides� 

(1j b d"ý pl. 30. 
(2 Pope* "UastArntoGes: Pl. D. (colour plate). 
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The heart-shaped motif,. 

The minaret of the Siräj al-Din mosque (pl. 60 
M 

exhibits a strip from an all-over pattern in the form of a 

band surrounding its loser cylinder (fig. 85A). 
(2) 

This 

band is formed by a pattern composed of a succession of geome- 

tricalized and stepped bud-shaped (or heart-shaped) motifs with 

two volutes stemming from their bases in a symmetrical arrange- 

ment. The centres of these shapes are occupied by stepped triang- 

les stemming from their bases by means of connecting lines. 

The reconstruction of the all-over pattern (fig. 85 B) reveals 

that the pattern is actually a heart-shaped one composed of horiz- 

ontal registers. Each register is composed of two lines of 

partially reciprocating heart-shaped motifs. The reconstruction 

also reveals that what seemed to be two volutes are in fact two 

halves of the stepped triangles forming the cores of adjacent mot- 

ifs. 

No exact parallel to this band (fig-85 A) can be found on other 

Iraqi minarets, nor, apparently. on arr other existing minaret. The 

same is true of the all-over pattern from which this band was derived 

(fig. 85 B). On the other hands a good number of closely related 

strips and all-over patterns occur in Islamic art, mostly as textile 

motifs and as surface ornament in architecture (figsf6 A and Bj 

87 A and B9 and 88 A-L). Perhaps the closest parallel to 

fig. 85 occurs as early as the first half of the 9th Century, as 

a border design at amarrä"" (fig. 88 C). The Samarrä` strip is in 

fact equal to one half of the strip of tig. 85 A but the reconstr- 

uction of the all-over pattern shows that it is composed of diagon- 

ally distributed closely-knit heart-shaped motifs enclosing the 

1 Rebuilt or restored in 131871900-,. 
2 This is the lowermost band cf' the lower cylinder. 
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Fig. 85 : 
A. Geometrical band from the minaret of the SirHj 

al-Din mosque, Baghdad. 

B. Reconstruction of the all-over pattern from 
which the band was taken. 
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B. 

Fig. 86 : All-over patterns of heart-shaped motifs 
in Islamic art. 

A. From a Central Anatolian carpet. 13th century. 
After Erdman. 

B. The governor of Rahba from the Schefer iariri. 
1237. After Ettinghausen. 



A. 

Fig. 87 : Trefoils and palmettes 
enclosed in heart-shaped motifs 
from SRmarra stuccoes. 
After Herzfeld. 

B. 



B. 

D. 

01 

E. 

Fig. 88 : Sämarrä border designs. After Herzfeld. 



so-called 'five-petalled palmette'. The pattern is 

curvilinear. Seen horizontally, every other heart-shaped 

unit is-inverted. - Seen vertically, the tips of the motifs 

in one vertical axis point in an upward direction, whilst the 

tips of those in the adjoining vertical axis point downwards. 

Other related strips from all-over patterns composed of 

rows of heart-shaped motifs also occur in the stuccoes of Cämarrä, 

such as those in fig. ' 88 C and D, 

The nearest all-over pattern to that of fig. 85 B (as 

regards the degree of stylization) can be seen on a 13th Century 

Central Anatolian carpet from Konya (fig. 86 A). 
(1) 

In this 

carpet the motifs are almost rectilinear� and faulted or lobed, 

The points, of faulting are accentuated by small stylized volutes. 

The base volutes end in hooks. The inner space of the central lobe 

is occupied by a W-shaped filler-motif. The nature of the base 

volutes is partially obscured by the fact that the identical heart. 

shaped motif adjoins them in the row immediately below. Only in 

the bottom row, where the base volutes are unobscured, is the true 

nature of the pattern revealed. In this carpet the heart-shaped 

motif has become so angular as to become misunderstood. Indeed, 

to Erdmann the pattern comprised 

"diamond lozenges with severely stylized fj ers 
or leaves used to fill out the pattern. " 2 

curvilinear version of the Konya pattern appears amongst 

the Samarrä' stucco designs (fig. 87 B). 
(3) Apart from the 

curvilinear rendering and the different filler motifs, the ; ämars'ä 

pattern exhibits the same characteristics as the Konya pattern. 

1 K. Erdmnn, Oriental ca ets : an account of their hist 
tr. C. G. Ellis London,, 1960) pl. 5. 

2 Ibid., p. 17- 
3) Herzfeld, Der WWandschmauck, p1.294., Orn. 268. 
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Other versions of the heart-shaped all-over pattern, with 

slightly different variations either in the stylization of 

the heart motif or in the distribution of the motifs over the 

available surface, oecur as textile and wall arnanent in Islamic 

miniatures (fig. EG B: and pls. 203 and; O9 ) and as wall ornament 

in the Ssr rrn" stu; coes - 
(fig. O7 A). In all these examples the 

designs include trefoils or fleur-de-lys 
(1) 

and five-petalled 

palmettes enclosed by heart-shaped motifs, 
(2) 

Though the heart-shaped motif was identified as such in its 

most compositeand highly evolved form in the arabesque, e. g. in 

the rs garnagat of the minarets of bt q al-Ghazl (pl. 53 ark: fig. BID) 

and auf al-Karkhl (pl. 68) and those of the so-called °Abbäsid 

]Palace (pl" ITS and fig. 81 ); 3)its 
early forms have been completely 

ignored by most of the authorities on Islamic art, and were consid- 

ered as a by-product of the paimette. 
(4) 

In its early form this 

motif was termed 'the enclosed palmette', 
(5) 

1 ßa43d . cit., p. 111. 
2) This motif was discussed (i Chapter X) when dealing with 

the curvilinear meander at , marrrl , and it was shown that 
the heart-shaped motif (the Chinese Joo-e head) was the 
principal motif and that the palmette should be considered 
only as a secondary motif, The palmette was originally no 
more than a side-effect of the lobing or faulting of the 
Joo-e head in certain designs,, while in others it was a 
result of faulting the curvilinear zigzag band meander. For 
expediency the popular term heart-shaped motif is more often 
used in this investigation than the technically correct term 
"-o head". 

3) 'Kizw"ini, +. cit., p. 51. 
4) J. 5tryzgonffiki spud liamid, ibid., pp. 135-11+4 and 295T 

Dimand, o-. o. ait. v p. 62. 
(5) kfaraid, °., P" aiýt: , P. 144, 



Thus the study of the heart-shaped motif became subsidiary to 

the study of the palmette, and was linked with Greek prototypes 

(on the grounds that the Greeks were the first to split and 

enclose the Assyrian palmette)(1) through Sasanian antecedents* 
(2) 

Strzygowski, on the other hand, maintains that "the heart motifs 
ti 

which appeared in Sasanian art are not highly stylized palmettes, 

but rather simple geometrical figures. " 
(3) 

Furthermore; Strzygo- 

waki maintains that in Mesopotamia and Persia the "Old Asiatic" 

forms of the palmetto were adopted - particularly in Sasanian 

decorative art, 
) 

and that the Sasanian palmetto never reached 

the stage of evolution where its petals turn into a heart-shaped 

motif. 
(5) 

Though Strzygowski does not specify the source of the 

'Old Asiatic' palmetto, he seems to have been nearer the truth 
the than those who held the formerly widespread opinion that/Sämarra4 

"palmetto" was derived directly from Sasanian prototypes, and 

ultimately from Hellenistic models. 
(6) 

The same history is assumed 

for the so-called 'trifoliate palmetto enclosed by heart motif' 

which occurs in the art of the Turkish nomads of the Steppes, 
() 

where it is found on saddle ornaments, mostly in metal, (fig. 89 

The motif- seems to have had. it wide distribution amongst the 

steppe peoples, who seem to have been responsible for its trans- 

mission over a very wide area, from Minusinsk in Siberia to the 

north to Bana (fig. 89 ) in Hungary to the west and to Balalyk 

Tepe in the south-east and east (fig. 90 A)� 

1 Yjam d, °. L" c, itp. 134.. 
(2) A. Kiss and fit. Bartha, "Graves from the age bf the Hungarian 

Conquest at Bana" Acta Archaeolo ca Academiae Scientiarum 
Hunparicae XXII (1970) pp. 229-30- 

(3) Strzygow&ci, a�yud jbamid, M. cit., be. cit. 
4 Hauüd, `ibid, i, p. 135. 

5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid, 4,. 5: 26 4"-5. 

(7) Kiss and Bartha, op. cit., pp. 229-30. 
8) Ibid., fig. 5 (nos. 2,3, and 4). 



Fig. 89 : Silver strap mounts 
from a grave at Bana 
datable to the Hungar- 
ian conquest. 
After Kiss and Bartha. 

A. 

B. 

C. 



A. 
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Fig. -90 = 

ý 1ý'rfl v 
, 
ýýj 

ý: 

A. Wall painting from Balalyk Tepe. 5th-6th century. 
After T. Talbot Rice. 

B. Silk batik depicting two confronted birds with a 
heart-shaped motif. Chinese. 8th century. After 

ýi, ' J ei ýv'°k ý., ^, P'P, ý S(,. ý"ý ýl -- c Gü, - aý - s(ý ý' ý'Sý.: ý 
ýý. 

e) . 
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The suggestion of Turkish influence on the ornament of 

'Style C' at 5ämarrA'(Herzfeld's 'First Style') seems to have 

been based on the use of the bevelled technique rather than on 

the decorative motifs themselves. 
(') 

Thus the palmetto is kept 

within the sphere of Sasanian art (or the "Sassano-Cap casiarf 

tradition), 
(2) 

and thus the so-called 'trifoliate enclosed by 

a heart, ' which appears among the nomad Turks, was considered to 

have reached them from the west during the 6th . to the 8th Century 

via Sogdian merchants,, 
(3) 

and in the 10th Century via the Khazars. 
(4) 

But it is generally accepted too that the Sasanian palmetto did not 

develop into "a bare heart-shaped device. " 
(5) 

This contradiction 

can be solved by examining evidence from the east rather than from 

the west. Excavations carried out in 1965 at Tunhuang brought to 

light a Chin dynasty (265-420) embroidered-fabric depicting five 
ý7) 

Chinese Buddhist priests and with votive. inscriptions 
(6)(fig. 76 

The all-over patterns decorating the outer robes of four of the 

priests are composed of the so-called 'three-petalled palmetto 

enclosed by a heart-shaped motif', identical with that of the 

nomad Turks and the Hungarian strap mounts (fig. 89 A and B) p and 

to those on the robes of the two cup-bearers of the 5th - 6th 

Century wall painting at Balalyk Tepe (fig. 90 A). The only 

difference between the Hungarian motifs and the other motifs is 

the extra loop-holes which are devised in order to fix the metal 

1 Talbot Rice, . cit., p. 33 and pl. 26 caption ; bi. S. Dimand, 
"'8tudiý$ in IsIaamic-, o, "rrment. f , I., _ The origin of the second 

style of Samarra decoration' in Archaeolouica Crientalia in 

memoriam Ernst ferzfeld, ed. G. C. Miles, p. 64 ; ! see iamid 

M. cit. ' p. 245" 
2 Kiss and Bartha, aL,. ,,, 

3t c., p. 259. 
3I bid. 
4 Ibid. 

(5 aaa d, 
_M. S_i_t +, P. 135. 

6) Chubanshe, gM. cit., (Dolby's translation, p. 5)- 
7) Chubanshe,, c M. cit., pl. 2. 



motif to the leather straps of the horse harness of the nomads. 

During the Chinese cultural Revolution an 8th Century 
As 

Chinese silk batik was discovered at A_si-xa-sue (1)depicting 

two fabulous birds under a stylized tree (fig. 90 B). 
(2) 

The 

tree in the design incorporates a heart-shaped motif enclosing 

a trifoliate form (the three-petalled palmetto) slightly different 

from those of figs. 86A, 89, and 9 OA where the two lower 

petals are formed by the two base volutes of the heart-shaped 

motif. The three-lobed form of the silk batik is independent of 

the two base volutes and formed by a continuous curvilinear line, 

twice faulted. This whole motif not only resembles the so-called 

five-petalled palmetto of Smmarrä, but is in fact a facsimile of 

it. In Islamic art the two base volutes simply become extra petals. 

The appearance of an exact parallel to the silk batik motif 

on a 4th Century B. C. Chinese bronze mirror (fig. 91 A)(3) in the 

form of a 'petal motif' constitutes conclusive evidence as to the 

Chinese origin and nature of the so-called 'three petalled palmetto 

enclosed by a heart-shaped motif'. This is all the more obvious 

in that prototypes of this petal form can be found in abundance on 

Late Chou (5th - 6th Century B. C. ) bronze vessels - such as the 

bronze hu (fig. 92 A)(ý') and the bronze t1ttg (fig. 92 B)0(5)as well 

as on Late Chou pottery (fig. 92 C), 
(6) 

where the motif is in the 

form of a heart-shape. This proves that the so-called 'enclosed 

palmette' in Islamic art and in the repertoire of the nomad Turks 

i Chubanshe, ibid. y p1.60. 
2 Ibid., (Dolt s -translation, p. 6) 
3 Sullivan, 21. cit., fig. I C. 23). 
4 La Plante, M. cit., p. 20 (note 6tß. ), pl. 64. 
5 Ibid., note . 661.66. 
6 Ibid., note 88, pl. 88. 



Fig. 91 : Early Chinese petal motifs. 

A. Petal motif stemming out of central 
zone of bronze mirror. 4th century 
B. C. After Sullivan. 

B. From a Loyang mirror. After Sullivan. 
CO 

A 

B 

C 



A. 

B. 

Fig. 92 : Early Chinese 
bronzes depicting sym- 
bols of longevity. 

A. Hu. Late Chou (6th- 5th 
century B. C. ). After 
La Plante. 

B. Ting. Late Chou. After 
La Plante. 

C. Earthenware ting. Late 
Chou. After La Plante. 

D. Ear of a bronze tiger. 
10th century B. C. 
After Sickman and Sop- 
er. 

D. 

c J 
i 
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has no connection whatsoever with the Hellenistic palmette, 

or with any other palmette for that matter. What seems to be 

a palmette is in fact a secondary motif within the Chinese heart- 

shaped motif, and is defined by it. A similar conclusion has been 

reached a propos of the zigzag band at sämarrý". 
(1) 

This motif (sometimes referred to as the petal motif, or 

the heart motif) is called by the Chinese Joo-e or Joo-e head . 

It occurs in a great number of variations, 
(2) 

stylizations(3) and 

multiple combinations throughout the history of Chinese art from 

the Late Chou period onwards, 
(4) 

and possibly earlier. It i-s £öund 

in practically all media. It occurs in two main categories t 

a) simple, and b) lobed or faulted. Although both categories 

are found in a variety of forms and stylizations,, they all retain 

a common unchanging feature: that is the two base volutes or 

roundels which curve inwards symmetrically (pis. 210,212 

21k, 217-21944 and B, and figs. 9CB, 91 A, B, 92 - 94 )" 

In a good number of cases, the base volutes, when adjacent 

to each other or slightly parted, are bridged by a connecting device 

in the form of a short curved line arching from one volute to the 

other within the inner space of the motif (pls. 211' 215,216, and 

figs. 93`-' ... ', id and 911 C) 
" In other cases the two volutes are 

linked by two such connecting devices, one on the inside and the 

second on the outside (pi. 216 and fig. 93H aril 94 J)" In yet 

other cases - where the volutes are adjacent - the connecting 

device is sometimes surmounted by a dot or by a three-petalled 

motif (pls. 215 and 221 and figs 933,94 B and I) )" 

(1) " p. 
(2) See J. F. B. Locker� "Symbolism in Chinese art (a practical guide). i 

Emblems in animals" in Hsiao Ch'ien our. cit., pp. 375'80. 
(3) That is : simple, lobed, pointed and rounded; curvilinear, 

rectilinear, and with tips, out and parted. 
(1. ) See Appendix. VIII 
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These connecting motifs seem to have misled a number of 

scholars into propounding an erroneous theory about the 

influence of Seljuk carpets 
0) 

and Islamic metalwork 
(2) 

on Chinese porcelain. They have based this theory on-the 

ground that in Chinese porcelain the feature under consider- 

ation resembles the Arabic letters ain, chain and fä'; and 

as it is always flanked by two alaxst vertical lines, attempts 

have been made to read it as la a. lachä" or lafa depending 

on the presence or absence of a'dot above the connecting dev- 

ice. 
(3) 

The incoherence of such "itlscriptions" is explained 

by terming the script "pseudo-I ufic. " 

The clue to the "pseudo-Kufid' employed here can be found 

on the base of a Japanese bronze statue of a 'Kwannon' in the 

Victoria and Albert Museum, (pl. 222 B ),, where the Joo-e 

motif has been ztretched vertically in order to cover the 

whole surface of the base. In this examples the outlines 

reaching from the base volutes to the pointed tip of the motif 

have been straightened as well as stretched ; the lower half 

of this pattern forms an exact parallel to the Chinese so-called 

"pseudo-Kufic" of pis. 215 and 221 and fig, 94 B and D. This 
s t- 

- {ýý tio, sýxýýGý, ý , ý, ý Ir 
ý-& iS coý ýý ý, - 

57 ýý, j- 

(i) E. g. B. Gray, during a discussion following a lecture by 
Miss M. Medley, "Chinese sport Ware and Islamic Design" 
delivered on 26th June 1972 during the Percival David 
Foundation Colloquy : Colloquies on art and Archaeolocy in 
Aia, No. 3 (The lestward Influence of Chinese Art fron 

the 11th - 18th Century) held at the Institute of Archaeology, 
London. 

(2) Miss Medley, in tho*lecture mentioned above, maintained that 
this motif was borrowed by the Chinese from Islamic metalwork. 

(3) See Appendix IX. 
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d3ab(that the so-called "pseudo-Kufic" in Chinese porcelain 

originates from indigenous Chinese prototypes (which can be 

traced back to the Late Chou dynasty) rather than from Arabic 

calligraphy (see figs. 9tß atra ) ), tn fact, there is enough 

evidence to prove that Arabic calligraphy itself borrowed 

Chinese and Buddhist motifs, such as the 'endless knot' (figs 96 

anc: 97 ) and the sections of cloud bands forming the tops of 

vertical letters in "Kufic" script 97 )ý1). (P1. x"73 and Fig. 

The so-called "Kufic" inscriptions forming the borders of 

the 13th Century Seljuk carpets found at the °A]. ä' al-Din mosque 

at Konya (pi. 224 and fig. ' 98 ) in fact have no relation to 

"Kufio" in any way. They are composed of symmetrical rectilin- 

ear units. Each unit is composed of a horizontal rectilinear 

meander with a split arrow-shaped form or finial stemming from 

its centre and flanked by two half arrow-head forms (fig. 988 ). 

The units are joined to each other horizontally at the base to 

form a band (fig. 98 B, C, and D). In fig. 98 As the units are 

isolated from each other. They are composed of four split arrow- 

shaped forms or finials. They seem to depict a section from the 

continuous meander composed of two halves of adjacent units (of 

figs. 93 B, C, and D as described above). In fig. 98 B and 

D the central units (split arrow-heads) are stretched apart in 

order to accommodate an extra decorative device. 

A closer study reveals that the finials are composed of 

hooked devices which are one of the many Chinese conventions for 

cloud motifs and for Han curls. In fact the whole arrangement of 

these units - especially fig. %D - recalls the 10th Century geomet- 

rical cloud bands (in brick-work) of the Näoin Jämi (fig. 57 A 

1 See the 11th Century "Silver Saly r" of A3 Arelan Pope, 
+ iar terpi. 

ý eves' p. 101, and pl. 65L 
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Fig. 95 : Detail of cotton fabric. Tang period. After 
Chubanshe. 



Fig. 96 : Dish, inlaid 
metalwork. Northern Meso- 
potamia.. 12th-13th cent- 
ury. 

Fig. 97 : Carved calligr2phy 
on marble sarcophagus. Herat. 
lst half of the 15th century. 
After Hill and Grabar. 

Fjo. 7. 
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Fig. 98 : The so-called 'pseudo-ICufic' in Saljuk carpets. 
After Erdmann. 
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and B) and other cloud band forms of later periods (see 

figs-54,55 and 56A 

The appearance of the split arrow-head motif on the 

Loyang mirror of fig. 91 B in the form of abstracted base 

volutes, and its appearance on & 'recently discovered Tang 

cotton fabric (fig. 95 )(1)as extended base volutes occupy- 

ing the inner space of a highly stylized Joo-e head- 

(incor-porated with a geometrical "arabesque" meander) leaves no doubt 

about the nature and the descent of this motif from ancient 

Chinese antecedents. It was then adapted for use in Arabic 

calligraphy, especially "Kufid' ; the motif probably first reach- 

ed those countries exposed to direct and prolonged Chinese influ- 

enee; such as Turkestan and Afghanistan. Examples of such 

scripts can be seen on the tower of Mascnd III (1089-1115) at 

Ghazna. In this tower the wide upper band is composed of squa- 

res containing a monumental band incorporated not only'-with 

'endless knots, ' but also with a continuous faulted meander 
(1) 

similar to those of the Samarrä-stuccoes of figs. 160C and D 

Furthermore, this tower exhibits possibly the earliest example 

of the so-called ! square Kufie' in the-form of an all-over 

pattern executed in one-level haVjrj. 
(2) 

Further evidence suggesting that Chinese influence affected 

Islamic calligraphy can be found in the various Arabic sources. 

lain al-Din, quoting Qalgashandi (zubti al-A0shä III) and 

Ibn al-Athir (Asad al-Ghsiba III, p. 157), relates that "after 

the Arabic script had reached various regions at the time of the 

conquests, it assumed the names of various regions, eastern and 

western alike. This was because the Arabs were inclined to 

1} Hill and Grabar, o cit., pls. 146 and 11+7. (2} 
Ibid. pl. 14.8. 
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identify calligraphic bands with regions famed for their 

improvement of the (Arabic) script in the early Islamic 

period. Examples are t the i 
,, 

the BaFrl, the däsi 1, 

the Hirt, the ! a° all the Mini, the Nabbbb; rt, the QairawUnt, 

the Qurtubl, the Shäm3. and others-which the student may find 

in the relevant sourcese(1) 

Quoting Ibn al-Nadim, Zain al-Ain mentions other hands 

attributed to certain cities# such as : "the 1Lakki, the Madan- 

lain(2) the üalütl, the IBfahFiuI, and the Sat11V' (or- sub3. i)ý3) 
-ýý ........ .......... 

Unfortunately, Zain al-Din does riot quote hands attributed 

to Eastern province's or cities apart from the`Iatahänl hand. 

This however should not preclude the assumption that hands 

attributed to Samarkand, Bukhara, Herät and Ghazna might have 

existed; perhaps their names were overshadowed by the omni- 

presence of the term "Küfl". 

Obviously not vnly "Kufic" but also the naskh hand was 

spread by the conquests., Both must have contributed equally 

to the shaping of the various monumental hands which were devel- 

oped in the Islamic world. These new hands incorporated cert- 

ain features of askh 'such as the lengthening of the vertical 

letters which is also a characteristic of the preeecessor of 

nakh, the Ha ba "hared; neither the ýsquaat early hufic, which 

was first known as Hire, nor its prototype, the 'Satranjili; 

had this feature. 
(4) 

It seems possible that future research in this field might 

well be able to assign : bands containing Chinese and Buddhist mot- 

ifs, such as 'interlaced Kufic, ' 'foliated Kufie, ' 'floriated 

T71-lain al-Din, o +. cit., p. 306. 
(2) This most probably means the two calligraphic hands of 

gadina or perhaps the hand of the 2ladIna Yeoplea 
j Ibid., p. 322 (footnotes I and 2). 

(4) pp" 3-26-327 
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ICufic' and the like, to Bukhara, Samarkand, Herat and 

Ghazna. 

One may now return to the Joo-e head. This heart- 

shaped motif appears in Islamic art in almost all its 

Chinese variations. As early as the Han period, a group of 

four identical J00-e motifs radiating from a common centre 

appear on the cover of an earthenware 'tip' now in the 

Royal Scottish Museum 
(')(fig. 

99 A). The design in this 

example is crudely executed in incised lines. The Joo-e 

motifs are pointed and cusped. The inner spaces are decor- 

ated with small circles. An almost exact - but more refined - 

parallel can be seen on the Chinese silk of p1.225 " where the 

JJooae's are faulted and linked to each other. 

P1.226 shows the Japanese adaptation of this motif for 

the metal-guard or cross-bar of Japanese swords. 

The same formation (four Joo-e a motifs) appears in Islamic 

ornament; with slight variations, one may cite the tile-work 

of the "Blue Mosque" at Tabris dated after 1465 (fig. 100 ). 
(a) 

It also appears on 15th Century book-covers made in Herit 

(plJ 27 )(3)where the motif is slightly altered, e. g. by omitt- 

ing the base volutes and by connecting the Joo--ens to each 

other. This formation is generally referred to as a medallion 

(see fig. 99 B), 

Other formations consisting of a larger number of Jo Is 

radiating from a common centre can be seen on Chinese lacquer 

F1 No. 1957.238 
2) Hill and Grabar, offe c it., pl. 218. 
j Formerly in the collection of F. R. Martin, Stockholm. It 

is datable to 11+35 (F. Sarre and F. R. Martin, Die Ausstel- 
non Meisterwerken Muhammedanischer Kunst in München, 

iio uunich, 1912) I, pl. 19 In this example the -inner 
motif is identical with the so-called cloud-collar (infra, 

P-354 &; n. 5). 
(4) Rempel, off. cit., p. 375 and fig. 175/2. 



Fig, 99 : 

A. Cover of a grey earthenware 
ting in the Royal Scottish 
bluseum, (1957.238 a). 

Al. Pattern of Joo-e heads. 
Islamic. After Rempel. 

B. Elements of Joo-e heads and 
cloud collars. Islamic. 
After Rempel. 
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Fig. 100 : Faience mosaic in the Blue Mosque. Tabriz. 
1465. After Pope. 
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of the Van-1i period (1537-1619), such as the box depicted in 

pl. 228 
(')from 

the Low-Beer Collection. The appearance of 

this motif in the same formation as that of the Han period (fig. 

99 A) constitutes firm evidence as to the uninterrupted desc- 

ent of this motif from early Chinese prototypes.,.. 

An almost exact parallel to the motif of the lacquer box 

appears on Persian carpets of the 17th Century (pl. 229 )(2) 

amongst other Chinese motifs such as the lotus and highly styliz- 

ed cloud bands (on both sides of the central motif in pl. 229 ). 

This leaves no doubt about the origin of such formations in Islam- 

ic grt and renders any attempt at linking this motif (the so-called 

medallion) with the palmetto, and consequently Sasanian prototypes, 

highly suspect. 
(3) 

The most common use of this motif in Islamic art is in the 

form of a horizontal strip composed of identical units. This 

form is used as a border design. It occurs at S11mar7a in a var- 

iety of shapes. They include examples which are simple (fig. 

88 D and E), cusped (fig. 88 A), lobed 
, 

(fig. 10IA), elongated 

(fig. 83 B), with an inner secondary motif, such as the so-called 

palmetto (fig. 88 A and C) or a drop-shaped motif (fig. 88 B), or 

examples which lack such devices (fig. 88 D and E). The same typo 

of border appears in wood on the 12th Century nbar of the 

0Imädiya mosque (dated 51iß/1153-4). -shown 
in fig. 104-. 

(1) P. Low-Beer, "Chinese Lacquer of the middle and late Ming 

period, " Bulletin of the Museum of -Par Eastern , Anti uities 
XXIV (195-27,, pi. 127. 

(2) Sarre and Martin, 2. c it., I, Iii. 62. 
(3 See Rempel's attempt in fig. 9q B (Rempel, off. cit"' P" 

375, and fig" 172/2) to es'. b sh such a connection. 
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A 

Fig. 101: Analytical drawings 
of various faulted curvilinear 
zigzag bands on Sanarra stucc- 
oes. After Herzfeld. 

B 

C 
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Though exact parallels for this strip can be found in 15th 

Century miniatures of the school of flertt (p1,230 ), 

which would seem to confirm the generally accepted opinion 

thul' Chinese influence made itself evident in Persian pottery 

during the 14th Century 
(1) 

and on Persian painting during the 

15th Century, 
(2) 

a number of such strips appear in early 13th 

Century miniatures in the form of sleeve-bands. These occur in 

a scene of two horsemen in Kitab al-Baijara (Baghdad 606/1210)3) 

and in the miniature depicting Socrates and two students from 

The Choicest Maxims and Best : Wngs of the Topkapu Saräyi 

Müzeai 
(4) (fig. 102 A and B ). 

The saute strip appears on the miter of the 1ýädi of Sacda 

(37th Ba(rma) in the Leningrad Uagamät of UarIri (Baghdad 0.1225- 

1235). 
(5) 

Another version of this strip can be seen on the 

'Elephant Clock' from Jazarl's Book of the Knowledge of Mechanical 

Uevicea, 
(6) in the band immediate], y below the dome (fig. 102 0 ). 

The appearance of this motif in the miniatures of the 

School of Baghdad as well as in üämarrä stuccoes - amongst 

other things - seems to render invalid the assertions of hiss 

Medley and Mr. (rrayy. 

(1) Miss U. Medley argued this view in her lecture "Chinese '°". xport 
Kare and Islamic Design" delivered at the 1972 Percival David 
Foundation Colloquy. 

(2) B, Gray argued this view in his lecture "Chinese Influence in 
Persian Painting" delivered at the Colloquy mentioned in n. 1 

above. 
3) Fttinghnusen, Arab painting".. Pl. on p. 97. 
t, ) probably : yriar first half of the 13th Century I d. t Pl" 

-on p. 76 and caption. 
(5) L bid.,, p1. on p. 107. 

6 Ibid., p1. on p. 93. 



A. 

C. 

B. 

Fig. 102 : Islamic miniatures depicting strips of Joo-e 
heads. After Ettinghausen. 

A. From Kitäb al-Baitara. Baghdad. 606/1210. 
B. = The Choicest Maxims and Best-Sayings of the Topkapu 

Saräy Mazes i. 
C. From Kitab al-Hiyal al-Handasiya of al-Jazri. 
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Individual Joo-e's as well as sections of strips appear in 

Islamic architecture as surface ornament - in actual monum- 

ents as well as in miniature painting. Examples are the appear- 

ance of the brown motif at Sämarrä 
(1) 

and at Fir-1 Bakrgn 

(p1.231 ). * In this example the motifs are inverted. 

In the miniature of pl. 17 the Joo-e occupying the pend- 

dentive is lobed or faulted and flanked by two half Joo-e's. 

Apart from the Joo-e's of the Chinese clouds depicted in 

Isleimic miniatures (fig. 105 ), (2) 
this motif occurs in two 

main categories in Islamic art, simple and lobed. 

1- The simple Joo-e occurs in the following forms a 

A. - with a pointed tip and fully curved sides. (fig, lOG A). 
B. - With a pointed tip 'and slightly curved sides (fig. W6 B). 

C. - With a pointed and cusped tip (inwardly curved sides) 

as in fig. 106 C. 

These three forms are all represented in the S. marrä 

stuccoes (see figB. 83 and 4,0 A respectively). 

2. - The symmetrically lobed or faulted Joo-e occurs in the 

following forms a 

A. - With a central lobe which is pointed and has fully curved 

sides, such as fig. 1O'' D (this form occurs in the wooden 

door of the Mausoleum of Mahmdd of Ghazna, executed shortly 

after 421/1030 (pl. 141 3) 

B. - With a central lobe which is pointed and has moderately 

curved sides (Pig. 106 E and G). Examples occur on the 

o2aAdiga mid (fig. I )" and the miniatures of the 

1) I'ra. P" 342. 
2) Which constitute perhaps the only fully recognized Chinese 

element in Persian art (see T. Arnold, Survivals of 
Sassanian and Manio. hean art in Persian aintin (Oxford 

492L . v. 
(3} , t'tiuý; hausen, "The Bevelled S, e" , pl. XV/fig. 2 and 

caption, 
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Fig. 103 : 39marra border designs depicting the so-called 
$half palmette with the wing-like element'. 
After Herzfeld. 
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Fig. 104 : Border designs on the minbar of the °Imädiya 

mosque, depicting Joo-e heads. Iraq. 1210. 
After Ettinghausen. 
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Fig. 105 : Chinese cloud forms in Islamic miniature paintin,?;. 
(see the following page) 



Fig. 105 : 

A. From a treatise on Natural History by Ibn Bakhtishu 
Tabriz, L295. After Blochet. 

B. From The Book of Kings by Firdawsi. Tabriz, 1310. 
After Blochet. 

C. From Rashid al-Din's History of the Mongols. 
Tabriz, c. 1310. After Blochet. 

D, and E. From The Book of Kings by Firdawsi. Herat, c. 1430. 
After Blochet. 

F, and G. From The Apocalypse of Muhammad. Herit, 1436. 
After Blochet. 

H. From The Shah-Nama. Shir9z, c. 1444. After Gray. 
1. From The Khawar-Mama of Ibn Husam. Shiräz, 1480. After 

Gray. 
J. From a treatise on Natural History by Ibn Bakhtishu. 

Tabriz, 1295. After Blochet. 
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Fig. 106 : The various forms of the Joo-e in Islamic 
art (see the following rage . 
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Liagamät of jiariri (pls. 33,3I & 208 and fig. 07 A, BP & G). 

C. - With a pointed and cusped central lobe (fig. 106 G and K). 
W 

D. - With a pointed rectilinear central lobe (fig. 106 F and H) 

as in the ilagärnt of Hartrr (pl. 200 ) and the crest of 

the fabulous bird of fig. 108 from CAJä'ib al-Makhlügät. 

E. - With a rounded central lobe (fig. 10 J). 
(2) 

F. - With a pointed and cusped central lobe and multiple lobing. 

A further study of this motif reveals that the Joo-e has had 

a far-reaching effect on Islamic architecture. Apart from its 

use for surface ornament, its various forms were borrowed for 

the profiles of a wide variety of arches i pointed (two-centred 

and Pour-centred), 
(3)cusped 

and segmented, It is used in the same 

manner as the faulted or lobed meander (see Chapter X. p. 345)ß 

that is, usually by omitting the base volutes and by the adopt- 

ion of the remaining forms. In other examples (whenever the 

material permitted) the whole motif - including the base volutes - 

was adopted for arches, as in the lacquer screen in pl. 232 

Fig. 105 H seems to provide the answer to the origin of a 

curiously-shaped segmented arch which appears in the 10th - 11th 

Century as surface ornament on the minaret of c- pls. 
40 and 233 

and fir. 109 A). ang%he Mausoleum of the Imam Muhammad al-Dur; 
1) This form is represented in the Sämarri stuccoes (see fig. 

(2) This form occurs mostly in Chinese clouds of Persian miniat- 
urea (fig. 10, E-G Land especially in miniatures of the sch- 
ool of Hsrät (fig. 1' ') the central lobes of the iierdt motifs 
sag inwards slightly s -A near-exact parallel to 
this form can be seen on the Chinese throne of the 
£erýor Chien Lung in the Victoria and Albert Museum (pl. 

5). 
A slightly pointed version of this form ap ears 

on the backrest of an elephant hawdah in the Shähnäma 1206) 
in the Pozzi Collection, Paris fig. Qb L) (B1 Mu su? 
man Painting, pl. XI). 

3 See Appendix X. 
4) Creswell assigns this minaret to the 12th Century ("Evolution, " 

(295 ) whilst Herzfeld assigns it to the cugailidpeeriod 
386-486/996-1093), ( Archaeolopreche Reise, ý III p" 3 
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C. 

Fig. 107 : Motifs occurring in the miniatures of the 
Maocmat al-Hariri. Baghdad. C. 1225-35. 

A-C, P, and G. Vertical sections from border strips 
of Joo-o heads. 

D. Vertical section from a faulted curvilinear zigzag 
band(ScFinarrE type) from the same manuscript. 

E. An all-over pattern of Joo-e heads in the same 
man. uscript(the Leningrad Hariri). 



Fig. 108 : "The LTiraculous Rescue of the Stranded 
Voyager". From the A' 9' ib al-IrTakh1un t of 
al-Qazwini. VVäsit. 67 12 O. Aftcr Ettingg- 
hausen. 
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Fig. 109 : Variations of the madFni arch in Islamic 
art (see the following page) . 



Fig. 109 ; 

A. A niche from the minaret of °Xna. After Herzfeld. 
B. From the congregational mosque of Bistam. 702/1302. 

After Seherr-Thoss. 
C. From the Maa&a7at of Hariri. C. 1237. After Blochet. 

E. of the Suleymaniya Library. 
Istanbul. Probably Baghdad. Between 1242-58. After 
Ettinghausen. 

F. From the Pleasure Garden of Sacdi. Shiräz ; Bokhära. 
349/1555. After Blochet. 
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(Imän Dur), 
(1)as 

can be seen in fig. 110 9 

In the late 12th or early 13th Century this takes the 

form of a free-standing arch, as in the cloister of the Con- 

gregational mosque of Bistäm(2) (pl. 23l. and fig. 109 B). 

The three given examples seem to be the only surviving - as 

well as the earliest - occurences of this arch on actual Islam- 

ic monuments. On the other hand Islamic miniatures depict a 

good number of such arches from the first half of the 13th 

Century onwards (pls. 235 & 236 and fig. 109 C-F). 

The Bistim segmented arches leave no doubt about the most un. 

architectonic nature of this form of arch - especially as the 

actual arch which bears the weight is a simple pointed arch, as 

can clearly be seen. The segmented arch under consideration is 

rendered in a thin panel of carved stucco(t each side of the 

pointed arch. This form has no constructional value at all apart 

from bearing its own weight. The way in which this arch is con- 

structed clearly indicates its purely ornamental value. 

In the UagazEt of liarirl of the Suleym3niye Library in 

Istanbul (p1.235 and fig. 109 E) similar arches are depicted. 

A closer study of the arch of pi. 235 reveals characteristics 
1 Built between 1061 and 1085; 1ýX. Herzfeld, "Damasqus" p. 19" 
2 `Wilber assigns this mosque to 699/1299 (JI lamIc Iran 

127). Seher-Thoss assigns the cloister to 702/1302 
"Design and colour, " p. 112). 

(3) The same form can also be found in the form of individual 
blind arches decorating modern buildings in Iraq. P1.238 
shows two blind niches flanking the door of an Iraqi 
house (probably in Hills. or in Karbalä'). The finials of 
these niches are formed by such segmented arches. The 
processes caused by faulting are hardly perceptible in 
this example, but nevertheless the accuracy with which 
this feature is depicted leaves no doubt about its 
nature. 
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Fig. 110 : Variations of the mad ni arch 
in the mil of the 
al-Dur' 
453-478/1061-1085. After Herzfeld. 
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similar to the arch of Bistäm; it too is constructed of a 

thin panel of etuoco or wood. Thia, characteristic is made 

apparent by the closeneic of the parted curtains im 
. ediately 

behind tho arch. The ýchefer Har3z7. of the Bibliothýque 

Nationale exhibits a similar arch (fig. 109 D). 
(1)In 

other 

miniatures fro= 'Rasl*il IkhrZan a$- . af) (of the Suleycaniyc 

Library) similar arches appear (fig. 111 2) 
similar arches 

also occur in a number of 16th Century miniatures belonging to 

the school of Bukha-rat such as the 13ustän of Sacd; in the Bib. 

Nat., Paris0)(fig. 109 F). 

In another miniature from the Zchefer 1Lartr! '(pi. 236 

and fig. 109 C) a series of three such arches can also be seen. 

This would seem to indicate that this form of the JJoc a has 

been put to exactly the came use as the faulted meaner of Sam 

This fora of arch (in the fora of a series of 

arches) has continued to be used in Iraqi domestic architecture 

until the beginning of the second half of the 20th Century. It 

has been used mainly for the arches of the wooden balconies of 

Iraqi houzes. 
(5) 

rl. 237 shows the use of such arches for the canopy cover- 

ing the Dav4 of a Shlca minaret at Ltilla. This minaret is con- 

structed of sheet-metal supported from within by an iron frame- 

I 
2 
3 
4ý 

Blochoti =* cit., pl. XäX 
See Ettirghausen, cit., p1ao on pp. 98 and 996 
Blochet, ib, ýä., p1. CXVI. 
reo iaif'-ra, P" 345. 
See p. 259, n. 3. 



I 

Dig. 111 : Detail from the Rasa ' il Ikhwvän al-Safi.. 
Iraq. 1287. Afteri, ttingh, usen. 
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work composed of iron girders (angle iron beams). 
(') 

In this example, the lines of the central lobe are not 

cusped and the two protrusions caused by faulting are greatly 

reduced. In fact this arch in particular seems-to'have closer 

affinities with forms F and L of fig. 106 . (fig. 106) 
Other segmented arches resembling form J/are in common 

use in"Iragiarchiteeture'(domestio and otherwise) for the vault- 

ing of ma äzes (corridors) 3w s and blind arches (pl. 239 )- 

The central lobes of these arches are severely'flattened. They 

relate closely to the Joo-ee form of the lacquer throne of pl. 218 

It is interesting to note that the stucco pattern of the 

cloister of Biatsm's Congregational mosque is composed of hexa- 

gons enclosing six-petalled flowers. The motif and the carving 

technique are common features of Chinese carved lacquer, although 

most of this dates from the 17th Century and later. The motif 

is normally used as a background pattern on Chinese lacquered 

objects. 

Garner 
(2)has 

published a number of similar patterns t 
(1) Strange as it may seem, minarets of sheet-metal only appea- 

red in Iraq very recently - especially in small towns and 
villages such as Nina and Ifusaiyab. However, a minaret 
was constructed from wrought iron for Jämieal-cAbbas at 
HIaus it in 1927 (see Diwachi, on. Sit., p. 249 and pl. 1+8). 
Other unconventional building materials seem to have been 
in common use for the building of early minarets. Ibn 
`Asükir mentions five wooden minarets among the minarets 

of Damascus (see Ibn c hs`akir, +. cit., pn. 60,62,63,69 
129). 

The use of wood for the construction of early minar- 
ets brings to mind the minaret of Jamic al-1bns7ur. Jawad, 
quoting Ibn al-Jawzi (A1-yunta^am, VI, p. 130)*relates that 

in 303 (915 A. D. ) a fire occurred in the carpenters' 
Bazaar (suq al-11ajjarln), which led to the complete destru- 

ction of the Bazaar as well as to the death of its people, 
and some sparks reached the minaret of Jimic al-Uangiir whi- 

ch caused the minaret to catch fire and burn. " This seems 
to indicate that the minaret under consideration was most 

probably constructed of wood (see M.. jawäd and A. Süsa, 
"Madinat al-Mansur era Jamicihm" 'jumer XXII, (1966) p. 8). 

(2) Garner, "Diaper Backgrounds" 1 pp. 165-89. 
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one of them is an exact parallel to the pattern of Bist-m. 

This seems to suggest that Chinese lacquer patterns as well 

as lacquer technique were borrowed for stucco ornament. This 

may also provide a possible clue to one of the most chronic 

problems of Islamic ornament yet unsolved, that is, the origin 

of the bevelled technique. 

This technique is attributed to Central Asia in rather 

vague. and ambiguous statements. Thus Dimand states t 

"This new technique of carving was probably introduced 
from Central Asia in the time of H1artn al-Rashid (A. D. 
786-809) by Iranian or Turkish artists employed by the 
Court. It can be traced back to the Scytho-Siberian 
animal ornament, some of wh. ch dates from the Han period 
(B. C. 206 - A. D. 220).... " 

In a similar passage, . -Kühnel attributes the sudden appear- 

ance of the bevelled technique at S`amarra to the arrival of 

Turkish soldiers from Central Asia as a bodyguard for the 

Caliph. 
(2) 

A closer study of Chinese lacquer reveals astounding 

similarities between the bevelled technique of Islamic stuccoes 

(3) and the technique of carved lacquer (see pls. 40,41, and 1+2 . 

In fact these three objects are carved in bevelled techni- 

que. The execution of the patterns exhibitsthe same character- 

istics as Herzfeld's 'First style', that is the manipulation of 

the secondary motifs by giving them plastic qualities so that 

they have the samo value as the basic motifs. 

(1) Dimand, of ;. cit., p. 61+. 
(2) I3axId, oM. a it., p. 21+5. 

( 3) pls. 240 and. 24.1 depict two versions of the JJooo�_e 

pl. 242 depicts the Chinese 'Gurt scroll. ' 
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This can clearly be seen in pl. 285 . The 'Guri scroll' 
a Eecaj"' 

of pl. 242 is so similar to the arabesque scroll that it 

leaves very little doubt about the common origin from which 

they were both derived. . idmittedlyr the examples of carved 

lacquer given here are of a mch later date then the S marx%" 

stuccoes, but it should also be pointed out that lacquer- 
le, tQ ,k P(-. e" (H q)-(: k- (, Jtc (mss i of. car. p, Zo 

work was knovn in China as far back as ; 

and that Han lacquer has been found in Korea and at Lo-Lang. 

Though these early finds do not display bevelled carving, it 

is highly probable that objects carved in the bevelled techni- 

quo did exist but did not survive or have yet to be unearthed. 

In fact Willetts mentions a plaque in the Low-Beer Collect- 

ion exhibiting such a technique which he assigns to the pre- 

Han period; 
(2) 

this will be discussed presently. 

The attribution of bevelled carving to Scytho-Siberian 

animal art should not be seriously considered any longer - 

especially as the very existence of "Seytho-Siberian" art has 

been strongly challenged, and has been termed mere mirage. 
(3) 

The technical similarity between Scytho-Siberian animal 

art on the one handy and the carved lacquer and the Sämarrä 

stuccoes on the other hand sees to be purely coincidental. 

This could be explained in several ways. The Seytho-5ib- 

erian objects, whether animal representations or horse trappings, 

are mostly cast metal reliefs. The technique is most probably 

that of sand-casting. One of the essential requirements of 

sand-casting is the absence of undercuts in the model for which 

1 i. P. Yetts, "Chinese lacquer; Burlington : Magazine, XLVIII 
(1926) pp. 258-64. 

(2) "illetts, on. cit., It p. 201. 
((3 Trever, on. cit.. P. 25" 
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a sand-mould is to be made. In fact even vertical surfaces 

(edges) are to be avoided in order to facilitate the separat- 

ion of the sand-mould from the 'master' (original model) with- 

out damaging the mould. Damages to sand-moulds are not infrequ- 

ent when separations are effected. Such damages require skilled 

and time-consuming repairs. 

The elimination of all under-cuts, deep cuts, and vertical 

surfaces or sharp edges becomes imperative when a sand-mould is 

intended for mass casting. This method can only be applied to 

small objects, such as the Scytho-Siberian animal sculptures and 

horse-trappings which are clearly the products of such a method. 

Their designers might well have had this technical necessity in 

mind, and have resorted to the elimination of the undesirable 

features mentioned above, by slanting the inner and outer cont- 

ours of their designs. Thus a bevelled style arose quite natur- 

ally. 

The sane requirement (the elimination of under-cuts and so 

on) presents itself in objects executed in sheet-metal, whether 

hammered, beaten or chased. In such objects the inherent qualit- 

ies and the characteristics of the medium do not lend themselves 

to the execution of sharp edges, but tend to preserve a plastic 

appearance. When forced into sharp edges or undercuts, the metal 

would either be torn or show signs of warping and contortion Un- 

less helped by heating. 
t9i 

In carved lacquer (tiAO Chi )1 "and in stucco, the occurr- 

ence of this bevelled technique is caused by an entirely differ- 

ent procedure. 

In Chinese carved lacquer - as in the S marrä stuccoes 
1 Willetts, I, p. 201. 
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two types of ornament occur. In one of them the design is 

executed in flat relief by the use of sharp tools. This is 

very similar to the technique employed in the Sämarraý styles 

A and B (Creswell's classification). In the other] the design 

is rendered in plastic modelling with a putty of lacquer. This 

produces an effect very similar to the technique of StyleC 

(Creswell's classification) of, Sanarrätx otherwise known as 

the bevelled technique. 

This latter technique used to be considered a Japanese 
lr t' 'LtýE FaCC AX1 & 1.. gitr 

(1, 

invention, Ond =f"VgMad to by the Japanese term takamaki_yeI d"& 

But '«4illetts points out a pre-Ilan plaque in the Low-Beer Collec 

tion executed in this manner. 
(`) 

This proves the antiquity of,, 

this technique and its use in China. centuries before its appear- 

ance in Japan. Examples of this technique can. be seen in pie. 240, 

242 and 24.3 which depict Chinese lacquers in the Royal 

Scottish Ltuseua. 

In this type of laccjuer� the p1 is consistency of the 

lacquer putty does not lend its 4f to the execution of sharp 

edges or undercuts. Thu^ he motifs acquire sloping surfaces, 

meeting their count arts in oblique angles. In such works, 

any other a ce ornament or details would have to be achieved 

by carv, ý- 

It is generally accepted that the bevelled stuccoes of 

Snrnarrä, were initially moulded, then carved, 
(3) 

but the recent 

restoration of the ornaments of 'Bait al-7a1 rif"' at Särarra 

by the D. G. of Antiquities proved that the bevelled technique 
i  rýýi rr+rýý rýrýýr+ýýrý 

1) Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Talbot Rice, oZ* cit., p. 33, and pl. 26 (caption); 

Dimond, "The orIgin oP tho 6econc1 5ty_lc", p. 64" 
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could easily be executed by the direct application or Bosco 

putty and by modelling it with the aid of an ordinary platter 

ing s etuls. 

However, the sudden appearance of thin technique at 

ä=rra confirms the general ides hold by a number of scholars 

as to its actual physical introduction from Central Asia by the 

Tomes. (1) 
All the other evidence in this thesis shows that 

Chinese in£luencca on the stuccoes of :. avArrt ana on its gall 

Painting were dostnant. They include the curvilinear siLmag 

a* angers, the crown motifs, the and IM? j the phoenixes, and 

the cn-e. All these features combine to suggest a Chinese origin 

for this technique, a theory which is further supported by the 

similarity in substance and in the t thud of application between 

the a ým*jye lacquer and the stuccoes of crtyle C. ý 
-ex ,ka. -J C. ', e Ez e. ý- Spa e.., r, G-- o <, Q ' ..,, ems; t, %. 7 

fowcvcr, the popularity of the JJ . does not sows to have 

declined through the centuries, whether in Chine, Central daiai, 

or countries further afield, 
(2) 

it hat been used until recently 

on cerennisi robes (p1.24.3 )(3)andofficial costu s as it ayes 

used centuries aace. 

The jmo-^ decorates the breastpiece of the official outfit 

worn by the 'Ta :n Runner' of 1915 (pl. 244)(4) as it decorated 

the the ceremonial hat and its two ribbons of i'ai itien (p!. ß1+5 

seven centuries earlier. 
1 äalbot . ice. i; bi. ti ; : aimanJ. s b id. I 

pp. J* and 128 Var. d an. riýtr, . 
IX, pp. 290-3G0" 

(2) That is, the cýuntrýea$ at tnee other end of the ýaiik routes. ý, ýThe , 3*+o form the ezhroidsrt^d collar of the dress tzoi'at by 
the second ofown from the right iti. %. autid i,. . yke: s, "' rn ah 

. E)ezert% swn8 ilttatSs rrf c: en. tri AtTin (London 1920) Pl. 5t3. 
icspieec. !, ) Lie . rykesi citsLO front ý5) 

ý. Lsºncomn, cýhinire i'prtrsiture (fioýyo 1966), P2.33ý 
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APPENDIX. VIII 

As this study has proved conclusively, the heart-shaped 
motif and its by-product, the so-called palmette, is 
Chinese. A closer study of Sasanian art motifs reveals 
that a 'heart-shaped' motif with base volutes ending in 
petals did exist in Sasanian art. The stucco panel of 
fig. 112 from Ctesiphon (now in the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York) exhibits four such motifs, one at each 
of its four corners. The reliefs of Täq-i Bustan offer 
three examples of this motif as well. 

One of these is in the form of a finial at the end of 
the scabbard of the sword of the slain foe at the feet of 
Ardashlr II (fig-113 A), who, is probably, judging by the 
finial on his sword, his trousers, and his hn&gear, a 
Central Asian ruler, though Ghirshman - Parthians and 
Sasanians; pp. 190-1 - thinks that he may be a Roman. 
But the Romans depicted in other Sasanian reliefs (e. g. 
at Nagshxi Rustam and Blshapur) are portrayed in distinct- 
ively Roman attire. It should be noted that the scabbards 
of the swords of Mithra and Ardashlr do not have similar 
finials. 

Another example appears on the two pilasters flanking 
the equestrian King In the Taller Grotto (fig. 113 B). In 
this example the heart-shaped motifs are placed adjacently 
in the form of a border design. 

The third example appears as a tt; rtile design on the 
outer garment of the Goddess Anahita, in the same grotto (fig. 113 C). In this pattern the design is formed ba 
roundel enclosing four heart-shaped devices (Joo"e's), 
their tips pointing towards a common centre. 

It seems that Strzygowski was not aware of the existence 
of these motifs when he noted the absence of a three petalled 
palmette,, whose petals turn into a heart-shaped motifs, in 
Sasanian art. Nevertheless,, the appearance of this motif 
in conjunction with the pearl roundel at Ctesiphon as well as 
its appearance as a textile pattern on the garment of Anahita 
can only be attributed to the influence of Chinese imported 
silks and other commodities on the art of Sasanian Iran. 



Fig, 112 : Stucr 'o panel from Ctesiphon. Sasanian. 
After Pope. 



B 

Fig. 113 : The heart-shaped motif 
in Sasanian art. 

A. From the relief of Ardashir II. 
Taq-i Bustan. 

B. From a pilaster in the Taller 
Grotto at Taq-}, Bustän. 

C. From the outer garment of the 
Goddess Anahita in the same 
grotto at Taq-i Bustän. 

C. 

0 
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APPENDIX IX. 

The use of a dot as a filler motif within the inner space 
of the Joo-e head is a common feature in Chinese art. The 
earliest example of such use can be seen on the cover of a Han 
dynasty earthenware tiny; in the'Royal Scottish Museum (No. 1957 
238 4c a), as well as on the 8th Century silk batik of fig. 90 B. 
It also appears on a cloisonne enamel vase (pl. 156 ) in the 
Royal Scottish Museum (No. 1874.30.3) roughly datable to the 
18th Century. Other examles appear on the lacquer gourd- 
shaped wall vase of 1.219 ij and B and fig. 93 G (in the same 
Museum, No. 1928.692). On a number of examples this dot was 
replaced by a drop-shapes device or a device shaped like a tea 
leaf. This seems to be the reason for the appearance of the 
so-called "three petalled palmette enclosed by a heart motif: 
The origin of all these variations is a device rising from the 
juncture of the base volutes. Hence the similarity to Cain and 
chain, for in early "Kufic"" these letters were always written 
open. The fact that the filler motif has appeared in so many 
guises in Chinese art may help to explain the misunderstandings 
of its true function. The confusion between the primary and 
secondary motifs (in this case the Joo-e head and the dot, 
respectively) calls to mind the similar confusion between the 
Joo-e head and the palmette in the stuccoes of :; ämarra. 
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APENDIX X 

A considerable body of hitherto disregarded evidence seems to 

point to China as `"ýüe source of the pointed arch. 

This statement might seem unreasonable az4 contradictory to 
the generally held opinion that the pointed arch originated 
in : aaanian architecture (Creawoll, F MA II, p. 43)+ 

It is equally unreasonable to ascu that it is sasanian 
from a single acsmple an the bade of the f arcade of Ctesiphon, 
especially once a parallel could not be Pound in earlier or 
later waranian rcc: nuaents. 

Furthermore, Godard (quoting, Choisy) maintains that "The 
Persians have never accepted anything but the barrel vault .. " 
and the dose on equinches .... " (Godard, on. c, it., P" 179). 

Assuming that the arch is a form of vaulting, the complete 
absence of keel vaulting in SSasanian architecture could hardly 
have contributed to the evolution of the pointed arch. In fact 
the pointed arch of Ctesiphon is an isolated incident. 

According to fiavall, the pointed arch in Islamic architec- 
ture caa3 acquired by Muslin builders through Arab contacts with 
the Buddhists of Western Asia, where such arches formed the 
niches of the principal images of the Buddha. (see E. D. favell, 
Indian Architecture (London 1913), pp. 4-6). Though iiavell 
erroneously aoaintaina that "a certain type of the pointed arch 
was in use in Egypt and in Asia Minor even before the days of 
Buddha" (ibid., p. 5) his ststcment seems to provide a possible 
clue to the source from which the pointed arch of Cteaiphon 
might have been derived, i. e. the niches of Buddhist temples of 
Central Asia. In fact, a good number of Buddhist pagodas in 
Central Asia and in China exhibit exact facsimiles to Islamic 
pointed arches (two-centred, four-centred and lobed) as was 
pointed out when dealing with the zigzag band (Chapter X 
p. 345 and pl. 299 ). Another confirmtion of Chinese 
influence on -asanian art motifs: and possible on :: csanion 
architecture can be found in a quotation by Cray from Visas, 
who maintains that the palace of Khawarnaq was built by a ßtß 
(Byzantine) architect, whilst it was decorated by a Chinese 
decorator. This aaurgests that Chinese decorators might have 
been rerponsible, at least as designera, for the stucco ornacI" 
ent of other Sasanian monus nta such as the Palace of Cteziphon; 
probably the appearance of the pointed arch was inaepired by them 
(B. Croy, "Chinese influence" )o 



Pl. 203 : The minaret of the Juwai ji r, 1o: 

;, w usil. 1107/1695. 



P1.201i. : Bronze 'T L V' mirror. Chinese. 

L, 3;, e ! st "; F: ntury I,. . Aer at:; on. 

Pl. 205 : Bronze tiger. Chinese. 4th - 3rd Century B. C. 

after `, atson. 



Han dynasty. After 

P1.207 : Medallion 

carpet. N. W. Persia. 

16th Century. After 

A. U. Pope. 



Pl. 208 : Detail from a miniature in the }{agamet of Harlrl of 

the Oriental Institute, Leningrad. Baghdad c. 1225-1235. 

After Bttinghausen. 



Pl. 209 : 10h=raw Anushirvän conversing with Buzurjmihr. 

From the Shäh name of Firdawsl. 14.86. The 

British Museum,. 



_1.210 : Chinese textile 

showing 3oo-e head. : ian 

period. after Lubo- 

Lusrichen{o. 

_i. '- ýt :: 1. a11 s--li, 
.. _ ý. 

... _. 
l... y 

..... 



Fl. 213 : Chinese porcelain from the . '. rdabil shrine. 

frý. ". "r,,. +.,, ýý-. ': f tar Prnr! ±. 

14th Century. After Pope. 



i 

S..... , . ýý" .. " . .c... , ýý. . -i, ý i, " 

.i tar alj& i. 



Pl. 21 .: Chinese hanging Tapestry. K"o üsu (woven silk). 

16th - 17th Century. The Victoria and Albert 

Mus eun. 



Pl. 2-+7 : Chinese box. Mood and porcelain. 

.7 -7-4 

=? l. 218 : Throne of the '. r, Teror Ch'i, -n ? >>>. - . ýý1,1ý. 

The Victoria and Albert Muse- 



12.219 :A and B. 

Details from a gourd- 

shaped vase. 18th Cc-it- 

ury. The Royal cot ti si. 

Museum (1928.692). 

B 



Pl. 220 : _'etail of a Chinese dish (lacquer). Lung 

period (173-6-9: .. ý. 1. he . oyal coltish u$eum 



F 

Pl. 221 : Chinese porcelain vases, depicting the so-called 

"pseu:.. o - LCUtic" motif. Chang - to period. 

1506-21. the iritiah Museum. 



at. 

u 

=i. bronze figure of Kuannan. Japanese. 17th entury. 

The Victoria and ; Wert . Luseurn (632-1877) 
9 

B. The base of t:. 



Pl. 223 : Silver salver, made for rip Arslän. 1066-7. 

t ,,, 

r.. 

P1.224 : Konya carpet from the cA1a' a1-Din weque. 

After 1 rdmann. 



Pl. 225 : Chinese silk depicting linked Joo-e heads and. 

a background rattern of -tikas ('interlocked 

1' pattern). 

Fl. 2>6 ; u= rd of n Japane'e ! '7. ur r^- word , date unknown. 

The Victoria and . k. 1bert Museum. 



P1.227 : Book cover. Herat 11.35. after Narre. 



1.228 : Chinese lacquer box. AnE dynasty (probably 

,, an - li period). 'fter Low beer. 

. ý_ -- -- _- ý. _. _ r-7r' -7' 
t: x 

.,. f 

Pl. 229 : Letail from a Persian carpet. c. 161+0. 

After narre. 



Pl. 20: The Court of °, bu'1-,, 'ath tN 

irda co 

1420. The 'rýoäleian Library, 0xforý.. 

Binyon. 



Yl. 231 : atucco ornament. rir-i l,, <yr-n. 1303-1 i. 

. Ster i file;,. 
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Pl. 235 : eg mented arch (madäni in a miniature from the 

ý.:. i of the äuleymaniya. 124.2-1258. 
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The Key-motif, 

On the existing minarets of Iraq, three types or varia- 

tions of the 'Key-motif' are found (fig. 111 Al B. and C). 
(1) 

All three variations are composed of reciprocating key-motifs 

stemming from two horizontal and parallel lines. 

In variations i and B, the key devices are hooked, whilst 

in variation C they are not. 

In variations Al and C. the reciprocating key-devices are 

separated from each other by an intervening continuous line; in 

other words they define an angular meander. These meanders are 

formed by the parts of the background which were left by the 

reciprocating key devices. 

In variation B. the key devices reciprocate directly, with- 

out an intervening line, and thus they do not define a contin- 

uous meander. 

It should be noted that the apparent dissimilarity between 

variations A and C on the one hand, and variation B on the other, 

is superficial. It is due to the rendering of the reciprocating 

key devices of variations A and C in one colour, whilst the recip- 

rocating keys of variation B are rendered in varying colours. 
(2). 

(1) In this figure, variation k is from the minaret of the 
Fladä'ir mosque; it dates from the last restoration. The 

space it now occupies was formerly taken by a band of diag- 

onal squares (compare p1s. 62 and 63 ). Variation B 

is from the minaret ofu+et. bd al-Salam mosque, and variation C 

is from the minaret of Sinjär (pl. 45 )" 
(2) In variation A the key devices and the parallel lines from 

which they stem are rendered in plain brick, whilst the sec- 

ondary motif, that is the meander, is rendered in kash!. 
In variation C, the key devices are rendered in relief, 
whilst the intervening meander is defined by the sunken 
background. In variation B. the lower horizontal line and 
the key devices stewing from it are rendered in käshl, 

whilst the upper horizontal line and its key devices are 

rendered in plain brick. 
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Fig. 114 : Key border designs in 
Islamic-art. 

A. From the minaret of the Khaffäfin 
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C. Prom the minaret of Sinjär. 
_ D. From the stuccoes of Samarra. 
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The earliest parallel to variation I in Iraq occurs on the 

stuccoes of 8amarrii (Creswell's style . t) during the 9th 

Century 
(')(fig, 

1% D). The Sämarra -` motif is slightly 

rounded at the corners. Another key motif (the so-called 

'oblique key-pattern fret') also occurs in the Sämarräl stuccoes. 

This motif is closely related to variation C, that is its key 

devices are not hooked. 
(2) 

It should be noted that according to Herzfeld, this oblique 

variation, which occurs in the three styles of : -smarm -, is not 

Hellenistic. (3) He believes that. it reached 01marra-4 from Bac- 

tria, and he presumes that it has descended from the old class- 

ical art of that province. 
() 

These key-motifs are generally known as Greek key frets 

and were widely used in Greek architecture, as well as by the 

Romans, Byzantines, and äasanians. 
(5) 

For this reason, one would 

expect to find this motif or one of its variations on early Isla- 

mic monuments on the assumption that it would have passed into 

Islamic art from the arts of Byzantium and Sasanian Persia which 

were predominant in the area. But the early Umayyad monuments 

such as the Dome of the Rock- and the Umayyad masque at Damascus 

do not exhibit this motif or any of its variations. The same is 

true of early `. bbäsid monuments. 
ý6) 

But it does appear at Samarrai 

na was shown above, in more than one form. H mid maintains that 

1iamidý oö. cit., fig. 5- 
(2) Ibid., Fig. 6. 
(3) p. 173, and fig. 6. 

(4) Ib d 
Ibid., p. 176. 

(6) Ibid., p. 172. 



this border motif regains its classical popularity from the 

S arri period onwa. rds. 

The appearance of the key-motif in Greek and Etruscan art 

seems to have led the "Classicists" to attribute all patterns 

which are based on key devices to the Greek key pattern, 
(2) 

whether Roman, Sasanian, Byzantine or Chinese. Bain maintains 

that the "Classicists" have even considered the Pictish key- 

pattern which appeared in Britain and Ireland many centuries 

before the arrival of the Romans to be a by-product of the 

Greek key motif, which reached this region with early Christ- 

ian art, and was then distorted into its Celtic variation. 
(3) 

In fact one of these Celtic key patterns (pl. 24.6) is an exact 

parallel of the very well-known ancient Chinese pattern; the 

so-called 'Slanting (or 'interlocked') 'T' pattern. ' This 

pattern occurs on Chinese bronzes as early an the 11th Century 

B. C., e. gate 11th Century Tin- in the possession of T. Y. King, 

published by '. vatson, 
(4)the 

12th Century B. C. Hu of the Freer 

Collection (p1.247 )(5) and the stag-antler from fin--Yang (fig. 
(6) 

115 l) datable to the same period. This pattern continues to 

appear through the 5th Century B. C. on Chinese bronzes (fig. 115 

BdC )" 

1 Ibid. 
2) G. Bain, The Methods of Construction of Celtic Art (Glasgow, 

1951), p. 73- 
0 Ibid. 
4 atson, m. cit., pl. 96. 

(5 J. A. Pope, The Freer Chinese Bronzes, I (Washington 1967), 
p. 41 (No. 49.5 , and pl. 4. 

(6) ºghite, oýs cit., fig. 29. 
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('1) 

In the 3rd Century B. C. it appears on bronze mirrors (pl. ) 

and as borders on tomb tiles (fig. 116 ")(2)until Its incorpor- 

ation with swastikas, as was suggested before, during the 4-th 

Century. 
(3) 

Haffever, Bain does not miss the si, oilarities betleen the 

Celtic key patterns and thrs Chinese pattern of the Shang period. 

In this regard he states : 

":: o Chinese key patterns belonging to periods 
prior to B. C. 1000 are verytýimilar to the 
Pictish key : )atterns .... " 

In fact, Bain mentions key patterns `square and diagonal) 

discovered in the Ukraine and Yugoslavia datable to a period 

between B. C. 2000 to B. C. 15A6) These prehistoric designs 

were engraved on mammoth ivories. 
(7) 

Bain concludes s 

The evidence available shows that the key patterns 
of Britain and Ireland arrived many centuries before 
the Romans, and that the peoples who brought them 
made contact in their migration with the tribe18that 
later became the makers of the Creek Gsupire. " 

This valuable statement actually provides the answers to 

the origin of key patterns in the oVest including the Greek-key 

pattern, and to the mans by which they were transmitted to 

the "4est, i. e. by the peoples of the c)teppes. 

It is interesting to note that the 'Slanting 'T' pattern' 

of the bronzes also occurs on woven fabrics. :: ýalven has published 

(1) Watson, own. cit., pl. 95. 
2) "White, op. cit., p1. CXVII 
3) This point was discussed when desiling with swastika all- 

over patterns ( supra, 'r. 19-7=220). 
ý5) 1*) B. C. 1766-1122 B. C. 

Bain, o. it-1p. 71. 
6 Ibid. 
7 bid. 
8) Ibid., p. 73. 

r* 
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a piece of fabric from Siang with this pattern depicted on 

it (pl. 249 and fig. 11? ) (1) 

This occurence confirms yet again that patterns of Chinese 

silks and other fabrics were often imitated on other media, in 

Europe and elsewhere. 

Though an exact parallel to this pattern is not found in 

Islamic art, one finds patterns obviously derived from it, such 

as the diaper pattern of the 13th Century carpet from the °A1 ' 

al-Din mosque at Konya (p1.250 ). (2) 
In this pattern the 

originally Chinese zigzag meander of the 'Slanting 'T' pattern 

has been retainer!, whilst the key devicemforming the horizontal 

bars of the 'T's are incorporated within the lines of the zig- 

zag (fig. 118 ). They do not stem from its corners As in Chinese 

and Celtic patterns, 

One may now reconsider the key-motifs of the minarets of 

Iraq. An almost exact parallel to variation B can be seen on a 

San silk in the Hermitage museum (pl. 251 )(3) The only difference 

between the two motifs is that the key devices 
(4)of 

the Iraqi 

minaret are attached to a horizontal line, whilst in the Han silk, 

the motifs are without such a line. 

This pattern occurs in Chinese art in a number of variati- 

ons, and it is called by the Chinese Lei -vim a n, 
(5) 

which means 

'thunder pattern. ' One of the earliest depictions of this motif 

1 E. Salven, Bonaden Fran ko,, Undersokning, Ave- Nördi sk 
Bildvavnad Fran Tidlr Medeltid, (Stockholm 1923) pls. 
41 and 43- 

(2) Talbot Rice, on. cit., pl. 179. 
3) Lubo-Lusnichenko, _. cit., p. 26 and pl. V. 2. 
4. ) These devices are sometimes referred to as 'squared spirals. ' 

(5 pope, gp. cit.,, p. 40. (description of pl. 4. ). 



P1.250 : Di, -per patterned carpet from the cAlal al-Din 
mosque. Zorya. 13th century. After Talbot Rice. 

Fig. 118 : Aria lytical drawing of 
the pattern of the car- 
pet of the CAla' al-Din 
mosque. 
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occurs on the foot of the 12th Century B. C. Hu of pl. 247 

The key devices in this example have rounded corners, and they 

do not reciprocate with each other. 

In another variation, the Leß -: ' exhibits a different 

feature (fig. 119). The hooked key devices in this example 

are doubled c. ymmetrically on both sides of the now common 

vertical bar stemming from the horizontal line. This doubl- 

ing of the keys causes the motif to appear like a capital 'T' 

with a horizontal bar ending on both sides in a squared spiral 

or a squared volute. This motif, when placed next to an ident- 

ical motif, defines a similar secondary motif which is in fact 

the background reciprocating with the original pattern in an 

inverted position. In facts the 'T' shaped devices of the reci- 

procating secondary pattern are fully interlocked with their 

counterparts of the original pattern. 

The pattern under consideration, which is formed by the 

doubling of the key devices, has strong affinities with the 

'slanting 'T' pattern' (the so-called interlocked 'T' pattern') 

of the Shang bronzes (11th Century D. C. ) and with the Celtic key 

pattern. In fact they are so closely related that the differen- 

ces between the two types are minor. The apparent differences 

are due to space requirements, and to a lesser degree, to art- 

istic innovation. In the border pattern (fig. jig A) the IT' 

shaped devices had to be placed adjacently in order to fill a 

narrow strip evenly; whilst in the all-over pattern of the 

Shang bronzes (pl 7 ; -, fig. 11913 ) and the Celtic key 

pattern (p12lr6 ), the larger surface area to be covered by the 

pattern seems to have-prompted the slanting of the 'T' shaped 
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devices as well as the zigzagging of the connecting horizon- 

tal line below (fig-119 B)" With this the designer was able 

to cover a wider surface area than the Leen, of fig. 119 A 

would have required. He has also achieved an integrated all- 

over pattern by placing his new slanting zigzag meanders perpend- 

icularly and adjacently, in such a way that the right 'squared 

spirals' of the slanting 'T' devices are accorr dated by the 

triangles formed by the zigzag of the neighbouring motif. With 

this he seems to have successfully avoided the monotony of a 

horizontal succession of Lei 'ien strips which would have occurred 

had he utilised them for the coverage of a large surface area. 

The main difference between the Lei en and the so-called 

'interlocked 'T' pattern, apart from the slanting of the 'T' 

devices and the zigzagging of the horizontal connecting line, 

appears in the rendering of the 'squared spirals' of the two 

patterns. They are identical in then (f: 19-119A) but 

different in the 'slanting 'T' pattern' (fig. 419 B). This 

seems to have been consciously arranged by the designor in order 

to reproduce a secondary interlocking motif identical with the 

original motif. The secondary motif would have been obliterated 

had he contrived to render the 'T'-shaped motifs under consider- 

ation identically. The straightening of the zigzag line, as well 

as the upright setting of the 'T'-shaped devices of fig. 119 Ds 

frill definitely result in the restoration of the Lei-'wen of fig. 

119 A. This should prove that the pattern known as the'slant- 

ing 'T' pattern is in fact merely a version of the Lei=}; en 

(most probably a later development of it because of its sophis- 

eated composition), and thus it should be identified as a 'cloud 



and thunder' pattern, and not "a stylization of zoomorphic 

form .... which evolves from the bent elbows of a squat animal 

of frog-like fora, "(1)as 'White has suggested. 

It should also be noted that this version of the Lei--'en 

should be referred to as a 'slanting 'T' pattern rather than an 

'interlocked 'T' pattern, because the interlocking motif in this 

version as well as in most of the other versions are secondary 

motifs occurring automatically and simultaneously as soon as 

the original motif comes into being. 

The exactitude with which these motifs repeat themselves 

inevitably and inseparably in a fixed relationship, and the way 

in which they contrast with each other, whether by difference in 

colour, in shade or degree of prominence, recalls the celebrated 

Yin and ILnZ motif. One is black, or receding; the other is 

white, or projecting. Each squared spiral contains its counter- 

part and enhances it. Exactly the lama may be said of the eter- 

nal relationship between the co=na-shaped conventional tin and 

Yan This supports Dyer Ball's claim that the Chinese consider 

the Lei-. Yen to have "arisen from the representation of the two 

pervading principles of nature, the Yin and the Yang. "(2) 

This seems to suggest that almost all of the self-repeat- 

ing motifs in Chinese art are embodiments of the principle of 

the duality of nature. It further suggests that Islamic art 

motifs exhibiting such a phenomenon, such as the bands of reci- 

procal trefoils and the repeating zigzag bands of the Stmarrä 

stuccoes, if not direct copies from actual Chinese patterns, 

(1) White, o cit., p. 60. 
(2) Ball, on. cites, p. 49. 



must at least have been inspired by this method of embodying 

the principle of the Yin and the Yan. 

In another Leif n depicted on a 17th Century Chinese 

carpet (fig. 119 C), 
(1)another 

variation is shown. The pattern 

in this example is composed of adjacent 'T' units. These units 

are enclosed in an oblong frame formed by the horizontal lines 

from which their perpendicular bars stem. The intervening spaces 

between the 'T' motifs and the oblong frames surrounding them are 

filled by an angular motif corresponding in form to the shape of 

the horizontal bar of the central or inner 'T' device and inter- 

locking with it at both ends. 

Interestingly enough, a plaque of kk eh! faience on the wall 

of the %apalläniya ma, addra sat 2) 
exhibits two such motifs (ctee 

pl. 252 )o 

The motifs in this example are rendered symmetrically in 

such a way that their spirals are nearest to each other. The 

vertical positioning of the plaque obscures the proper identif- 

ication of these motifs. In fig. 120 the motifs are easily iden- 

tified. 

Another version of the key border design appears on.. Guatol- 

ian carpets. The earliest of these carpets are datable to the 

early 15th Century, such as the 'Marby Rug' of the Historiska 

Museet in Stockholm (P1.328 ), and that of the staatliche Mus- 

e'cm in Berlin (p1.331 ). 

1) Grote-Hasenbalg, =. c, it., I, p. 199, and. pl. 122. 
indra sa is within the Qapallä: niya mosque "in Baghdad. (2) This . 



4 
I 

Pl., 252 : Plaque of käshi fience on the wall of the 
Qapllaniya madrasa. 

Fig., 120 : The plaque of 
the Qapllaniya madrasa 
t, 

-in " ýoriý`>nt : i1y. 
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In these two carpets, the hooked key borders frame the octagonal 

fields containing the animal compositions. 
(1) 

In both examples, the tips of the hooked key devices are 

tapered, so that they end in a sharp point. This has consequently 

caused the reciprocating key devices, of"the secondary motif t6take 

the same form. 

For- the description of these carpets and their motifs see 
Chapter XI (. ir tra. pp. 365&366). 
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The '3' motif. 

The '3' pattern generally occurs on the minarets of Iraq in the 

form of a narrow band composed of identical '3' motifs in a horizon- 

tal position (fig. 121 ). 

Fig. 121. 

They occur on minarets of the 'Intermediate Style', such as 

the old minaret of the GailanI mosque (pl. 64 and those of the 

Nacmäniya 
(1)(pi. 86 Husain Päshä (pl. 88 and Fadl (pl. 89 ) 

mosques as well as minarets of the 'New Style, ' such as the minarets 

of the At nadiya (pl. 58 ), and Munawwar Khätün (pl. 109) mosques. 

The 'S' pattern band does not appear on the existing cylindri- 

cal minarets of the mediaeval period in Iraqi such as Hüjidap Sinjär, 

'jawüq, Dhu'i-Riff, Süq al-Ghazl,, Arbil and Abu ; udair, (pie. 42,45, 

41,55,46, and fig. 7) nor on the two octagonal minarets of c7na 

and Rhilaliya (pis. 40 and 41 ). That this is probably due to the 

chance survival of the present mediaeval minarets may be judged by 

the occurrence of this pattern on Seljuk minarets outside Iraq, such 

as the minaret of Saveh which was built by Muhamad ibn talikslah in 

504/1110. The lowermost band of this minaret is an 'S' pattern chain 

executed in two-level hasiri. 
(2) 

O )On the old Gailänl I minaret, and on the Nacmäniya minaret, the 
pattern is depicted in white ka shhl on a dark background. This 
makes the identification of the pattern rather difficult, as the 
dark parts of the background come into focus readily, and appear 
as if they were the pattern. 

(2)G. C. Miles, "Inscriptions on the minarets of 53veh, Iran", 
Studies in Islamic Art and Architecture in Honour of Professor 
K. A. C. Creswell Cairo, MD. - p. 1 8, pls. 1a and lb. 
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Fig. 121 : Variations of the '3' motif. 

A, B, D, E, and G. From Islamic works of art. 
C. Fro -n Chinese silk. 
F. From 0 Jai cobite iriniature. 
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Other than minarets, this motif does not seem to occur on existing 

Islamic monuments, nor in miniature painting; but an exact parallel 

appears on the famous 15th Century Central Anatolian carpet in the 

Staatliche Museen in Berlin (p1.331 )- 

On another 15th Century Central Anatolian carpet in the Histor- 

is'ks Museet (the so-called 'Marby Rug'; see p1.3 28)a closely relat- 

ed 'S' nootif appears (fig. 121 B ). Here the two curves are made 

angular, and each contains a rectangular 'key' device within its inner 

space as well as the 'stepped triangle' which appears in the 'S' motif 

of the minaret (fig-121 A). 

Though the close affinities between fig. 121A and B may suggest 

their derivation from a common prototype, if not the derivation of 

fig. 121 A from fig. 121 B through the omission of the 'key' device, 

a closer study of the minaret motif re#eals that it is in fact a 

very narrow strip from an all-over pattern of heart-shaped motifs 

Qoo-e heads). The all-over pattern from which the 'S' pattern under 

consideration is taken.,, is the same pattern from which the geometric- 

al band surrounding the lower cylinder of the minaret of the Siräj al- 

Din mosque has been taken. In fact the 'S' pattern of the minaret is 

actually a half of the band of the Siräj alp-Din minaret which was 

fully discussed above. 
(') 

The appearance of 'S' motifs on Saijuk carpets, together with" 

many other motifs of Chinese and Buddhist origin or of Chinese desc- 

ent, 
(2)and the absence of parallels in Islamic art prior to the Saljuk 

period, suggests a Central Asian origin and yet again brings China into 

focus as a possible source. 

(1) Simrai pp. 243 and 244. 
((2) Such as phoenixes, dragonst 'Jam ; heads, ' 'three dots', 

swastikas and the 'endless knot'. 
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Investigation of the Chinese repertoire has yielded unexpected and 

extremely important results with regard to the 'S' motifs as well 

as the 'kidney-shaped' motif in the'arabesque: 

The nearest parallel to the use of the 'S' motif as a band in 

Chinese art is the border motif of a carved stone sarcophagus, data- 

ble to £. 525 A. D", in the Nelson Gallery of Art in Kansas City (fig. 

122 :: ). 1 
This pattern is an almost exact curvilinear parallel to 

the stepped Saljuk pattern and to that of the Iraqi minarets. It is 

composed of identical motifs fused to each other in the form of a 

continuous band. Even the volutes within the curves recall the 

stepped triangle and the 'key' device of the Islamic motifs. 

The pattern of the sarcophagus (fig. 122 '? ) might well pass as 

a cloud band composed of identical cloud tufts in the form of an 'S' 

(similar to the Chinese cloud design which appears on 16th Century 

Iznik Jug in the Victoria and Albert Museum (pl. 253 and fig. 121 ). 

But the kidney-shaped type of volutes and the presence of t'ao-t'ieh 

masks composed of two dragon heads indicate otherwise. 

These volutes are peculiar to dragon representations on bronze 

mirrors (pls. 248 25t+ . 255 and fig. 122 C-D and F), 
(2)ritual 

vessels 

('fig. 122 : t-;. -1+, ý 1G)., and tomb tiles 123 A, B) of the Late 

Chou period. 

The t'ao-t'ieh masks at the two corners of the stone slab (where 

the bands terminate)(3)form heads to the bands and identify it as a 

dragon scroll beyond a shadow of doubt. 
()*)The 

t'ao-t'ieh in the centre 

c il and Soper, om. cit., pl. 53- 
(2) So much so in fact that they have been called dragon volutes 

(see Sullivan, -M. cit", p" 21). 
S3 sickman and Soper, on. cit., pls. 52-3. 

tý Indeed, the presence of these masks raises the possibility 
that highly stylised dragons are being depicted. 
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Fig. 122 : Stylized Chinese figural motifs 
desplayin 131 forms. 
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Fig.. 123 : Chinese dragons depicted on pro-Han tomb 
tiles. After White. 

A. ]male dragon. 
B. Female dragon. 
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of the lower border merely divides the dragon scroll into two. 

It seems that neither the 'S' motif nor the "kidney-shaped" 

volute were amongst the early Chinese conventions for depicting 

clouds. Both features seem to be connected with dragons of various 

degrees of stylization and abstraction. 

As early as the Sarly Chou period$ the body of the 

dragon was moulded into the shape of an ! SO-, (fig. 
7j220-)ii 

} 
most 

s, y 

probably in order to retain a sense of its sinuous shape in a 

highly stylised and severely compressed form. This transformation 

was probably brought about by the need to depict dragons in narrow 

bands on ritual vessels (Pig. 122 A-B, and G). This convention 

seems to have been retained in the depiction of dragons on tomb 

tiles (fig. 123 A&B) and on pre-Mn mirrors, even though the 

backs of the mirrors did provide wider surfaces (pis. 248,254-256 

and fig. 122 C-D and F). This is perhaps, in order to accentuate 

its viciousness and movement, 

This convention seems to have persisted through the centuries. 

It contributed a great deal to the formulation of the 'S' motif on 

the Chinese stone sarcophagus in Kansas City, and to that of the 

stemmed 'blue and white' cup depicted in fig. 122 
L2)which 

is the 

nearest parallel to the '3' motif in Islamic art. 

Related motifs seeped into Islamic art through centuries of 

trade with China, on commodities that did not survive or are yet to 

be unearthed; they probably also reached Islam - as the patterns 

first appear on Saljuk works of art - through the assimilation of 

Chinese motifs by the Turkish stock of Central Asia. 

1 nulling, or. Sit.,, fig. 32. 
2 This cup is datable to the Yung Cheng period (1723-1735), see 

H. Garner, Oriental Blue and Vfl tte. pl. 78A. 
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The 'T' motif. 

A good number of the existing Iraqi minarets exhibit narrow 

bands composed of identical units interlocked with each other in 

the form of a chain. 

The units forming the chain are in the shape of an angular 

letter ?, or rather like an angular wish-bone (fig. 16 G). 

The 'V units are rendered alternately in black and white, or 

turquoise and white k_ shi (ceramic faience). 

This feature seems to be peculiar to minarets decorated with 

käkä hI ; these are mostly minarets of the 'New Style, '() and occas- 

ionally minarets of the 'Intermediate Style. j(2) This is most probab- 

ly due to the qualities of kas T: the shapes of the units could be 

enhanced by alternating colours, in contrast to brick-work where such 

a design can be achieved only by two-level a irl and even then the 

pattern would not be discernable at a distance. 

The appearance of this pattern on the minaret of the Gailän! 

mosque and that of Shaikh Nla'rüf seems to have been the result of 

later restorations 
! 3) 

This is further confirmed by the lack of similar motifs on all 

the known minarets - whether in Iraq, Persia, or elsewhere - which 

are executed and decorated exclusively in brick-work, such as the 

minaret of iin jida, the minaret of Tnwüq, that of Arbil, of Süq al- 

1 The pattern occurs on the minarets of the following mosques $ 
the A diya, the Qapalläniya, the Khäg$aki, the Adiliya, the 
? iaidar Khäna the Fail, and the two minarets of the °Askariyain 

at Samaria- ' 
(p15.58,132,151,49,93,89 

and 12lß. 
(2) i. g. the following mosques t the Gailanl (1-. Hare al-Nagtbma) 

the mosque of `Ali Afendi, the biarjaniya madrasa and the tomb of 
Shaikh b! acrüf al-Karkhl (pis. 83,75,81 an b). 

(3) The various restorations which were carried out on both minarets 
are discussed v. v* above. 



Ghazl, as well as the medtevaL, minarets of Istahän. 
(') 

In Persia, exact parallels to this band occur on minarets 
(2) 

as well as on a number of domes(3) the earliest existing example 

can be seen on the springing of the dome of the Maasjid-i Shah at 

Mashhad(46118). 

No exact parallel to this motif' can be seen on the, exiating 

monuments of Turkey or Turkestan. 

In miniature painting, an earlier example of this motif makes 

its appearance in a miniature datable between 1360 and 1374, attrib- 

utable to the school of Tabris, in the University Library of Istan- 

bul; here the motif is depicted on a bed cover in the form of an 

all-over pattern. 
(5) 

In Iraq, the only parallel to this border design appears on 

the metalwork of Mausil, such as the vessel shown in pl, 257 (6) 

where such a band can clearly be seen immediately above the inscrip- 

tion. 

(i) 
(2) 

(3) 

See U. B. Smith, 'The Marrs of I; fahan,, Athzr-e Iran 1/2 (Paris 
1936), pp. 311-358. 
Such as on the minarets of the shrine of L hän near Nirmän 
(Pope, Persian Architecture pI. XVI and caption). 
Such as on the springing of the dome of the shrine of Qadam 
Cah near NI shäpnr (1ä4F3 , the drum of the dome of the Ma dra sa 
uIdir-i Shah (1706-f 711. , and the springing of the dome of the 
Congregational mosque at Qazvin (Pope, Persian Architecture 
pls. 311,312,317; Hill and Grabar, =. cit., p1.251 . (4) Pope, Persian Architecture, pl. 270. 

(5) This miniature from Rallla wa Dimna) was found in an album 
at the Imperial Palace of Yildia and is particularly interest- 
ing, for a number of Chinese objects and motifs are clearly 
depicted without the slightest alteration. Examples are the 
Chinese vessels depicted in the niche to the left, the Chinese 
garden fence which is lacquered, and the post of this fence whi- 
ch exhibits a lotus finial as well as a base composed of Joo e 
heads (see Gray, Persian painting ple on p. 39). Another min- 
iature from the same manuscript exhibits similar features as 
well as a bed cover with typical Chinese cloud patterns (Gray, 
ibid., ple on p. 38). 

(6) Made by cAli Ibn cUmar Ibn Ibrählm as-Sunqurl al-11au; i11 in 
717/1317-8 (L"A. Mayer Islamic metalworkers and their works ý. rr i. w. r. rw 

(Geneva 1959), pl. VIx . 
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The interlocked 'Z' motifs are slightly different from the minaret 

motif of fig-16 G; that is, the right angles imposed by the shape 

of the ksht and by the technique of brick bonding were replaced by 

obtuse angles. 

This later version of the 'Y' motif band appears in abundance 

on sal juk monuments of the first half of the 13th Century in Anato- 

lia, such as on the blocked-up doorway at Karatai Hän (1230-40), 
(1) 

the eastern entrance of the Huand Hitiln maadrasa at Kayseri 
(2)(1237- 

8), and the gate of the Sari Han near Avanos. (3) 

On the outside wall of the Karatai Hin, a vertical strip in high 

relief can be seen (p1.258 ). The Karatai band clearly indicates 

that this border motif is in fact only a strip from an all-over patt- 

ern composed of two superimposed and interlaced all-over patterns of 

hexagons, which might have been rendered in two different colours on 

the original material from which the motif was borrowed (most probab- 

ly silk fabrics). This is further confirmed by the appearance of 

this motif in the form of an all-over pattern on an engaged pillar 

at the side entrance of the 'Hittin Han' at Pazar (1238-9ý( 

Although the Hätiin Hin pattern is vertically stretched, it does 

repeal that the border design under consideration also occurs in an 

all-over pattern. This seems to provide the explanation for an impor- 

tant pattern which occurs on the metalwork of ltausil as well as in 

stuccoes and other media: that is the Y-shaped pattern proper, or 

the triagram. This motif will be dealt with shortly. 

I See Hill and Grabar, off. cit., pl. 491- 
2 ibid. , pl. 4&a. 
3 I,. 4", p1.507. 
4 bid., pl. 3510 
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It should be noted that the Maupil vessel of p1.257 exhibits ano- 

ther band immediately below the inscription. This is in fact a 

half of the 'Y'-shaped band on the upper side of the same inscript- 

ion. This border motif is generally referred to as "the 'Z'-shaped 

motif. "(') The earliest example of this border motif appears during 

the 9th Century at zämarrä as a stucco border design. 
(2) 

It also 

occurs on the entrance of the A$zikara Fin(3)in Anatolia (1236-46). 

It should be noted that in one example at the Ak madrasa at Niyrle 

(1409) a split border pattern occurs, but both halves are retained 

as well as the dividing line. 
(4) 

It has been maintained that the so-called "Z-shaped motif" t 

Sämarrä' was developed from the 'T-shaped' fret, and eventually re- 

placed it. 
(5) 

It has also been maintained that the 'T-shaped' motif 

was a development during the Umayyad period from the Hellenistic and 

Byzantine key fret. (6) 

It seems that this assumption was not based on Hellenistic or 

Byzantine parallels, but on a technical phenomenon, that is the doub- 

ling of the lines, which Hamid terms a Hellenistic technical conven- 

tion. As it occurs in some of the äamarr'j 'T-shaped' frets he con- 

cludes that the 'T-shaped' pattern fret must be of Hellenistic and 

Byzantine origin. 
(7) 

The triagram all-over pattern (the so-called 'Y'-shaped pattern) 

which appears on the metalwork of Mausil such as on the brass ewer of 

1 d, o22. " cit., P. 175 and figs. 3 and 4.. 
2) Ibid. 
3) Hill and Grabar, p. cit.. pl. tß. 67. 
k) Jbid", p1.459- 
5) tumid, °Z. c it., p. 175. 
6) Ibid. 
7) I iic. CP. the discussion of this motif in the analysis of the 

decoration of the Süq al-Ghazl minaret, suarraa, ppl36 arr3.137" 



the British L'useum dated 1232 (pß.. 148 ) and other works following 

the same tradition executed in Syria or Egypt, such as the Q ytbäy 

vessel (pl259 ) and others, does not appear on any of the surviv- 

ing minarets of Iraq. It does however appear on the miiräb of the 

N rl mosque of Ztausil (now in the Iraqi i useum)v(1)of pl. 26O. 

The pattern in this mibräb appears on the two small engaged 
-... _ý. 

columns which are enclosed by the arch of the left-hand niche, Thus 

during the 12th Century at. Mausil this, pattern was in use for archit- 

ectural ornament as well as for metalwork. 

Numerous parallels to this pattern appear on eastern Islamic 

monuments during the 11th and subsequent centuries ssuch as on the 

tomb towers of Kharragän (/460/1067 68 and 11.86/1093) , th? Gunbad"i 

Surkh at Marägha (542/11474 8), 
(3)the 

Cifte Minareli medrese at 

Erzurum (late 13th Century), 
('')a 13th Century Saljuk tomb tower at 

Erzurum, 
(5)and 

on the portal of the kh nn ah of Na; anz (131 fr«17). 
(6) 

The same pattern appears on the portal of the märist-n at rWýýý IIýý 

(7) 
Granada (dated 1367) as does a "square Kufio" inscription (pl. 261 )" 

Both features are uncommon in'the repertoires of North Africa and al- 

Andalus. 

However, the earliest depiction of this motif appears on the 

stuccoes of Sb art8 during the 9th Century in the form of enlarged 

(1) The building of this mosque was commenced in 566/1170 and com- 
pleted in 568/1172. The stucco decoration of the midrib was 

most probably executed in 568/1172 for decorative work was 

usually left until the actual construction was completed. 
2) seherr-Thosa, oL. cit., pla. 18 and 19 and captions. 
3) mpls. 30 and 31 and captions. 
j) Ibid., pl. 1011. and caption; Hill and Grabar, cit., pl. 332" 

5 7eherr-Thoss, or. alt--j, pl. 102. 
6) Hill and Grabar, off. 2it. 9 pl. 266. 
7) E. K heel, Maurische Kunst (Berlin 1924), pi. 34. According to 

KKilhnnel, this portal does not exist any more. 



W concentric triagrams containing curvilinear ornament (fig. 12le. ). 

The 5amarrä origin of this motif has not been identified, most 

probably because it has been obscured by the curvilinear ornament. 

In Islamic miniature painting this pattern appears as early as 

1250 in a manuscript executed at Cairo by a Persian called Gýanbar 

QAli of Shiräz(2)(p1.262 ). 

The pattern in this miniature appears as a textile pattern. It 

is much nearer to the Sämarrä' pattern of fig, and its derivation 

from an all-over pattern of hexagons is clear. 
(3) it also occurs as 

a textile pattern in the 11th Century I1ag7am5t of iar1ri of the Bod- 

leian Library (pl. 263 ). 

A good number of Turkish (ple. 26tf, 2 and 266 )( 
and 

Persian 

miniatures(5)of the 15th and the 16th Centuries exhibit the same 

pattern in slight variations (e. g. double-lined or single-lined or 

both). It occurs on the tile ornament in miniatures, and continues 

down to the 19th Century as a surface ornament for furniture depicted 

in miniatures (p1.267). 
(6) 

(1) E. Herzfeld, Wandschmuck, p. 21t, pl. 229, Orn. 272 . (2) Treatise on Astrolo by Abu Ma spar al-Balkhl in the Bib. Nat., 
Paris Blochet, or* cit+, pl. XXXII). 

(3) For the derivation of the triagram (or compositesecondary motif) 
from hexagonal basic patterns, see 'Polygonal ornament' (s_,. ra. 
p. 217 ). It is interesting to note that Blochet in his capt- 
. ion to pl. XXXIII makes the following remarks on this miniat- 
ure (pl. 262) s 

"The head of Iblis with the crown and white hair 
is copied from a Chinese idol; the sons of Iblis 
are copied from Hindu demons ..... " 

In fact, not only the crown (of three Joo-e's) and the physio- 
Bnouo' of Iblis are Chinese, but also the pattern of his silken 
garment (and on the dresses of his sons) and his qubqab (wood- 

en slippers or sandals). 
(h. ) I. Stchoukine, La Peinture Tur ue dIa res lea Ddanuecrits 

illustres.. Ire Partie. Je Sula n Ire a Osman IL 1152O-162 
Paris 1993)p pls. VI, VIII9 and X. 

(5 Gray, Persian PaintinKs pis, on pp. 51,86-7, and 123- 
(6 

)A 
late 19th Century picturt formerly in the collection of Herr 

L. Backsbacka Helsingfors. 
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Fig. 124 : Samarra stucco exhibiting tyt pattern. 
9th century. After Herzfeld. 
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In Islamic art this 'Y-shaped' pattern appears in the following 

variations s 

A- Triagrams composed of single lines of reasonable width such 

as in the eta ärmi t miniature (pl. 263 ), on the vessel of pi. 259 

and on the Turkish miniature of p1.265 where the motif is derived 

from two simple all-over patterns of hexagons superimposed and shift- 

cd half a space in any direction. The triagrams may also be inter- 

laced. This mr-thod is demonstrated by the superimposition of leaf 1 

and leaf 2, in the multi-leaved diagram below (fig. 125 ). 

These triagrams are often enhanced by thin lines, incised or 

damascened with silver, running along the axis of the arms of the 

triagrams to meet at their centres. These thin lines are in fact 

the framework of the original hexagonal patterns from which the 'Y' 

pattern is derived. 

B- Triagrams with arms ending in arrow-shaped forms interlocked 

with their counterparts from neighbouring triagrams. This variation 

occurs on the mijirýºb of the 1 url mosque, the 1232 ewer in the British 

liuseum, the ýäytb-ay vessel, the Turkish miniature of p1.261. , and 

the Persian miniatures mentioned above. 
(') 

This variation is derived from two patterns of concentric hexa- 

gons, the tips of the arms of the triagrams (which are the sides of 

the larger or basic hexagonal pattern) are fused with the correspondi- 

ng inner corner of the lesser hexagon, and thus the arrow-shape -is 

achieved. 

C- Triagrams alternating with hexagons, such as in the miniature 

by , anbar cAli of shiräs (pl. 262 ), and the Persian picture (pl. 267 )" 

The it pattern in this variation is obviously derived from a hexa- 

1) See footnotes 1 and 2t aura p. 11. 
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Ip'i. 125: The utilisation of super- 
imposed hexagonal patterns to obtain 
other patterns. 

Fig. 126 : Superimposed hexagonal patterns. 

A. Superimposed hexagonal patterns resulting; in 'Y' 

pattern. Sikhim, Tibet. After Hummel. 

B. Superimposed hexagonal patterns resulting in 
1. 

six-pointed stars. Sikkim, Tibet. After H"01. 



gonal pattern but in this version the triagrams are formed by the 

fusion of three neighbouring hexagons, or by joining three adjac- 

ent spaces which are left by three neighbouring concentric hexag- 

ons between the outer and inner hexagons. 

The SAmarrr- triagram of fig. l214 belongs to this version. 

The extent to which the superimposition of hexagonal patterns 

can be utilized for the formation of a wide variety of patterns can 

be observed in pl. 268 where four variations of such a pattern can 

be seen. These are the simple hexagonal pattern; the 'Y-shaped' 

pattern alternating with hexagons on wall tiles; the pattern of 

concentric hexagons in openwork (e. g. in wood); and the diamond 

pattern used in the pendentives. This latter pattern is particul= 

arty interesting because it is achieved by the superimposition of, 

three hexagonal patterns (see fig. 125 ) and secondly because from 

this design the Islamic six-pointed star (or rosette), which is com- 

posed of six diamond-shaped petals, is derived(see pis. 272 and 273") 

All the variations of the 'Y' -shaped pattern in Isla- 

mio art discussed above do occur in Chinese art and in arts exposed 

to Chinese influence, such as Japanese art and the art of Tibet, 

pls. 269-71 and fig. 126 A and B. In all of these arts this 

pattern occurs as a textile design (pls. 269-271 )" ;; ý 

The pattern of p1.271 
(1) 

seems' to be the prototype of the 

Islamic version B. In this example the arms of the triagram are 

not fused to the corresponding angles of the inner hexagons, as is 

the case in the Islamic pattern. 

In the 11th Century Chinese painting (on silk) of pl. 269which 

depicts Lighty-seven1mm'rtals, the pattern consists of an interlace 

1 Shen ,. Lee, A Iiistor7_ of Far Eastern Art London, 19 

pl. 337. 



of leather thongs. (1) The same pattern and the same usage reappears 

on a 16th Century Wei-T, 0(2) in the Royal Scottish Museum. 

In the Japanese portrait painting of abbot Shoichi-Kakushi (1352 

to-1131) the 'I'-shaped pattern appears on the silken material cover- 

ing his chair (pl. 271 )ý 3) Japanese wood-block prints of the 18th 

and subsequent centuries abound with variations of this pattern (pl. 

272k ) as well as other motifs derived from the all-over patterns 

of hexagons in Islamic art, such as the six-petalled star or rosette 

mentioned above (pls. 272 and 273 ). 

Though the all-over pattern of hexagons occurs in the arts of 

other nations, such as Assyrian art, most probably in imitation of 

the natural 'honey-comb', none of these nations, other than the Chin- 

ese, has attached any particular significance to it. 

This pattern is known in China astthe Tortoise-shell patter 
(pie 275 ): 5) 

According to Lacker, the tortoise was a supernatural animal. 

Its shell was used in divination. The tortoise was an emblem of 

longevity in China as well as Japan. Lacker quotes the following 

Chinese phrase a" Kwe1-ho-tuns-Chun, " which signifies t 

"ifay your days be as long as the tortoise and stork. " (b) 

The -'! Ortoise in Han times is one of the "Ssu Shen or Four 

Supernatural Beings-"(7) (Tortoise, Dragon, Phoenix and Tiger) 

which preside over the Four ýZuadrants of the vault of Heaven (North, 

1 Those parts of Chinese ahd Japanese armour which cover the 
abdomen were traditionally made of leather (cow-hide) for 

greater flexibility and comfort. 
2A guardian figure placed at the entrance of Buddhist temples. 
3 Lee, off. cit., pl. 496. 
4 Chubanshe, off. cit., (i)olby's translation, p. 4). 
5 D. Gure, on. ci , pl. 30. 
6 Lacker, M. c? 3 , P. 371. 
7 Willetts, o;. cit., I, p. 270. 
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East, South and ; Pest). They surround the circuzzpolar Central Pal- 

ace of the supreme ruler T'ai-i, just as the Four Directions of 

terrestrial space surround the palace of the Emperor on. sarth. They 

(the Four Celestial quadrants) also correspond with the Four Seasons 

(V*inter, Spring, Summer and Autumn) respectively. 

Furthermore, the'Four Supernatural Beings' symbolize the four 

classes of animals s shell-covered, scaly, feathered, and hairy 

creatures, as they were divided in the Han period. These Beings 

were also associated with the Four Elements (Water, , 'ood, Fire and 

Metal) and with the Four Colours (Black, Green, Red, and ': 'hite)(9) 

respectively. 

Accordingly, the tortoise is the symbol of the North, , Winter, 

Water and Black (or Darkness). 

It is also considered (for anatomical reasons) as a female 

only 
(2) 

and is thus "the very essence of Yin. "(3) 

The tortoise, according to'. Willetta, from very early in Chinese 

history was considered to have supernatural powers. 
(4) According to 

Chinese legends, she emerges from the waters of the Yellow River 

bearing magical writings on her back 
c5) 

willetts maintains that with the advent of Buddhism the Ssu 

Shen (Four Supernatural Beings) gradually lost wound until about 

the 6th Century when they briefly regained popularity. After that 

F All the information cited in the previous paragraph is derived 
from Willett s, off. cit., 2_0c-, cit. 

(2) Willetts explains this by mentioning that the genitals of the 
tortoise are hidden in a sort of cloaca which leaves no visible 
organ to mark the sex of the tortoise, and for that reason the 
idea of the tortoise being female only, and capable of impreg- 

nation only by another animal, the snake, came into being. He 

also relates that the portrayal of the Sau : hen in the Han and 
later periods show the tortoise and snake coupled in sexual em- 
brace (`+illetts, o;. cit., p. 283). 

3) I. ", p. 283. 
Ibid. 

5 Ibid. 



their meaning was lost so that they became mere emblematic figures, 

except for the tortoise which was separately incorporated in new 

cults, 
(1) 

and became the deity of latter-day Taoism. 
(2) 

Bulling maintains that the tortoise is intimately connected 

with the moon, and related to the North and the cold season. He 

also relates that the Black '°. arrior which is the sign for Winter 

consists of a tortoise entwined with a serpent; and on coins the 

Dipper is sometimes shown together with the tbrtoise. 
(3) 

Bulling's ambiguous statement is clarified by Goepper 

who calls the tortoise The Dark 11arrior of the North' and explains 

this Chinese designation as follows : 

"the Tortoise is. dezcribtd as a warrior because it is 
clad in armpur ...... 

He also clarifies its connections with the stars and with Earth 

by relating that the '. tortoises from archaic times, was thought to be 

a cosmic animal; its rectangular under-belly symbolised the Earth, 

whilst its round arched, carapace was the symbol of heavcn. 
(5) He 

draws attention to a rubbing he has published of a ; tortoise copul- 

ating with a serpent; on the tortoise's shell stars and constell- 

ations were drawn. (6) 

This seems to form conclusive evidence of the importance of the 

tortoise in Chinese culture from the Han period onwards and probably 

much earlier. This was due to its cosmic, magical, trthological, and 

(1) I id., pp. 274-5. 
2) Ibid., p. 283- 
3) Bulling, o; ,. Pp. 39-40. 
4) R. Goepper, 'stone Rubbing; Chinese Art, *. Speiser, R. Goep- 

per, and J. Fri. burg, (London 1ýr4), p. 251. 

5) Ibid. 
6) Tbid., pl. 117. 

L 



auspicious significance. This also explains the extensive use of 

the stylized pattern of its shell and its derivations through the 

ages in various media. Hence, too, its dissemination in the rep- 

ertoire of countries open to Chinese commodities and artifacts, from 

Japan in the east to al-Andalus in the west. The Joo-e and the swas- 

tika were similarly disseminated. 

In Chinese art, the 'tortoise-shell' pattern occurs in a number 

of variations : simple, concentric (pl. 275 ), stretched, (fig. 127 A) 

elongated, (fig. 127 C) superimposed (fig. 126 A and B), and interlaced 

(pls. 269 and 270 ). 
. iany of these patterns (apart from the interlaced 

one) contain filler motifs such as stars or rosettes (fig. 127 A and 

B)0(1) and other forms. Often such patterns are fragmented into s: ZAll 

units of hexagons grouped in a particular formation, fused or separated 

in threes and in sixes (fig. 127 C). 

Most of these patterns occur in Islamic art in various periods. 

In fact, it is very difficult not to find parallels to the Chinese 

variations in the Islamic repertoire. 

The re-emergence of the 'tortoise-shell pattern' (which encloses 

twelve-pointed stars) as a 'land-pattern' 
(2) 

on an official group 

(1) This pattern is an exact parallel to the stucco pattern of 
Bis1ast. 

(2) In this group of carved lacquer objects landscapes are depicted. 
"ach of the landscapes contains three distinct types of diaperss 
'Air-diapers, l "Tater-diapers, ' and 'Land-diapers', The 'Air- 
diapers' are mostly composed of incised horizontal lines : the 

later-diapers are formed by humped waves arranged in trellis form, 

and the Land-diapers are composed of squires, diamonds, lozenges 

or hexagons containing stars or rosettes (see Garner, 'Diaper 
Backgrounds, ' asssim . Both of the former diapers are symbols 
of Y 

_V 
the North, the Night-sky, winter, darkness, and au'th 

(Rolling, crams. cit., pp. 82 and 85). Thus the three 'Land- 

diapers' on these carved lacquer objects fit this context and. 

all of thew represent earth, 
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of carved lacquer 
Wobjects 

of the 15th Century (fig. 128 A-C) 
2 

seems very appropriate indeed, for the tortoise is the symbol of 

'arth, as mentioned above, and the use of its stylized shell-pattern 

to depict the ground strengthens this meaning. 

However, Garner does not seem to be aware of the symbolic 

significance of this pattern, for he expresses his surprise at its 

appearance as a land-diaper. 
(3) 

"chile he mentions similar patterns 

on a recently discovered carved lacquer box froia a Yuan tomb (1280- 

1368) in Kiangsi; in 'The manual of building construetion', 
(4)`where 

it is used extensively for the decoration of buildings; 
O 

and lastly 

in a painting by ang Chen-Y'eng (active ca. 1312-20), 
(6) 

he seems 

to be oblivious of the hexagonal pattern it--elf and focuses his 

attention on the secondary motifs of stars. He thus seems to be in 

agreement with Pope who has found connections between the eight- 

pointed-star in Islamic art (which is supposed to have cosmic signif- 

icance) and the so-called Ming porcelain in Muslim style. 

(1) Garner maintains that the uniform features of this group were 
strictly prescribed by strong official control (Garner, "Diaper 
hackprounds" p. 188). 

2 Ibid., fig.. 23 
3 Ibid. 
if) she Yin. tsao fa-shih which was compiled originally by Li 

hi eh in 1091 ibid., p. 183). 
5) I bid. 
6) ibid. 



Fig. 128 : Diner background patterns 
(Land diapers) on Chinese 
carved la. cauer. After Gar- 
ner. 
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It should be pointed out that the stars in the Land-diaper under 

consideration, and those of the Bistäm stuccoes, are both twelve- 

pointed stars formed so that the alternate points of the star fit 

the angles of the enclosing hexagons. They have no connection 

whatever with the eight-pointed stars "constructed from two squares 

set at angles of 45 degrees to each other. " (1 

(ý) Ibid. 



Them eight-pointed star 

The eight-pointed star appears as an architectural ornament as 

early as 691 on the arches of the Dome of the Rock, 
(1) 

and continues 

to appear in subsequent centuries at Lamarrä; 
(2) 

and other T numents 

such as a ýeljug building excavated at Rayy. 
(3)It 

is also found much 

later on the parapets- of the hawds of most Iraqi minarets of the 'Int- 

ermediate' and the 'Idea' Style, 
"as 

well as in other media. Recent 

excavations in China carried out by the Chinese authorities in 1949, 

brought to light a number of Chins se silks datable. to 683 (fig. 129 ) 

(6) 
and 778 (fig, 129 D, ) 

(7) 
These showed variations of eight-pointed 

stars forting the centres of thoroughly Chinese floral patterns. 
(8) 

Thus a possible evolution of such eight-pointed stars from such patt- 

erns (fig. 129 A-Ep especially figs. 129 D and E) can be suggested. 

The eight-pointed star motif in Chinese Taoist mythology has a 

very well defined cosmic significance. 

Perhaps one of the oldest depictions of an eight-pointed star 

figure in Chinese art appears on a bronze mirror datable to the sec- 

ond part of the Chou period. (fig. 130 )(9) Bulling maintains that 

the eight points represent the "Eight Pillars- of the SW which were 

supposed to stand-at the horizon, four at the corners of the universe 

and four at the middle of the sides between -them. " 
('01 

They surround 

(1) Ettinghausen, Arab Painting, pls. on pp. 18 and 23- 
2) Herzfeld,, 'Der , Yandschrniok, Abb. 23tß, Orn. 221. 
3) Ettinghausen, The, "Bevel: ed: Style, pl. XV i. 
4) Eight-pointed stars containing " zuare-Kufic" inscriptions app- 

ear on the old minaret of the Gailani mosque, that of the Ahmad- 
iya, and others. 

5 Chubanshe, orn,.. cit. (Dolby's translation, p. 8). 
6) Ibid., pl. 40. 
7) Chubanshe, on. cit., pl, 44. 
8) Ibid. (Dolby's translation,, p. 8. ) 

Bulling, M" c, fig. 16a. 
(10) Ibid., P. 34. 
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gig. 129 : The development of the eight-pointed 
star in early Chinese textile patterns. 
Aft 2C ýabanshe. 



Fig. 130 : Design on the back of a bronze mirror. Chinese. 
Second part of the Chou period. After Bulling. 
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the T'a i Chi (the Pole of Heaven). (') These pillars are supposed 

to be connected with tho'Central i. 'ost' or'Pillar of Heaven'by means 

of rc:? es. 
(2) 

In the est, the earliest occurrences of the eight-pointed star 

seem to be on silks, such as the lath - 6th Century . ºntinoe piece (fig. 

131 R) 
(3) 

of the Kunst g werbe Museum. This piece is included by Von 

Pal'ce among a group of Jte Greek silks. 
() 

In this piece the eight- 

pointed star, similar to the 7th Century Chinese star of fig. 129 

D and E, is rendered around a central flower. 

In another 6th Century silk fragment from lntinoe (Fig., 
132 B 

in 'when 
(6; 

which Von Falke gives an East Roman provenance, 
(7) 

there is a striking similarity in the composition and the rendering 

of the motif to the Chinese motifs of fig. 129 1) and E;; where both 

motifs are surrounded by four stylized so-called palmettes. The res- 

emblance to the Chinese silk of fig. 129 where palmettes alternate 

with four leaved branches, is especially close, The centres of the 

eight-pointed star in both designs are occupied by floral motifs of 

varying stylization. 

Other Chinese motifs in so-called "Byzantine" silks, 

The attribution of the intinoe piece of fig. 131 B to an ,, ast 

Roman provenance is completely unfounded, for the design exhibits 

other features peculiar to Chinese art. Among them are the cloud ele- 

ments (shown in fig. 131 B1) on the sides of the pear-shaped element 

i) mid. 
2) Ibid. 
j Von Falke, ý. cit., p1. ii. 
4) Ibid. (captions 
5 Ibid., pl. 14. 
6 Ia. (caT t Ion). 

(ibid., 7 This piece is now in the Kunstgewerbe Museum in Berlin 
caption). 
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Fig. 131 : Details from wester textiles depicting 
Chinese elements. After Von Falke. 

A) From a 4th-6th century silk. Antinoe. B) From a 
6th 

6th century silk. Antinoe. B: 1) Detail from B. C 

century silk. East Roman. D) From an 8th-10th century 

silk. Persia. E) From an 8th-11th c "ntury silk. y 

or Egypt. 
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Fig. 132 : Details from vietern textiles depicting 
Chinese elements. After Von Falke. 

A. From a 4th-6th century silk. Late Greek.. 

B. From a 6yh century silk from Akhin. Coptic. 
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which forms the main body of the so-called palmette, and the cloud 

band containing its rounded end. In fact these cloud elements are 

so peculiar to Chinese art as to make any attribution of this fabric 

or at least of the original design to any art other than Chinese high- 

ly suspect*() 

Von Falke gives a late Greek provenance (4th - 6th Century) for 

another clearly Chinese piece of silk. 

This piece is in Sens and was probably found in A. ntinoe (fig. 

1j2 A). 
(2) 

Its diaper pattern is composed of lines of three petalled 

devices. The points at which these lines cross each other are decor- 

ated with a large lobed-leaf motif with small trees at the axes act- 

ing as bosses. The centres of the squares of this diaper are decor- 

ated with four-petalled flowers. Each petal is formed by another 

very typical Chinese Motif, the Jo -e bead. These four-petalled 

flowers are ingeniously formed by four Jo -a heads surrounding a cen- 

tral circle. The variation of the Joo_e heads in this pattern is so 

well defined and accurately rendered that they could not possibly 

be mistaken for anything else. 

Von Falke includes another 6th - 7th Century piece of silk with 

distinct Chinese characteristics amongst a group of Coptic silks from 

Akhz7im. The design of this piece is composed of a diaper pattern en- 

closing rouulels. 

The rourAels contain affronted or addorsed birds flanking a cen- 

tral tree (fig. 1 32 E) 
13) 

This all too familiar feature does not at 

first strike one as unusual in the textile patterns of this period. 

(1) An exact parallel to these cloud forms can be seen on the 10th - 
11th Century Chinese casket of pl. 316 

(2) Von Falke, on. cit., pl. 13. 
(3)d", pl. 42. 
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However, a closer study of the designs reveals the following facts s 

a- the confronting birds in the roundels are in fact crested 

Chinese phoenixes; their tail-plumps sweep upwards and forwards, to 

end in a backward curl according to the Chinese convention. 

b- The addorsed birds In the lobed roundels as well as the phoe- 

nixes are in fact perched on the branches of the trees and not mere- 

ly placed on both sides. 

This brings to mind the phoenixes on the Central Anatolian car- 

pet (p1.3 28 ) and the eternal relationship between the Chinese phoe- 

nix and the 17u tree. 
(') 

In fact all the other decorative elem- 

ents in this piece of silk are wholly Chinese, such as the so-called 

'arabesque' meanders 
(2) 

forming the diaper pattern, and the hexagons 

enclosing four-petalled flowers. (3) 

The identification of these purely Chinese motifs on silks attri- 

buted to late antique Byzantine and Coptic textile art seems to sugge- 

st two possibilities s firstly, that these textiles are actual Chin- 

ese silks which have been wrongly identified; and secondly, that they 

are in some features exact copies of Chinese silks which were avail- 

able for the local weavers to imitate. 

In both cases, the following important conclusions assert them- 

selves : a) Chinese woven fabrics did exist in the West as early as 

the 4. th-6th Century, contrary to the belief that only silk yarn was 

imported $ and b) the textile art of the : "lest was influenced by Chin- 

ese art motifs and not : 'asanian art as has usually been maintained. 

...... _ 
(1) This relationship has been fully discussed when dealing with the 

Chinese phoenix in Islamic art (nf pp. 359-371). 
(2) See Chapter VII ("The rabesgne" . 
(3) 

-'ý'or the significance of the hexagon in Chinese art see above 
(saga, p; ß. 292 -'''95 ). 



These conclusions are further supported by the appearance of Tian 

silks in Palrýyra and their identification as such. 
(') The Palmyra 

silks indicate an older date for the appearance of Chinese silks 

in the ; est, that is between 83-273. (2) 

The astounding persistence with which Chinese art motifs keep 

emerging in the textiles of the ', 7est until modern times can best be 

illustrated by the 11th - 12th Century Byzantine silk of St. Peter's 

Church in , alzburg (fig. 133 . k). 
(3) 

In this textile the main motif is 

enclosed by two symmetrically arranged two-headed dragons, their bod- 

ies forming semi-circles. Both extremities of the bodies end in 

snarling heads. The bodies are decorated with evenly distributed 

concentric roundels between two narrow borders. As far as I know there 

has never been a close parallel to this motif in sasanian art nor in 

the ancient arts of the Near East. But an almost exact parallel (ap- 

art from the single head) can be found in a Late Chou period Jade 

dragon (fig. 133 B), 
(4)which 

predates the silk by about 1600 years. 

The astonishing similarities in almost every detail-the post- 

ures, the flatness of the bodies, the thin borders, the roundels, and 

the snarling heads cannot possibly be ignored; they can only confirm 

the descent of the Byzantine motif from the Late Chou dragon, prob- 

ably by means of Chinese silks which did not survive or are yet to be 

unearthed. 

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 

See Helfen, ate. cit., R. Pfister, Textiles de Palmyra (Paris, 
1934) " 
The two dates mark the building of the tomb of Jambliehus, 
where come of the Palnwra silks were found; and the abandon- 
ment of Palu'ra (0. ,; aenchen-Helfen, "From China to ralmyra, " 

Art Bulletin )CXV, No. 4 (1943), p. 358 ). 
Von Farce, or. cit., rl . 192. 
Late Chou-Chin-t'sun in the collection of R. C. Bull (La Plante, 

a, cit., pl. 80, p. 20). 



A. 

B. 

Fig. 133 

A. Detail from an 11th-12th century textile. 
Byzantine. After Von Falke. 

B. Chinese jade dragon. bate Chou-Chin-t'sun. 
After La Plante. 



P1.2Jß. 6 : retail from a carved 

standing stone depicting the so- 

called 'Celtic key' pattern. 
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Pl. 248 : Loyang type mirror depicting 'slanting' TO pattern. 

3rd Century B. C. After Karlgren. 

pl. 2.9 : Textile showing 'slanting T pattern'* r'rom 6kog. 

after . alvcn. 



Pl. 251 : Han silk depicting key devices. Found in Kurd-^n. 

The Hermitage Museum. After Lubo - Lu: nichenko. 



1.253 : urkish jug. 16th Century. 

. _"t .; r 
1' 



Y1.254 : Bronze mirror ? 'ic tinL drat c 

2nd Century . ". . ter . ýatsori. 

Pl. 255 s bronze mirror. Loyang type,, depicting aragon scrolls. 

Chinese. Lute 3rd - early 2nd Century B. C. fter i'+atson. 



P1.256 : ,? ronze mirror, depicting dragon scrolls. Chinese. 

2nd _, entury B. C. After 'flat son. 



Pl. 257 : l; ausil metalwork made by CAli Ibn CiJmar Ibn Ibrahim 
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P1.261 : i)etail from the portal of the märist7n at Granac . 

1367. . atern'ühnel. 



I. 26_ =tail from an Islamic miniature. 

>iro. c. 1250. After Bloc. 



1l. 263 ý : bu Zayd questioned in an Arab encampment. from the 

T' idaaart 1237. rfter Dinyon. ^1-ýý "'1r1. 
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Fl. 266 : 'iiamscus besieged by the Turks. ' From the 

; '. 'l1T'ýCl ýh" ýi i'1+ý T1LA1R@ti of hukri. 

-Jý i. ür utctioukiae. 
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P1.268 : 'scene in a mosque' from Majalis a1-cUsnshßq. 

Persian. 959/1552. The Bodleian Library 

(oUs. iLdd. 24, fol. 79 VO & 54-) . 



El.. 269 : Detail from a painting on silk (Eighty-6even 

Immortals). Chinese. 
. 3arly 11th Century. 

After Lee. 



P1.270 : . ei-T'o. Chinese, Ming dynasty. c. 1600. 

The ', loyal cotti sh Museum. 



s'1 " 27 : Portrait of : abbot :, hoichi- 1tokusi'li. 

Ink and colour on silk. Japanese. 

1352-11+31. 
: =fter Lee. 



Pl. 272 s 'Folding a Length of Silk' Wood-block colour 

print. Japanese. Utamro, 1753-1806. The 

British Museum. 



Fl. 273 : ': anging Girl'. '; ood--block colour print. 

Japanese. 1788-1868. The Victori^ and 

ý,, ý }ý r, 
_'. 

`a. l). ý: 



P1.274 : ;, ood-block colour print. Japanese;. 

Probably 18th Century. 



r1.275 : Jiin bronze vessel with bung jade lid 

depicting an all-over pattern of hexanons 

(the tortoise-shell pattern). ftcr i, ure. 
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It is unfortunate that Kufic inscriptions of this kind have lost 

their meaning for most people of late, and are considered a form 

of customary ornamentation of minarets, without any special mean- 

ing other than that. What makes the matter more distressing is 

that the master-masons of minarets themselves take the same attit- 

ude towards it, copying literally from existing old minarets texts 

that have already been corrupted by previous repairs with disregard 

to their correct spelling, or to their intelligibility. It was prob- 

ably enough from their point of view to resemble writing and to fill 

the available spaces with coloured squares of tiles, as one can see 

in a number of new minarets, ' such as'the minaret of the I7rithiya 

mosque in Baghdad, which was built around 1957, where the square 

Kufic text on the lower cylinder reads (AI)". Allid 

Mac" instead of *Ofl' "Alläh" , "Muhammad*. On the 

minaret of the Drägh mosque 
(M)in 

the Madinat al-Mansur (a suburb 

of Baghdad), the "square Kufic" texts are impossible to read. 
mosque 

On the upper cylinder of the minaret of the `assn ', the text 

is correct, but it has been rendered upside down. It reads : Lä 

Iläha ilia ; 111äh' framed by spirals, which are repeated around the 

surface of its upper cylinder. The only words which are correctly 

$pelt are 'AllTh' and 'Muhamaad'. But as in the case of the Harith. 

iya minaret they have not escaped corruption. The two words have 

been used alternately on almost all the minarets which have been 

built since about 1950, such as the minaret of Fsrüq mosque, of the 

(1) Built after 1957. 
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Ju`aifir mosque and others. 
(1) 

The inability of the masons to realise the fact that this 

Hseiri decoration is mostly composed of -Qur'änic texts his led to 

the loss of a -good number and to the corruption of the rest, as happened 

Ttrr 9fr3- to the minaret to the left as you enter the Shrine of the 

Imims at Sämärrä mosque;: at ttfatr time, repairs required the removal 

of the outer surface of the cylinder. When the minaret was restored 

to its previous state, the masons failed to restore the "square Kufic" 

text (this formed a band immediately below the head of the minaret) 

to its original state. ' But they did so in what we may call "mock 

Kufic, " although the twin text on the twin minaret was intact and 

legible. (2) 
- 

The prospects of the inevitable obliteration' of all existing 

texts has prompted the reading and-recording of whatever text I 

could find, whether on a minaret or a wall, provided that it was in 

square Kufic. This should be an easy task assuaging that all religi- 

ous texts could be read, no matter how badly damaged, provided that 

one or two discernable words can be found. But it was not as easy as 

it at first appeared, because it was not always possible'to see the 

whole text on the minaret as it curved around the cylinder. 

It was necessary to copy the whole design, brick by brick, on 

sectional paper in order to flatten` the cylinder and try to read the 

writing. 

The first impression was that all the texts had been corrupted 
(1) A large building programme began with the e-stablishmant of the 

Development Board in Iraq in 1954. (L Khaddiiri, Independent 
Iraq, London 1951, pp" 356-359). This Board has decided to 

spend 75% of the oil revenue on internal development. This has 
led to the acquisition of great numbers of houses and old prop- 
erties for large sums of money as compensation to enable the 

people to build new houses. Consequently, a good number of 
building projects and satellite towns were started and the demand 
for new mosques and minarets for those towns came to the fore. 

(2) The cylinders of the two minarets of Sänarra were covered with 
gold a year or two after these repairs. 



at least partially. But on closer scrutiny of the original exam- 

ples, it was found that the majority of what were considered as 

spelling mistakes, were in fact artistic innovations on the part of 

the designers. They seem to have had complete understanding of the 

limitations of their material and to have achieved mastery over these 

limitations. 

The material used is käshl. It was used in many ways s 

carved, raised in relief, or cut into various shapes to form a 

certain design or pattern. Any one of these methods could be used 

alone, or combined with one or more of the others. 

Flat tiles seem not, to have been used widely on Iraqi minarets, 

whether for decoration, or for the rendering of texts. Until very 

recently, only two minarets appear.,, - 
to have been covered with flat 

tiles, the old minaret of the Suhrawardi mosque (pl. 275 ) and the 

minaret of the Muridiya mosque (pl. 
- 

79 }, 
{1) 

Square Kufic`occurs on all parts of these minarets except the 

heads and the niches of the cnigarna; Zt. They occur principally in 

the following places, forms and orders : 

I" In the form of a band which surrounds the upper part of one or 

both cylinders, just below the head of the minaret, or below the mug- 

arnap. 

On the minaret of the Sargy mosque 
(2)(pl. 105 ) three such 

bands are depicted (fig. l3tºA 1-3). The first band is from the upper 

cylinder and the second and third from the lower cylinder. The corr- 

ect versionsof the texts are as follows s 

1) See Appendix. XI 
(2) Also called Jadid Masan pasha and Jamie al-Pasha too. That is 

to differentiate between this mosque and 
Masan 

P sha'smosque, 
otherwise known as the al-4{azir mosque. 
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Pig. 134: Bands of sauere hufic inscriptions from the 
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6-7) 

The Asif iya . 
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1. "Ta'ltakun mink= u=atun " yadýuna ilä al-Rhair wa ya'mtrüna 
bil-aacrüf wa y ankawna can al-munkar. " 

This Äßa translates as follows 1 

"And that there may be among you a people who invitMo the 
Good, and enjoin the Just, and forbid the Wrong. 

2. "Wa man yattaq! 11-11h, Xa j°al lahu makhra ja, va Yarzughu 
min ýaithu lä yaýtaeib. 1233". 

This translates as follows : 

3. 

"And who so feareth God, to him will He grant a prosperous 
issue fnd will rrovide for him whence he reckoned not upon 
it. " t2 

"Wa man patawakkal call All-ah,, fahwa basbuh. Tnna A11äha 
bälighýn amrah. Qad jamala A.. 117ah 1i-kulli shay'in gadra. " 

This translates as follows s 

"kA for him who putteth his trust in Him will God be all 
sufficient. God truly will attain his p ose. For 
everything hath God assigned a period. " (3)" 

The fourth band (in fig. 131iA) is from the upper cylinder of 

the minaret of the Nacmäniya mosque (pl. 86 ), and the fifth from 

the northern minaret of the al-Gailänt mosque (p1.182). They read 

respectively s 

4. "Allähu akbar. La iläha ills Allah, wa Allähu akbar, wa 
liliäh al-hand. " 

a 
This translates as follows t 

"Alläh is most great. No God but Allah, and -Ul h is most 
great, and God be praised. " 

5. "Ilaihi Yagcadu al-kalimu al-taiyybu wa al-oamalu a1-plliýu 
yarfa°hu. " 

This translates as follows s 
the 

"The good wo d riseth up to Him, and /righteous deed will 
He exalt. " 4) 

I ur än, S. III, V. 1014-- 
2 Ibid., S. LXV, V. 2 and 3. 
3 Ibid. 
4L Ibid. :,. XXXV, V. 10. 
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The first text (fig. 1Y+A 1) has been corrupted in two places, the 

word Ya'murüma , where a part of the min is missing, and the word 

bi'1-paCr which has been rendered thus 

instead of 

k 
F-9 2A 

1959-GL 
The corruption of the first word 

might have been caused by the glaze peeling off, as in the case of 

the upper band of the tiaidar Kthna minaret, but the corruption of 

the second word must have occurred during previous repairs. 

There are other irregularities in the spelling which might be 

considered as mistakes, but on closer scrutiny it becomes clear that 

they are not. 

The second line has the following corrupt version of the words 

haithu la yajitasib' sr and it is quite 

clear that the change happened during repairs. The corrupted words 

are so near to the figures giving the date, that it too might be 

considered with some doubt, especially because of the fillings bet- 

ween the numerals, which might be read as 1383 instead of 1233/1817 

( 15 fn t' ). This data - however one reads it - should give the 

date of the building of the present minaret. 

The third line has only one corrupt word. This occurs at the 

beginning of the third ' where an unnecessary alit has been added 

at the eta.. 

On fig"134B there are seven square 2Cufic bats from different 

minarets. The first is from the upper cylinder of the minaret of 

the Sayyid SultZn Cß. 11; it reads as follo. is t 

1. "Qul huwa A11ahu aýad, Allähu al-Yamad, lam yalid wa lam 
Yülad, wa clam yakun lahü kufusran aýad fl aanat 1357' . 

This translates as follows i 

"Sags He is God alone: God the eternal : He begetteth 
not, and He is not begotten, and there is none like unto 



Him. " (1) In the year 1357" (1938). (2) 

This text has not been corrupted yet, most probably because it 

is fairly new. 

The second band is from the lower cylinder of the minaret of 

the 3iräj al-Din. It reads as follows s 

2. "? 1 b rütin adhina '+113h an turfac wa Yudhkar flha ismuh 
Yusabbah lnhu f1ha bill-ghuduwi wall ; sal, rejal' lä 
tulhihim tijära un wala baic can dhikr Illäh wa iggm al- 
calät, wa ita' Al-zak: Yte" 

This text translates as follows t 

"In houses which God hath allowed to be reared, that His 
name may therein be remembered, do men praise Him morn 
and even. 
Men whom neither merchandise nor traffic beguile from 
the remembrance of God, and from the observance of 
prayer, and the payment of the stated alms. " (3) 

This text is not corrupted, and it is one of the best exam- 

ples of its kind, because of its even distribution and spacing. 

The third band is from the upper cylinder of the minaret of 

the Khäa; aki; it reads t 

3" " Yä ayyuha al-ladrina nmanü, idha nüdiya 1i'1-; a17atl min 
yaxm'1-Jumu°ati, Pa'a°ax i17i dhikr Illäh wa dharü'1-bai°. " 

This translation of this text is : 

"0 ye who believe i +Then ye are summoned to prayer on the 
day of The Assepb], q, haste to the commemoration of God, and 
quit traffic. " ((+')) 

This text has escaped-corruption and the apparent spelling mis- 

takes are due to the glaze peeling off. 

The fourth bend is from the upper cylinder of the minaret of 

Munawwar Khätnn mosque, which reads as follows : 

H 
ft3 

Ibid., be C)(ZI, V-1-4- 
This date indicates the re-building of this minaret or at 
least a mjor restoration at that date. 
Qur'än . 6. Y. XIV, V. 36 and 37" 
Ibia, , S. LXII, V. 9. 
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4. "M shä' A117ah. Bismi'l-17ah al-Rapmän al-Rahlm. Qul 
huwa Allähu shad, Al1Rhu'l-gamad. lam alid wa lam 

yulad, wa lam yakun lahu kufuwan shad F 1167". 

; Apart from Ira shR' Allih"(this is) 'What God has willed" 

(to be built or erected, according to this context) and the basmalla 

(In the name of God, the v; ompassionate, the Merciful), and the date, 

this text is identical with the first text (of the 3ayyid 6ullän 

CAli minaret) quoted earlier. 

The few missing parts from this text could be attributed to 

peeling glaze rather than to corruption during repairs, as one can 

see from the general condition of the text. (1) 

The fifth band is from the upper cylinder of the Ahmadiya 

minaret. 
(2) 

This text depicts Surat al-Ikh17aS 
(3)preceded 

by the 

basmala as in the previous band. 

This text is almost perfect. The last word has lost onerab- 

baca only, and thew of wa, lam which should have been elongated to 

match the other p W- in order to fill the apparent gap. 

The sixth and the seventh bands are from the lower cylinder of 

the Apifiya minaret. They read respectively s 

6. "Hismt'l-175h. b)na All-aha wa malä'ikatuhucyupallna oala'1- 
Nabi+ý. Ya ayuha al-ladhina a anü, ýSallü alaihi wa sallimü 
tasllma. " 

This text translates as follows s 

"In the name of God. Verily, God and His Angels bless the 
Prophet! Bless ye Hi 0 Believers, and salute Him with 
salutations of Peace, " ft) 

1 This date (1167/1753)-clearly contradicts the date of the 
building of this mosque which is in fact a hundred years lat- 
er. The correct date (1267/1850) is contained in the follow- 
ing historical verses Js ºý 

(2) Also called the al-Eahia mosque, or ADmad 'J ahia mosque. 
(3) 'urli S. CXII, V. 1-4. 
(4) This mosque is also called the Mawlä Kh. na mosque. 
(5) Qurl; n S. XXXIII, V. 56. 
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In this text, four spelling mistakes can be clearly seen, the first 

of which occurs in the second word from the right (Alläh). In this 

word, the a if is rendered in the normal position (i. e. vertically). 

The second part of the word, which cone ts. of two 1ems and a round 

hä' (hä' mudawara), is rendered vertically. The tops of the two lims 

of this part are connected to each other by mistake. The result of 

this mistake is that this part of the word appears in the form of two 

superimposed squares connected to each other by a bar, as can be 

seen in fig. 134B 6. The second mistake occurs in the fifth word 
(tnalä'ikatuhü). In this word the ha =a is connected to its kürsi. 

The third spelling mistake occurs in the tenth word (al-ladhina). 

In this word, a hä' mudawwara has been added at the end. The fourth 

mistake occurs in the twelfth word (ýallia). In this word, the 1 gym is 

connected to the loop of the waw without being connected to the pre- 

ceding , sad. Furthermore, there are a number of insertions irrelev. 

ant to the text, such as the hä'mudawwara above the hat of mal 'ik. 

atuhn, the nün above the sin of sallimä, and the d7a1 above the sin of 

taslimä. The purpose of such insertions in no doubt to fill the spa- 

ces in a badly designed text. 

Band seven depicts Surat al-Ikhl p followed by "WNa lä ghalib 

3llä Alläh" (`None predominate but God's. 

This text has one spelling mistake which occurs in the fourt- 

eenth word of Surat al-Ikbina (kufuwan). In this word the loop of 

the fäß has been broken and a short vertical line has been attached 

to it. There is also an ambiguous word at the end of the text, which 

might be read as f;, though it comes after the date; it seems from 

other examples that the proper sequence of words in a text is not al- 

ways rigidly adhered to. 
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These spelling mistakes (of band 6 and band 7) may be considered as 

part of the inscriptions as originally drafted. They are not corrup- 

tions of later date, because the minaret was built in 1341/1922 and 

this part has not been touched since. The date of the building is 

depicted in two places on the minaret. These are at the end of 

text (band) 7, and in one of the stars of the parapet of its lower 

hand. 

II - In the form of a square 
, plaque, or seal, which appears in the 

following forms t 

1. One word within a square or an eight-pointed star 
(1} 

accompani- 

ed by the article TL Those words are normally the virtuous names of 

God and the Prophet. In conjunction with the article Ya they form 

supplicatbr, v phrases, such as those depicted in fig. 135 which are 
from the parapet of the bawd. of the ° M'iässaki minaret °;;. The 

phrases of fig, 135 read (from right to left) as follows s 

la Allah (0 Allah); Zä Rabman (0 Compassionate). 

Yä Ala (0 Exalted); Ya jjir (0 Supporter); 

Ya ýaamtd (0 Praise-'Nortiy); IS Madad (0 Aid-Giver); 

is Abkam (0 Most-wise); Ya Valim (0 Indulgent); 

Yä Rabbi (0 Nay God); iä Razzaq (0 Provider); 

la cahhar (0 Vanquisher); r Mu'min (0 Believer); 

Yä Mudabbir (0 organizer); Hakam (Judge : ); Yä Rahim (0 Merciful); 

Yä Malik (0 King); Tä Saläm (0 Peaae). 
(1) Called by the Baghdadi masons Zahrat al-murabbac literally "the 

flower of the square". It is so called because these so-called 
eight- ointed stars are flowers to the Baghdadi UUp a (Ustäd or 
master and not stars. Another reason for the name may be that 
they are actually formed by two concentric squares of equal 
dimensions,, with their diameters crossing each other at right 
angles, as can be seen in fig. 71B - 
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2. Two identical words or phrases arranged in an upside-down 

relationship to each other. Pl. 277 , Prom the Sariy mosque, 

depicts both kinds. The upper square contains the word All h twice 

written in the previously mentioned manner. The middle square con- 

tains the Kalimat al-taw d, similarly twice repeated. The third 

square contains the phrase n Uuhamaad, repeated twice in this man- 

ner. In some of these compositions the letters on both registers 

are interconnected. 

3. A whole Qur'änic verse(4a) or a supplication to God DEC') 

arranged in a square fora� such as the plaque depicted in fig. 1 36 
from the mttbräb of the summer prayer-place of the Haidar KhEna mos- 

que. The text in this plaque reads as follows t 

"Yn Dastd ! Inn's jacalnnka Khallfatan fi'1 ArQ. Fa'Vkum 
baina'l-Nasi bill-Haq. " 

This text translates as follows t 

"0 David ; Verily we have made thee our Vicegere t upon 
earth. Judge therefore between men with truth. " 

ý'1 ) 

One may assume that this plaque was installed when the mosque 

was first built by Däwüd Yasha. This can be justified by the fact 

that the text itself contains the name of Prophet Däwüd, and by its 

obvious connection with his namesake Däwüd Päshä. 

This form of inscription (within a square) is normally referred 

to as muhr (seal). This hints strongly at the possible origin of 

square Kufie - especially in this form - which looks so much like 

Chinese seal-writing that one cannot ignore the possibility of dir- 

ect influence from China. 

(i) 
-curl; n W. XXXVIIIP V. 36. 
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Diacritical Turks are uncommon in such. texts, but they are applied 

when there are spaces which need to be filled. 

III. Square Rufie texts which are repeated over all of one or 

both cylinders of a minaret. This occurs in three forms t 

1. The repetition of one word in a chequerboard pattern set at 

45° such as can be seen on the upper cylinder of the al-Qapli- 
rya minaret (pi. 132 and fig-137 ), where the word 'Ali 

recurs repeatedly. 

2. The repetition of one word grouped in fours, to cover the 

whole surface of the cylinder, as in the upper cylinder of the 

minaret of the CLUla Khätün mosque (p1.1.9 "fir. 138), 

3. The repetition of two different groups of words : one group 

would take the shape of a net, and the other group would be 

used to fill the resulting spaces within that net, as in the 

lower cylinder of the minaret of al-Asifiya Mosque (pl. 

914 ) and the lower cylinder of the Sha. kh cUmar al-3uh- 

rawardi's minaret (p1.96 ). The texts which form the nets 

of square Kufic on both minarets are illegible. This is beca- 

use they have been wrongly copied from the original text. 

This original text appears on the lower cylinder of the minaret 

of the Imäm al-Abbäa in Karbalä'; here a net of complex grou- 

pings of the word "liuhan nad" occurs. The first m -im of the 

word is shared by a group of four Minis roads, as their first 

letter rim. They stem from it towards the four directions of 

the compassp forming a short armed cross. The last two lett- 

ers of each word have been turned in such a way as to make the 

second aam of each word point towards one of the cardinal poi- 

nts of the compass. The last letters of the four words are in- 



Fig. 137 : The square Kufic inscription deco- 
rating the upper cylinder of the 
minaret of the al-Qaplloniya mina- 
ret. 
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verted and made to fit the available spaces between the first Mim 

and the ßäI of each word (pl. 278 ý and `ý, fig. 13 ). 

These groups are made to form a net or diaper pattern by plac- 

ing them in such a way that the first ms to form the points of 

intersection(as in '. fig. 13M) and the second Ans of these groups 

are superimposed on each other to form the sides of the squares. 

By superimposing the "Diaper square Sufic" in both minarets 

(the '001äs and either the isifiya or the Shaikh CUmar), the deriv- 

ation of the Äpifiya and Shaikh cUmar form becomes very clear, and 

the reason of the corruption also becomes clear. This is that two 

maddas have been mis-placed, and two more have been dropped entire- 

ly. Two glazed bricks were taken (so to speak) from the lower str- 

oke of the JaZI-Just after the place where the upper stroke joins it, 

and added to the end of the upper stroke. By that, the upper stroke 

of the V"`P was changed into a squares Kn 
"MM 

as appears on the later minarets (fig. 139 A ). 

This one faulty copy has led to another and it is most probable 

that this will lead to further corruptions in future. 
(') 

The other glazed bricks which were dropped are those that form 

the second mim and connect the groups with each other. This has 

made recognition more difficult. 

One of the texts that fills the spaces within the net of squa- 

re 2Wfie on the minaret of al-! ifiya consists of a group of four 

Mubamnads. Each is so written as to fill a corner (or quarter) of 

the square. Their first mums were placed around the centre. The 

other consists of a grouping of four y11ah$ presented in a sim- 

ilar manner to alternate with the previous grouping. 
(1) The Agifiya minaret was built in 13ä. 1 A. I., and the minaret of 

the Shaikh ctJmar was built in 1368 A. H. They both bear dating 
inscriptions. 
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There are other parts of squares in the shape of triangles situa- 

ted near the upper and the lower extremities. of the cylinder; 

these contain parts of squared square Kufic, from which one or two 

words could be discerned. 

The Kufio within the net design on the Shaikh 0Umar minaret is 

clearly and correctly written on some squares - e. g. that which 

reads 'rasül A11äb " But other irrelevant insertions have been made, 

such as the word l. ä which was put in the same square with the for- 

mer sentence. On another square, the words All ;h and Mubaaaad are 

depicted. 

IV, Square Kufic texts in spaces which are not square. 

The minaret of the Siräj al-Dfn mosque and that of'. the Sar º 

mosque, display the so-called "Zigzag-Lozenge" motif in a net form. 

Square Kufic inscriptions fit the spaces within the lozenges (fig, 

41 A- Dýý 

_ the 
The text on the left hand side is yä Qidir from, iraj al-ban, 

and the other from the Saray# which it was not possible to read. I 
&D 

On fig. l+1C /the so-called "zigzag lozenge" has been rendered in 

a double line,, The square Kufio words on the left hand side are 

Al17ah (from the minaret of (iusain Psha), whilst those on the right 

hand side are from the LIannan minaret,, The words are Alrah and 

Muhax ad which alternate diagonally# but they are limited to the cen- 

tral part of the lozenge, while the other parts are filled with squ- 

ares. 

On the minaret of the QAbd a1-5a17am mosque the word hfuiammad 

has been hinged in the middle, in order to fit the space available., 

(fig. 140 ). 
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V. "Square Kufic" texts covering the whole surface in the form 

of successive diagonal lines. Since each of these texts is framed 

in an oblong, the whole composition given the, appearance of a great 

spiral around the cylinder. fig. 141 shows the text on the 

upper cylinder of the minaret of the Munawzar Khätün L: osgtie, which 

consists basically of two lines of text which are repeated tb. cov- 

er the whole cylinder. The lines read as follows t 

I- Lü ilaha illa Alläh (no God but Allah). 

2- Muhammad Ras7l Allah (Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah). 

The inscriptions on the lower cylinder of the minaret of the 

Hasan Pasha (al-ýazir) mosque are similarly designed. The texts on 

it are (fig. 142 ): 

I- Hasbiya Allah wa niopa a1=4+0ki, l. Innahu, 

2 Nioma al-mawlä va nicma al-napir. 

The first text translates as follows : 

"Sufficeth mi God ans He is the Best of Guardians, '' 
He is. " 

The second text translates as follows : 

"(Ile is) The Best Protector and the Best to help. " 

These spirals of "square . ufio"" occur in two types of design. 

The use of these two types seems to have been necessitated by the 

height of the cylinder. These types are : 

a) One-register Jpiral text. 

b) Two-register 

The two registers are normally separated by a band of Slanted- 

Squares (not lozenges; the diameters of the square are equal to 

each other, whilst those of the lozenge are not), or by a band of 

Oblique-Swastika meander (as in figs. 29,143 and 144 ). 
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The two-register spiral treatment is by no means peculiar to min- 

aret decoration. It has been used by calligraphers right up to the 

present day (cf., ý; g; ypý, : where it could more appropriately be 

called oblique, rather than spiral). 

An aspect peculiar to the lower register of the "two-register 

spiral" text is a form which one may call the "reorientated-spiral" 

text (cf. pls. 93,97 and 108 ). This spiral is used, but not for 

texts, on a number of architectural features, such as portals and 

pillars. Examples-kr_e- the spirally-grooved pillars of the Masjid-i 

Wakil, Shiraz, where the directions of the spirals are symmetrically 

arranged on both sides of the mibraab. 

The square Kufic texts illustrated schematically in figs. 141 

and 142 have framing lines at the beginning and the end of the inscr- 

iption. But there is another type where the text ends arbitrarily 

at the upper rim of the cylinder, and is cut off by the head of the 

minaret. Examples are the uppermost; cylinder of pl. 94 and the 

uppermost cylinder of 11 pl. 96 . 

In fig. 11+5 the three types of spiral arrangement for accomod- 

sting the texts are shown. 

The rendering of the slanting texts is unlike the previous 

types which are rendered in entire bricks on a horizontal or vertic- 

al axis. The slanting texts are rendered in a manner which resembles 

textile design. 

In these slanting texts the lines are rendered by placing inde- 

pendent squares next to each other obliquely, i. e. by placing each 

square glazed brick on the next tier of bricks one header to the 

left or to the right. This kind of pattern has a striking effect. 

It is lively, vibrant, and light. In contrast to the bold heavy 

square Kufie of the eight-pointed stars and horizontal bands, which 

inspire tremendous internal energy and movement, they display solidity 
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and stability as can be observed in "pl. 280 ,a wall-plaque of 

square Kufio from the 2TATaniya mosque. (see fig. 146 A ). 

The style of brick-work decoration is a forced style. Since 

the bricks had only rectangular dimcn sson: they had to be laid 

horizontally and in tiers. Moreover, each brick had to lie on the 

two bricks immediately below, for reasons of structural stability. 

All this leads to the near-impossibility of forming an integrated, 

genuine straight line in the vertical axis, -other than at the corn- 

ers of a construction. This challenge mist have led builders to 

explore all the possibilities of the material. Their conclusion 

appears to have been that the most flexible unit is the square. 

Clearly the designer intended to use no other skills than those of 

the mason. 

It is possible to put two squares next to each other to make an 

oblong. By increasing the number of squares along the saps axis, a 

straight line is achieved. A dotted line can also be created by a 

similar process. In short, the use of the square allowed designers 

to use all the shapes that consist of straight lines and right ang- 

les. 

Curvilinear designs can only be achieved through the subject- 

ion of the curvilinear to the rules imposed by the limitations of 

the materiale This will inevitably lead to stylization. Thus the 

pattern is forced into shape or re-interpreted in terms of the new 

material. 

This should not lead bne to conclude that the use of Kufic on 

brick buildings led to the creation of square Kufic. Nor should one 

regard square Kufic as a stylization of other types of Kufic scripts. 

The limitations referred to above made themselves especially 
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Fig. 146 : Square Kuf±0 inscriptions from the Nacmäniya 
mosque, 

A. In the form of a muter (seal). 

B. ==== an oblong plaque. 
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felt on minarets, because of the limited wall-surface available 

to the designer. This was even more the case when the challenge of 

incorporating a given text had to be mot. The ingenuity of the 

designer was then put to the test. No doubt he cause up with a num- 

ber of ingenious solutions to his difficulties; soap of them can 

still be seen on the minarets of Baghdad and on minarets in other 

parts of the Islamic world. 

The following methods of adapting inscriptions to the space 

available were used on the existing minarets of Baghdad, which'I: 1, 

have been able to observe : 

I- Bends 
): 

This method was often used in fitting=a word into 

a confined space, and in order to distribute the text evenly on the 

available background; grounds Cf. pl. 280 
,Q 
from the Ilam niya mosque, 

which reads 'al-talatu jäanicatu'l-Isläm,, in which the letter j'in, 

of the word amicat has been inverted. The lower sweeping stroke 

has been broken twice before it joins the letter ý, 4 f in another 

right angle. Similarly, the last word of the square Kufic band from 

the minaret of the same mosque has been elongated and broken twice, 

at the part connecting the hi' with the'Am of al-rauJ.:: and the Zia' 
.. ý 

with the 1;; n- There are numerous examples di the use of this 

method, especially in the texts that fill the eight-pointed stars 

(sahrat'l-Murabba°) ^ on manor a parapet in Baghdad(cf« figs. 135,139 & 

140 ) and the word M amad from the minaret of the °lbd al-Sal- 

am mosque. Here the sweep of the hH' has been broken in a wide 

angle as if it had been hinged. 

(1) Or rather "Squaring", which is more appropriate as we are 
dealing with "Square Kufic" . 

(2) : sec fig, 146 B. 
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Parallels are numerous and not limited to minarets. They occur on 

most Islamic buildings where square Kufic was used as part of the 

decoration. 

2- Joýnp : This is resorted to for lack of space rather than 

for the even filling of an area. It takes the form of overlapping 

letters, similar in shape, which could read differently according 

to their positions in the different words, or in the same words An 

example is the first line from the right on the minaret of al-Haidar 

Khäna (. ß;,, 1t"). In the second word, aký., the letter alff has been 

incorporated with the vertical part of the letter k9 f of the word 

akbar, and the lower part of the alif extends downwards to indicate 

this. Another example is the plaque from the Qapllaniya mosque, 

which consists of three words : A1I h, TSuha a. d and Cu!, joined 

together. The letter h3' of the word ul"gh has been used as a let- 

ter inim for the word Lutia n id as if the Ail' and the nom were super- s 
imposed. Moreover, the upper stroke of the letter, 1 of the word 

LZuha==d has been used as a lower stroke for the letter of the 

word aAl as in t 3S% 147 A4B Another example is in 1A. 142 

in the word LSuýamemad of the second line from the upper register, 

where one of the straight lines forming the second 4m has been used 

as an upper stroke for the letter 42, thus t Cl 11 FL-F- 

3- Separation of letters s Though Arabic calligraptr lends 

itself to all sorts of twists and turns it is very difficult to 

believe that separate letters or abbreviations, could be used to 

denote a word. Though abbreviations were used widely for the 

writing of tali: m= and other magical writings, they have apparen- 

tly never been depicted on a monument. The exception is the word 

9 ,ý which is an abbreviation for a talismanic formula; "On thins 
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is seen more often written in longhand. 

On the upper register of the lover cylinder of the minaret of 

al-Saray mosque (fig. 11+3 ), where the text`MM shü' Allah La quaa 

i11ä bi'l-17ah' 
(1)is 

divided amongst three frames, one is tempted to 

regard the text as corrupted, 
(2) 

but on a closer examination., a nov- 

el approach becomes apparent. 

The designer drew theg f separately as an indepcndent letter, 

so that the remaining *; w became automatically separated from it; 

so did the t. 'ä'-rarbüta. The bill from the word bi'lläh has been sep- 

arated in the same manner. This leads us to reconsider the upper= 

most square Kufie band on the same minaret (fig-134 Al), where a 

nunber of such separations occur. These are s- the first word 

li' takua, was cut in halves which were then placed side by side, thus t 

" Mn s The second word minkum was also cut up ; 

its first half was placed on a higher level than the second half 

but still within the width of the band ºLD The third word 
_f4 

C: 
is the last in the text, al-municar. This word was subjected to more 

fragmentation than the other two. The LTf and the I ;m are missing,, 

but there are two horizontal strips, which might have xaeant the miss- 

ing letters. The remainder of the word is halved into _"n 

4- Substitution I This is apparently of two kinds* 

a-A letter similar in shape to a letter which could not be accom- 

modated in the available space is substituted for it. It is then read 

twice, once as the original letter, and the second time as the subst- 

ituted letter. An example is the word rasil on the upper register 
(1) This translates as follows : "(This is) \ hat God has willed(or 

wished to be). No Power but with (the aid of) God; 
(2) Two of then are in fact corrupted. 
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of the lower cylinder of the minaret of the Haidar Khäna mosque 

(fig. 144V ) where the letter 1, äm has been left out, and the rßä' 

must act as a substitute for it. It would be a mistake to ignore 

this phenomenon and to regard it as mere corruption. Because the 

designers allowed themselves so much licence in reproducing texts, 

it has become impractical for the reader to attempt to apply any 

rules, either on thr grounds of shape, position, or direction, for 

the way in which any letter has been rendered. 
(1) 

The designers 

must have relied mainly on the people's knowledge of the Qur'än. 

They were not concerned about how the letters were joined to each 

other, so long as the context enabled the reader to recognize the 

text. Some sentences were written upside down on purpose (fig. 134B 5). 

b- The substitution of a part of a letter by another part of a 

letter from the same word. An example is the word Muhammad from the 

upper register of the tiaidar Q na minaret (fig. 1i4), where the upper 

stroke of the letter ßiä' has replaced the upper stroke of the d7a1. 
.. r 

These practices are by no means unknown in other types of Arabic 

calligraphy, especially in monumental and decorative texts. 
(2) 

5. S retry : Only a desire for symmetry can explain words 

written from left to right. These are commonly found whether in 

mosque, minarets, or private houses (pl. 281 and 282 ). 
(3) 

(1) See fig. 118, where a number of ways for joining the letter 
häe to a word_appears. 

2) see Zain al-Din, off,. cit. 
3) The former is from the al-Gailani mosque and the latter from 

the door of the house of al-Sayyid amid al-Gailäni in Bäb 

al-Shaikh, Baghdad.. Both texts are the Biem llah rendered 
in symmetrical order. 



Pig. 148 : An example of 
various depictions of the 
letter "ha '" in square Kufic. 
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Is shown above, the reversing of words and sentences was not al- 

ways limited to symmetrical compositions, but was used on other 

occasions as taste dictated; as In pl "283 and fig. 1l,. 4'rom. the"-; apll- 

szya mosque. The text here is ra mä chä' Allah squared and rend- 

ered in reverse .. ý, 

The interlocking of two symmetrical words is a further devel- 

opment of the use of symmetry in the rendering of square Kufio (fig. 

150 A ). Here the uppermost inscription shows the word C.. 
11 render- 

ed in this fashion. 

6- Repetition s This is the cost common factor in all Islamic 

decorative arts. It has little direct bearing on this study of the 

means whereby the designer broke through the limitations of his mat- 

erial. Nevertheless, it is found in s 

a- Identical words 

b- Alternate words 

c- Groupings of words 

d- Combinations of words 

The degree of repetition in longer texts of square Kufio is 

naturally less, but it is still an important factor. 

7- Grouping s The artist used this device to fill spaces 

resulting from the use of all-over net patterns. Grouping occurs 

in this context in three fouls : 

1) Two identical words grouped sym etrically. This moans that 

the word to the left has to be written in reverse (pl. 1501t). 

2) Three identical words grouped as a central figure (see pl15C B) 

3) Four identical words so ; grouped that they radiate from a common 

centre. This is the centre of the enclosing square (cf. the lower 

figure of fit., 150 where the word CAli is depicted in this 
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form) . 

This grouping is particularly important; it has been referred 

to by many 
(1) 

as the Chan-CAll. This is a Persian phrase 
(2)mean- 

ing "Four CAB's". Since this motif is grouped around a swastika, 

or laid on the basis of a swastika, this nomenclature has been ext- 

ended to cover all the swastika patterns, and all the Arabic words 

that produce swastikas when arranged in this manner, be they Allah, 

Mu xnad or ciimar. 

The name also denotes a certain silken fabric woven in Baghdad 

until the end of the first half of this century. The term also den- 

otes its design. This fabric was used for I rs and 0Abäs, and was 

richly woven with silver thread. 
(3) 

There is a theory that the term Char-eAli indicates the quality 

of the textile rather than the design. Mr. Peue recalls the terms 

Yak-C41i, Du- li and ^ which are all Persian terms; these 

were used for marking the grades of commodities and. textiles. The 

terms are composed of both Arabic and Persian. The word call is 

Arabic and means "high"; the other words are Persian, and mean "one", 

"two", and "three". So the word 0aii in this connection meant "level" 

or"grade"to the Persians. Thus the three terms mean respectively s 

Once-high, Twice-high, Thrice-high; the Char-li would be Four-times 

high. 
(1) Sarre and Herzfeld, off, cit., Vol. p. 158; al-KizwInI, op. cit., 

p. 69, fig. 3- 
(2) It is called cali at in Baghdad, which is the plural of ealia 

i. e. Swastika, as associated with oA1I Lately it has come to 
be called 0Alämat Hitler "The Mark of Hitler", that is around 
the `! orld -; ar II period. 

(3) The "Bab al-Shaikh" quarter of Baghdad was famous for its 

production, according to Mr. Feue, a well informed merchant 
of carpets and antiques. 
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The term C7*l al-X1 means literally "The highest of the high" , 

i. e. "the very best"; it is still used in the Arab world and in 

Persia. All this seems to have a bearing on the relationship bet- 

ween the designs on brickwork and those of textiles. 

All these forms of "groupings", fall into two categories : 

I- Linked Groups. Examples are figs. 139,150; and pis. 

94., 96, and 278. 

II - Isolated Groups. rxamples are fig. 68 and fig. 138. In this 

category the whole group becomes a single motif, as on the minaret of 

cädila Khätun's mosque (fig. 138), 
(1) 

where the whole group is repeated 

in a calculated order, but gives the impression of a haphazardly arranged 

design. In fact, this group, that of fig. 68, and all similar groups 

of fours, inspire swirling movement when arranged in a pattern form. 

They gyrate and revolve around each other exactly as a swastika pattern 

would, and hint at the possible origin of this type of composite arrange- 

ment. 

(1) An exact parallel can be seen on the base of the Bägh-i Q sh 
Khana minaret (Pl. 181 ). 
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It should be pointed out that the term "Kufic" (Küf) has been applied 

indiscriminately by European scholars, as well as Uuslims who followed 

in their steps, to all highly stylized, decorated and angular monumen- 

tal calligraphic hands. Most of these hands have nothing in common_ 

with the early squat Kufic or its predecessor the Eli! (also called 

the JJaazm)(1) except the attribution to the city of Kufa, and their 

broad thick strokes. Admittedly, KüfI might have formed the basis 

for many of these hands, but Kufa was by no means the only centre for 

the development of calligraphy. 

Arab sources mention a good number of hands attributed to various 

cities within the domain of Islam which were important centres for the 

development of distinct hands. Such hands have most probably survived 

to the present day on various media, but the majority of these hands 

have not been identified as yet, simply because of the lack of accurate 

description in the texts in which references to such hands were made, 

and also because of the lack of text illustrations. 

According to Arab sources, 
(2)the 

Arabic script was derived from 

two sources. 

The Arabs of the iijäz from the tribe of Uujar, who settled at 

Hawrän in Syria, adopted the Nabatean script, whilst those who settled 

at iLra in Iraq during the 6th Century adopted a form of Syriac script 
ii 't X4) 

called 'salranjIll' 
(3)(which 

means the hand or the script of the 'I : ') 

better known in the west as 'Estrangelo'' or "Strangili". This hand seems 

to have evolved at tltra and was referred to by the Arabs as the ti3ri hand. 

(1) Zain al-DDin, o,,, p,. cit. , p. 306. 
2) H. A. A1-Buragi, Takh al-Kota (Najaf, 1960), p. 209. 

Ibid. 
(t+) In it in Arabic as well as Syriac means the New Testament 

(ibid., p. 210), 
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Both hands were introduced to mecca shortly before Islam. }ri was 

reserved for the writing of the Qur'än (from the beginning of the 

revelation), just as its precursor, the satranjili, was reserved for 

the New Testament and sacred literature. 
(I 

This seems to have led to the assumption that all the monumental 

hands of the early Qur'äns are Xufi. 
..... 

Ibn a1-h'adlm (died in 385/995), in his account of calligraphic 

hands used for the ur'än, provides conclusive evidence to the contrary 

and shows that K-ufi is only one hand among fifteen hands which were in 

use for the ur'an. 

Ile lists the following names s 

"The Mskk , 
(of) the Madam in, the Tulm, the Liuthallath, 

the Mudawwar, the K fi, the Ba; rI, the `%shq, the Tajäwid, 

the 5u17ui (or 
. alüt! ), the wasnt°, the Ya'il, the Ipfahani, 

the :, akil (or Supi! ) 
º and the Qairämüz" ... 

(2ý 

The study of these names reveals that some of them are attributions 

to cities or regions, such as the Iakki, (of) the Madaniyain (which might 

mean the two "LLadlna hands'), the K! 1t, the Basr!, the Sulüt3ý the 

Isfahäni, and the Sahli. The others are descriptive of shape or form, 

such as al-MMuthallath ("the triangular" or "the three-fold" ), al- 

Mudawwar ("the rounded" or "the circular"), al-Tu'm ("the twin" or "the 

doubled"), al- shq ("the stretched"), al-'Pajawid (this most probably 

means "the improved" )q al-Masnuc ("the fabricated", "the made-up" or 

perhaps "the beautified"), and al al-'il ("the oblique") o Other names 

denoting form, such as alp jmüc ("the compressed"),, al-Manthür, ("the 

scattere(r), al-Mugtarim ("the coupled" or "the intertwined"), and 

(1) z bid. 
(2) lain al-Din, oZ. cit., p. 322 (footnotes 1 and 2). 
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al-Lu'lu'i ("the pearly") are quoted by Zain al-Din from a book 

whose author he does not mention called 'Tuhfat lull al-Albäb fi 

SinIcat al-Khatt wa 1'Kitäb. 
(1) 

AL- 
.. 

00 

One cannot fail to find forms closely related to these 

descriptions among the wide variety of monumental Qur'änic scripts 

unnecessarily covered by the term IgCi, 

No doubt, future research in Arabic sources - especially among 

the few Ur uzas(2)dealing with calla[-raphy - will yield valuable and 

specific information. 

Similarly, the tern Naskh (or Naskhi), and thulth (or thulthi) 

were applied almost to all cursive hands. 

The numerous and well defined calligraphic hands mentioned in 

the various Arabic sources proves that such designations are not only 

inaccurate, but indeed arbitrary. apart from very few cursive hands 

(which are too distinct to the uninitiated to be overlooked, such as 

dim ani, ff risi, rruugCa, and perhaps nasta°liq and Shikasta), hardly 
-ý... _..... _ ter.. 

any of the important names of calligraphic hands make their appear- 

ance in contemporary Arab or Islamic works, let alone European ones. 

These hands include a1-fumär, al-Jalil, al-Majmüc, al-Riy si, 1- 

Man thür, al-Mugtarin, al-Iiawäslü, al-A sh är, al-Lu'lu'I, al Gh ub r, 

al-°Utud. They are never recognized by contemporary scholars (apart 

from Khatt a1-Hawashi), even though some of these hands, if not all 

of them must have been used in the vast number of existing Islamic 

manuscripts and other documents. 

1) Ibid. 
2) =+ poem of varying stanzas, composed of couplets for teaching 

purposes, which the student learns by heart. 
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However, in a passage on penznship, Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi enumerates 

twelve basic forces of Kufi hands which were known in Baghdad in his 

time. Only three of the twelve names given by -+bu Hayyan are descrip- 

tive, as can clearly be seen in the quotation below. These are : 

al-Hushaccab (*the forked") # al-Rait ani, 
(1) 

and al-3Su jarrad ("the 

plain" or "undecorated" ). 

"I once was .... in the house of soma high official 
where a discussion about handwriting was going on ... On that occasion I ventured some remarks on the 
subject, most of which I had learned from Abu 
Muhammad al-Barbari, the copyist here with us in 
Baghdad ... In their time attention was paid to the 
improvement of the basic forms of the different kinds 
of the K is writing There were twelve such basic 
forms a 1) al-I smä lý, (2) al-tlakkl, (3) al-biadanI, 
(1+) al-º. mlalusl, (5) al-. iam , 

(6) al-ci yi-Flqi, (7) al- 
Abba-sl, (8) al-Baghdädl, (9) a1-2. iushaccab, (10) al- 

kaipäni, (11) al- ujarrad, and (1? ) al--1.3A ..... " 2 () 
. 

It should be noted that none of the various: names given above 

refer to a square or rectangular Of script, though admittedly any 

of the non-descriptive names which are related to cities, countries 

or persons could stand for the square Kufic under discussion. 

ThP earliest surviving example of square Kufic in Iraq can be 

seen on the miýAb of the Truri mosque of liaus it (568/1172), now in 

the Iraqi \`useum (pl. 260 ). 
(3)z1 

narrow band of square Kufic appears 

on the lower cylinder of the minaret of ', rbil (586/1190 - 608/1211) 

as can be seen in fip. 7 Be 

square Kufic also occurs in the upper niches of the kuursy of the 

minaret of Sinjar (fip. 9 ). 

(1) Rain is a scented bush known for its long delicate straight 
stalks . 

(2) , iosenthal, "Abu Haiyän Al üfi's kpietle on Penmanship", 
, rs Islnmica XIII (19g. 8), pp. 3 and 21. 

(3) The square Kufic inscription is situated in the middle of the 

- central niche in the form of an oblong vertical panel. Lt 

reac. s ns follows : "i! uhacxaadý : bu ; sakr, cUn, r, oUthnän, o: ýli, 
tfasan, ý-ýuscin, rij-oZn a°. 11äh alsihim a jtacin. " 
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The earliest known example of square Kufic in Islamic architecture 

occurs on the Tower of Mascüd III at Ghazna (1089-1115), in the 

form of square panels surrounding the shaft (pl. 284 ). () 
In the 

panel to the right of pl. 284 the phrase al-Sultan al-A zam is 

clearly discernable, whilst on the square panel to the left the 

word Mas ud is clearly depicted. It has not been possible to read 

the rest of the inscription on the near half of this panel because 

of the sharp perspective distortion apparent in the photograph. This 

unusual precedent of the name of Mas ud over his title leads one to 

believe that the two panels are depicted around the shaft alternately. 

In the subsequent centuries (from the 12th century onwards) 

numerous examples of square Kufic can be found on Islamic monuments 

of various regions. 
(2) 

Square Kufic inscriptions also occur on silver coins of the 

Chaznavids, Ilkhanids and Timwrids. 

In Islamic miniature painting only a small number of square Kufic 

inscriptions can be found, such as in the miniature depicted in pl. 133, 

and in a miniature from the Khawar-Häme of Ibn tiusäm (.. hiräz c. 1480) - 

In both miniatures, the inscriptions appear as architectural ornament. 

As far as I know, none of the contemporary Arab scholars have investi- 

gated the origins or the evolution of this form of so-called Kufic. 

This is, most probably due to an assumption that it must have evolved 

from other types of Kufia hands. 'Thus the affinities between this form 
- 

f'i Hill and Grabar, a,,, P. cit., pl. 148. 
Examples occur on the base of the minaret of the Great Mosque of 
iardin, datable to c. 1176; the minarets of the Cifte ttinareli 

madam r_sa, Erzurum datable to 124.2, and the facade of the ;. 3hib 
cria mosque datable to 1279 in Turkey (Hill and Grabar, ýj, cit., 
pls. 403,367, and 436). In Iran examples include the mosque of 
LIr-I Bagran at Liman, which exhibits a number of square Kufic 
inscriptions (ibid., pls. 287 288 and 290), and also the Con- 
gregational mosque at ,, azvtn 

(ibid., 
pls. 250 and 251). Square 

Kufic inscriptions are also found in Syria, such as those of al- 
Madrasa al-Rukniya at the Yaliiiya in Damascus (E, Herzfeld, 
"i, arn scus : studies in Architecture III". in Are Islamica XI-XII, 
191.6, p. 24, and fig. 43) . 
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of so-called Kufic and Chinese seal script 
M 

have not been recognized 

to the full, 

X number of European scholars, such as Gombe, Herzfeld, and Pope 

did investigate this script, but they did not reach firm conclusions 

as to its origin. Although Pope considers this form of Kufic as "the 

last offspring of the unadorned Kufio script". 
(2) 

he hints at a possible 

Chinese origin, as can be seen in the following passage : 

"Its origin is still obscure. Since it first appears as 
ornamental panels of brick or terra cotta in mosque 
architecture at a time when Chinese influence was especially 
strong, it is probable that Chinese script contributed its 
part to forming this new style of epigraphic decoration,, 

3) which suited brickwork better than any other material. " 

Pope does not specify which type of Chinese script was responsible 

for forming square Kufic, nor does he identify the period in which this 

form or style of epigraphic decoration was introduced. 

It is virtually impossible to give an exact date for the introduction 

or the adaptation of Chinese seal script into Islamic art. The mere 

fact that the earliest example of this kind of Kufic (i. e. on the tower 

of Mascüd III) appears in a highly developed form, suggests a much 

earlier date than that of the tower. 

It is still equally impossible to establish whether square Kufic 

was the outcome of a direct imitation of the Baspa script, 
(') 

which 

was used by the Mongols for paiza s (fig, 152), seals, and 
(5) (6) 

(1) 

S( 
2) 

l4ý 

(5) 

(6) 

D. M. Farquhar, "The Official Seal and Ciphers of the Yuan Period, " 
Monurtenta . ierica XXV 1966, pp. 362-393 

and figs. 1-19. 
Pope, A Survey of Persian Art II. p. 1747. 
Ibid., pp. 1747 and 1748. 
Baspa (Budge, op. cit., p. 61), or Phags-pa (Farquhar, 2E* cit., 
p. 362), or Hp'ags-pa (P. B. Denlinger, "Chinese in Hp'ags-pa 
vcript", Monuments erica XXII 1963, P" 407). 

. &ccording to Budge the "Paizah was a golden tablet which was 
given originally by the Mongol Kings to members of their family 
who were deputed to act for them. Budge states that "the word 
Paizah is derived from the Chinese iai-tsen" (Budge, a. 

�ý. 
cit., 

pp. 61 and 62). 
Ibid., pl. V. 



Fi, 151 : Specially c'esigned a. xe, used by the 
L. 'aghda. di masons for brick cutting. 
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Fig. 152 : Golden vaioa depicting BasDa inscription. 
Mongol. After Budge. 
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official documents, especially as the Baspa script exhibits strong 

resemblances to a Chinese rectangular script found on Ilan tombs - 

such as the inscription published by Nishihawa Yasushe. 
(') 

The fact that the name ap iza is derived from the Chinese word 

Pai - tseu may indicate that its form and its inscriptions, as well 

as its use, were borrowed from China too. Thus, the Baspa script 

may have been heavily influenced by Chinese seal script, and came to 

be more rectilinear than its prototype, the Tibetan. This suggestion 

may find support in Denlinger's statement : 

" ... h resgs-pa, especiaMly2in its most ornate form, makes 
many round lines square". 

If this assumption proves to be true, that is square Kufic being 

an imitation of Baspa script, then the appearance of square Kufic before 

the Mongol-invasion does indicate that the use of Baspa was not limited 

to the Mongols and its influence on Islamic calligraphy may have been 

brought about by the arrival of the "aljuk Turks. Otherwise one may be 

tempted to suggest that square Kufic may derive from the Chinese seal 

script which reached the Islamic world on Chinese porcelain as early as 

the 8th Century. 
(3) 

The influence of Chinese porcelain on early Islamic pottery at 

samarra was not limited to form, glaze and decoration. (') It even exten- 

ded to the Islamic artist's adoption, through gnat is virtually direct 

translation, of Chine6e 'good wish' characters, 
(5) 

such as fu (happiness), 

lu (emolument) and shou (longevity). (6) 

1) Nishihawa Yashushi ed., :; eian hirin (Hsian Pei-tin) (Tokyo 1966), 
pis. 4 and 5" 

(2) Denlinger, ibid., p. 411. 
(3) Lane, Early Islamic Pott ery, p. 3- 
4) Ibid., pp. 12-15. 
5) Garner, Oriental Blue and-White pp. 9 and 10. 
6) The same phrases appear on Islamic metalwork of various periods. 
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APMTDIX. XI 

The käsh! s used for the geometric designs and for the square Kufio 
inscriptions on the minarets of Iraq which belong to the Ottoman 
period are formed in two shapes s 

1. Headers of : '44 x t+f' centimeters and a thickness of about 7 to 
9 centimeters; each of them is called murabbaca by the masons 
of Baghdad today. The word means "square"; it should be trans- 
lated "header". 
There are smaller squares which are made for use on mugarnasät. 
They are used also for the parapets of taws. They are made in 

sections, by moulds made from the parts to be thus covered. 

2. Stretchers of :4x 13k' centimeters and the same thickness as 
the headers; these are called madda_ The word means, both lit- 
erally and in the technical sense" stretcher", 
These glazed bricks (the nurabbaca and the madda) are actually 
integrated in the wall of th ret during th building pro- 
cess, unlike flat tiles which are applied to the surface with 
the aid of ropes. These pass through perforated ridges on the 
backs of the tiles which are especially designed for that pur- 
pose, such as those used for the tiled walls of the K zimain 
mosque. 
only maddas are supplied by the tile-makers, and the mason has 
to make his own gºurabba°as by cutting some ma 4das into shape 
with a specially designed axe. This instrument is very sharp; 
it has two thin blades and a bent handle nude from "naringe" 
(citron) wood (fig. 151 ). The blades are tapered, so that 
the edge is as keen as that of a razor blade. This kind of 
axe is used for brick-cutting only, and particularly for var- 
ious forms which need delicate handling, such as stars and all 
the geometrical forms that constitute a design, as well as 
concave and convex surfaces. 
An exact parallel to this axe can be seen in a miniature paint- 
ing depicting the construction of the Castle of IIywarnaq. This 
miniature was painted by Bihzid in 14%. and is now in the British 
1useum (Or. 6810, folio 154 verso). This miniature is published 
by Gray (see Gray, 'Persian Painting', pl. on p. 116), 
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i'1.27ý : The old minaret of I.; ie 

Bagýiäaci. 1,120/19C, 29 
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21.277 : 7quare Kufic plaques on the eastern wall of 

the aräy mosque,, Baghd. 



Pl. 273 : The minarets of the shrine of the a1-T irn 

al-°-lbbäs at Karbalä'. 
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Baghdad 1276/1859. 
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Pl. 283 : Detail from the , apllaniya nosque (east wing) 

depicting two plaques of square Kufic inscriptions 

and a band of 'kaleidoscopic swastikas. ' 



Fl. 284. : 'retail from the tower of : Iasoüd Iii, depicting 

panels of square Kufic. " azna. 1089--1115" 

After Hill and Grabar. 
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The Yin and Yang 

It seems that in the decorative style of ämarrä there lie quite 

a number of Chinese elements apart from the meanders and the Jac-e, 

such as the 'Yin and Yang' motif (pl. 285 and figs. 15x, 155A and 
(41 

156) ` "and the very well known textile pattern of what looks like 

squares in the centres of octagons depicted in fig. 157 (see the 

earlier discussion of the all-over pattern of 431anted squares). 
(2) 

It is extreuely important to draw attention to the fact that 

both of these elements appear in the wall paintings of -marrä itself 

as textile designs rerzlerec on dresses worn by persons depicted in 

those wall paintings. 
(3) 

In fact Herzfeld has reconstructed and 

redrawn - in colour - most of the textile patterns which he found 

in Üämarrä in buildings or on shards. 

It seems that the 'Yin and Len a' in its original pure Chinese 

form 
Wwas 

not recognised by I1amId, because although he mentions the 

'Yin and the Yang' he see, ns to dismiss the idea that the. >ämarra decor- 

ation uses this motif and maintains that suers designs are derived from 

the bud motif. This has itself been derived from the so-called 'five- 

lobed vine leaf', which Herzfeld considers as typically aasanian. 
(5) 

Iamid, in an attempt to illustrate his elaborate theory, gives a 

number of drawings of relatcJ shapes in the wrong sequence (fig. 154) 

in order to support his assumption. 
(6) 

In fact, the exactly opposite 

sequence proves to be the 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

(5) 
(6) 

L'imand, ": 'tudies In Islardc Ornament 11", p1. VII12. 
aee p. 173" 
Herzfeld, Die . alereien, pls. LXVI, XLIII (5), and XXIV. 
The 'Yin and the Yang' apparently evolved from the whorl- 
circle which was prevalent throuf; hout the Chou period (SUlling, 

op. cit., p. 49). 
1L. )xTd., op, cit., p. 19. 

. ibid., 'hapter III (The Vine motif). 



Fig. 153 : Fragment of a wall painting from SämarrR 
depicting din and yang motif. 9th century. 
After Herzfeld. 



Fig-154( 1-4,6-7, and 
10-14): The development 
of the 'Lin and Yang' 
from the vine leaf propo- 
sed by- Hamid. 
After H£iIlld. 
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Fig. 155 :A possible 
development of the_7 in 
and an at Smarra. 

A. The yin and the 
. van 

as a textile design in' 
the wall paintings of 
the al-Jausaq al-11haaäni. 

B-F. Related motifs in 
the stucco ornament 
of Sjnarra. 
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Fig. 156 : Analytical drawing of the rectilinear looped zigzag band in the Samarrä stuccoes, depicting the an and the yang motif. (House III. Iraqi excavations. After Hamid). 

P1.285 : Sämarra stucco ornament, depicting the 
Yin and Yang motif within a pattern of 
octagons with squares at their centres. 
After Dimand. 



Fig. 157 :A diaper pattern (a variation 
of the Chinese 'Tortoise-shell' 
pattern)on Samarrä wall painting. 
After Herzfeld. 
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corrcct scc; uencc of cvolution (fig. 155 ), that in from the sir*1c 

'Y in and Yrsr ' to the olnbor3to circle with two vine leaves and 

other plant olerenta. 

It should be pointed out that in all the exanplcs given in fig. 

155 the design ir, still completely dominated by the underly- 

ing origtw l plan of the ; Yin end Y-. ', even though et tires one of 

the elements (the Y, 
_,,, } or the ar grows larger at the expense of 

the other element, as in fig. 1S5 EadF. 

It seems that the first stage of departure from the original 

shape was the widening of the line dividing the two elemnts, as in 

fig. 155 C" Figs. 155 b-F are well within the old conven- 

tional form even though they differ in the degree of elaboration. 

In the first three examples (fig. 155 B-D) the eyes of 

the Yin and Yen º (the white spot in the black element, end the 

black spot in the white elc. -cnt) have s rvivcd the new interpret- 

ations of the motif to sow extent. The >xatif was chimed to often 

at .. a iarrü alone that it might be useful to recall its original mean- 

inn in the Chinate context. 

The Yin and the ttn . consists of a circle which is divided into 

two parts by a spiral, one Fart of the circle symbolizing Lin and 

the other Yana. The following quotation from Dulling sums up the 

significance of this symbol i 

"The epirnls at both ends curve round a dot which represents 
the sun or won reamectively. This sign novi combines with- 
in one circle the changes of day and night, of nun and moon, 
and of winter and summer; in fact, it is the highest poss- 
ible unification of all the various meanings fort rly expro - 
seed by a great number of different patterns. It is a 
sign of the greatest cosmological an metaphysical meaning 
standing for all changes in the Universe including the 
orbit of human lis e". 1) 

I 

(1) Bulling, 2Z,.. Cit., Pr-. 49-50. 
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The appearanre of the 'r. in dnä tho Yang' pattern at : ý"ý,:. arr3 in 

the wall paintings -3s well as the stuccoes constitutes eoneluaive 

evidence firstly., that Chinese silks were available in : Awrrä 

and secondly, that the motifs of Chinaso silks were imitated on 

the atuconea of : 1nrra. Thus the lia=r stucco patterns night 

well be a valuable source for deterainins the nature )f the Chinese 

textile patterns during the 8th " 9th Century ands to some extent, 

of earlier centuries too. Patterns similar to those of the third 

style of f7u=rrä were widely used in Syria during the Umoyyad 

period, 
{') Dii nd gives". a short description of the orna ont of 

the third style 
(2) 

but he does not mention whether such patterns 

were borrowed from textile designs or from other sources. 

Ettinghausen believes - an was pointed out above *» that cert- 

ain ornaucnts at ithirbat al«M fjar were copies fro: s textiles of 

Persian or Central Asian origin. Likc:. ise Herz-feld maintains that 

"Certain ornamental c or positions of ücrsrx recall ... atanian silk 

aeavinj .... ° (3) 
But neither scholar follows up the implications 

of this rase : blance nor seeks to define tue similarities more close- 

lye 

The patterns Dimand re'ers try are in fact borrowed from Chinese 

silk patterns - especially those depicted in pl. VII/2 of his article 
(pl. 285 ). 

in this panel in rarticular, two Chi. neae elements can be ecen 

clenrly : firstly the LS and the Yari symbol in t, te simplest fora, 

1 Dizaaz 5, %tudiez in Isla ie 'Oiniment 111! , p. 63. 
2) Hii description of the designs is s "Here the ornament consi- 

stt5 of vine : scroll:, pine cones, palm V tee and vase motives 
within georntriral co aartments aid hexafoil medallions.... " 

(id). 
(3) iierzfold, M _U4 

biraud, ibid., p. 65. 
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and sccond2, q, the polygonal pattern of that looks like octagons 

with squnnres at their centres. This appears as a textile patt- 

ern in a wit21 painting from al-Jawsaq : 1-Kh3Cani (fig. 157 ). 

-'rather typical ihinese silk pattern coq-)oaca of a 'Y' 

pattern 
(1) 

with hexagons an). other secondary : otii s appears on 

mother :J arrfi .-n. 
l (fig. 124 

(2` 

It sae= that all of rce in recognising that lgäamtc decorat- 

ion imitate(; 3i:. L, or textile design:.. But they differ in regard 

to the origin of those textiles. :: dyne scholars - as was pointed 

out before - consider them .: asanian, others, consider then Central 

Asian. Dimand adds at Christian Art as 'the second source' for 

Islamic art - after -aganian art(j) he prosuwablj regards Classic- 

al art as the ultimate source for both arts. 

: Rivoira, Peaking of vno tostellated mosaic pavcmentsof the 

14. th - 6th Century at Ravenna: claims that they "were the work of 

Italians, and belonged to a Latin, not a Bysentino tradition. "(4) 

Fie also relates that Theocoric the Great brought skilled 'marmor- 

aii' from Ro= for tip bn.. ilica of , ilercules. (5) He justly praises 

the workmanship and cal' with which the mosaics of the time of 

Nero and Domitian were cxecuted, 
(6}but 

he never points out the 

origins of the -atterns depicted on them. Instead he leaves it to 

the I igination of the ruder to ass a their to, -.. :n or at least the- 

ir classical origin. D&i ton on the other hand recognises that the 
Iw. -i nr. ýi ýwia. r 

1 This pattern is dealt with in03hapter VIII 
2) Herzfcld, -Der Är'andencm ck , aLa in, p1.299 and Orn. 272 

(on p. 211). 
(3) vimrnd, ":. �tudies in Iclania Of'r went. IV" ;,. p. 62. 
4) nivc. ira, a. 411"t. , P. tom. (5) 

Lb 
-1d 

d, 
(6) ZbicA., p. ß: ü7. 
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principles on which east Christian ornament were based were 

different from those of Classical art. 
( t 

This uncertainty in defining the origin of Islamic and early 

Christian ornament is also reflected in the cln; 3sification of tex- 

tiles. Indeed the whole issue of the effect of the 'silk trade' 

and the role of Chinese silk in the transmission of Chinese art 

motifs to the est has yet to be studied closely. 

( 1) J%alton, M. c. ite. P. 333. 
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The Zipznp, fl'nd At Sgmarrä" 

The pattern has not been identified as such by earlier scholars 

for two reasons, One of these is that it was obscured by the elabor- 

ate curvilincar. orn=ent occupying the secondary shapes (parts of the 

background) for=d by tho bands. The second reason is that their . att- 

ention was focussed on the evolution of those ornaments in an endeav- 

our to establish a link between 'Style At and 'Style B', Herzfeld 

seems to recognize such rectilinear patterns as the bases of the orna- 

ment of Sennrrfl , but he dismisses the idea and suit that "it is the 

surface which is always the pattern: 
() 

It has been suggested that 
. all such rectilinear patterns were in 

fact the remaining part of the background, which was left after the 

evolutionary process (the enlargement of the to. cancd main motif a), 

bad taken place. 

Speaking of Style B, Al. -hizwini states s 
"In Style B. pl. 3, the background patterns are diminished 

until they become merely narrow veins which link the prin- 
cipal elements, these latter nearly lose their connection 
with each other. Thus the elements develop into big sep- 
arate units, which are flat and have no ate=. each one 
completes the other, leaving no space between, to that 
they fit together like countries, sharing couaaon front- 
iers. As a result, many interesting shapes were reprod- 
uced** 

iamld, dealing with the came subject states s. 

"The background gradual tightened, turning ultimately 
into narrow grooves. " ) 

It seem that the linear patterns forming the bases of the Sita- 

arrr ornament were not recognized at all, especially in Style C. 

Instead the secondary motifs, which filled the spaces between the 

lines of the basic pattern were considered to be the main patterns. 

(1) Herzfeld, Ter WnndschmczcV, p., 11. 
ý2 -Kiýini, eo cites p. 9. 
3ý . A1. 

ýagd, =,. Sit., p. 298. 
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Unknomringly isolating the secondary motifs (filler motifs) from 

the context of their basic patterns led to serious misunderstandings. 

In order to explain the inexplicable, Sha-ficl and al-Kizw nl 

advocate 'The Art Revolution of S11marr ''; Hanid traces the evol- 

ution of the palmetto and the border designs, 
(2) 

and introduces his 

outlandish theory of the hu :n face in the ornament of Lfimar , 

and Croswell'a "bSttle desi , n", 
(3)which 

Fiamid calls "bud-like motif 

wx=unted by a palaette. " 
(4) 

A good number of closely related examples can be found in the 

stuccoes of : >amarra' to illustrate this point. 

On a 'Style C' panel from the Jawsaq Padrscc, (5) 
a curvilinear 

zigzag (or meander) pattern forms the basic ztif of the panel (fig. 

158 A) which is an all-over pattern of the horizontal succession of 

these bands. 

The parts of the background foamed between the curves of the 

curvilinear zigzag (which mayr be called x , anäer for convenience) 

take the form of reciprocating, deep horse-shoe arches,, open at their 

narrow ends* 

In this exsxmplc, the upper curves of the under are faulted 

symmetrically causing the deep horse-shoe space to be lobed. At the 

sane time the open ends of the lower shapes (or downward thrusting 

shapes) are made to look like eegmented spandrels, and their down- 

(1) AI-FCizArt3y o; . Lit., p. 11; F. ShraPICT 
_Mud e]. -ItimSnl, i, bide 

(2) IIamldo an., cite, pp. 1: 1+-11+14 16-1&5* 
(3) Cresmeli, " Far]y Muslim Architecture, " II, p. 289. 
(4) vanid, o ;"ý,, ýt; s p. 2ß5" 
(5) Gerann -'. xcavstions; . amT8,2-. n. it., pi. X''YIX. 



A. 

C. 

B. 

D. 

Fig. 158 : The faulted curvilinear zigzag band at 
Samarra. 

A, C, and D. In the fora of all-over patterns. 

B. In the form of a single band decorating 'bell-shaped' 
capitals. 
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ward shapes look like vases or teas in fig. 158 Aia The 

upward thrusting shapes look like covered jars, as in fig. 158 A 2. 

In figure 158 C 0(2) the render bands are fused with the 

bands above and below, forming a not pattern. The shapes enclosed 

by the pattern em elonpnted curvilinear zigzag lo; engea, the lower 

halves of which are not faulted and are slightly narrower. 

The prototype of this t ander can be found in a 'Style A' panel 

which displays a circular curvilinear meinxier in the shape of a ros- 

ette or lobed cedallion, as in fib;. 159BB 3) In this example the 

curvilinear wander to not faulted. This should not be taken to 

imply that the derivation of the faulted ne: ýnder from the non-faul- 

tcd meander rxntioncd above; took place in 1: 11marray itself. Two 

reasons can be given for this %- 

a- The cathod of faulting the lincc of the zigzag goes back to 

the Chou period (1122-256 B. C. ) in China, as was shown above when 

dealing with the zigzag lozenge, 

b- An exact parallel for the non-faulted curvilinear zigzag in 

question appears on early I'hinese pottery in fig. 159 A(inoluding 

the cross-hatched 'bQttle' motif which appears on the stuccoes of 

S arrä ). 

This pattern is frequently found on urns from ivan shin. 
(4. ) 

In fig. 158 Dtbe meandering upper curves are not only faulted 

(or lobed), but the riddle lobe is pointed while the doan. 7ard-thrus- 

(1) The tun. a is a porous water container, mad of earthenware, 
used in Iraq to the present day. An exact parallel in shape 
and name can be found in Chinese pottery (pl. 286). 

(2) Creswell, "early !. uslin architecture",, pl. 74b. 
(3) Ibid., 78b. 
(4) Hulling, op. dt., pp. 75-77} Fig. 58. 



A 

B 

Fig. 159 : The curvilinear zigzag band and the so-called 'bottle motif' in the arts of China and Islam. 

A. On a Chinese urn from Pan shorn. After Bulling. 

B. From the stucco ornament of Sarre.. After Herzfeld. 
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ting spaces remain. 

Thus the first stage of the so-called "bottle motif" is arrived 

at by shear accident, and not as an original motif as his been main- 

tained. 

The second stage is achieved by manipulating these spaces; firs- 

tly by giving them a plastic form through the bevelled technique in 

order to bring then to the same level as the meander, and secondly by 

the introduction of filler-motifs. 

The filler-motif in this example (fig-15W seems to be limited 

to the open ends of the secondzry shapes while the enclosed part was 

lightly treated by a semi-spherical indentation, anJ a short incised 

line pointing towards the o; ening. 

The filler motif which has been taken na a palmette appears to be 

a :; aljuk croon encrusted with five jewels at its lower rim (fig. 161 

A and B)" 

This kind of crown appears frequently in miniatures as early 

as the first half of the 13th Century onwards (p1.262 ) 
t1) 

Figures 

205 and 206 depict a number of such crowns in Islamic miniat- 

ures of various periods. 

The earliest crown of this kind in Islamic painting appears on 

the ceiling of the Capella ý'alatina in the middle of the 12th Century 

(p1.287 ). 
(2) 

Those crowns are composcd of three adjacent identical 

finials, but due to perspective distortion they appear to be =do of 

one finial, flanked by two half-finials. 

A more detailed study of these crowns will be presented below. 

(1) Ibllz with hie zone; 16.1250 (Blochet, pZ" am., pl. XXII). 

(2) Feasting ruler with attendants; 12th Century (ý, ttinghausen, 
Arab Paintinp_ p. 45). 
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161 : Filler motifs of the SHmarrä meander 
depicted in fig. 16.0 . 
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This arrangement seems to have led to the belief that these finials 

were petals, and consequently it was considered a three petalled pal- 

matte. 

These finials (in the given examples) are in fact a very well 

known Chinese symbol of longevity, the 'Joon-e head' (f i@.. 93 ). (1) 

In another variation of the curvilinear zigzag (fig. 160D) the 

lower curves of the meander are cut at their centres, The loose ends 

are curled ey metrically to form small spirals, dividing the continu- 

ous meander into a number of adjacent three-lobed units as in fig. 160 

D and K. The co-called 'plank' of fig. 101 A consists of two-lobed 

halves from adjacent three-lobed units. This method (i. ep cutting 

the meander into vertical sections) seems to have been employed in 

other media at tImu r"'3'ß, such as wood (fir, * 162 4 and , ..; marble (fig" 

162 B ). The came method was used in the post-Sarrerrg' period on 

various materials. 

This design seems to occur in two forms s 

a- cutting through the apices of trio neighbouring (three-lobed) 

units as in fig. 162 A and Bs end fig. 101 A (the plank)* 

b- cutting through the centres of the intervening spaces between 

the three-lobed units to iselete a complete three-lobed unit, as in 

fig* 160 D and E, 

Both of these forrie, as well as the continuous meander, seers to 

have had far-reaching effects on Islamic decoration in subsequent 

periods. 

Dealing with ";: ymbolica2 Uarks and ornaments, " J. ß'. 8. Locker 

states : No form so universal for decorative purposes as the 
Joo-e ... Panels and borders have modifications of this form 
iendless variety. The fungus as emblem of longevity was 
adopted in this form as the head of the sceptre of longevity, 

and the JJo ee has remained a classical pattern. "; i iao Chl- 
ien, ý? p* cit., pp- 375--380, fig. II9 No. 27 (gee fig. 94 J 
for the symbol depicted by Locker, and figs. 93 and 

%. for the various forms of the goo-e , 



A. 

/ 

B. 

Fig. 162 : Vertical sections from the faulted 
curvilinear zigzag band from Samarra,. 

A. In wood. After Herzfeld. 

B. In marble. After Herzfeld.. 



Form 'a' appears on metalwork as early as 1066-7 (pl. 123)(14n, the 

form of finials crowning itufic lettering. 

The continuous meander of fig. 160 c appears on 

metalwork of the 12th-13th Century, such as the bronze plaque (prob- 

ably the back of a mirror) of p1.288 
(2) 

Also, it airears on a 13th 

Century lamp from the mausoleum of al-Malik al-"ähir naybars at Dam- 

eccun (pl. 2893And fig. 163 A). 

In architecture, this meander appears as early as the beginning 

of the 12th Century, in the stucco decoration of the dome chamber in 

the Congregational mosque at ýatvin! 4) 

On the r`1 of idk'sn (possibly dated 680/1281)tho ncannder appears 

immediately above the fluted zone (fig. 164). 
(5) 

Wilber describes it 

as a "cornice, connected at the top by means of a trefoil niche; of 

fired brick srnnning adjacent colurns. "(6) This description, while 

accurate so far as it goes, appears to stem from a lack of understand- 

ing of the , warder pattern. Turkish tiles exhibit similar motifs (p1.290). 

The meander may also have been utilized at. a model for bands of 

free standing lobed arches, as in the miniature of '01,292 
(? ) 

The utilization of the me' nder for forging lobed arches in adja- 

cent niches appears as early as the second half of the 8th Century on 

the Baghdad Cate at ßagga(8) and probably much earlier,: (fig. 165 A )" 

(1) i-ogo, ýiaste ecesý , p. 101, p1.65. 
(2) 12th-13th Century ýiope, LJa9terriieces°-, p. 95, p1.59). 
(3J t. fter 1277 G dice, p. 224 p1.11)* 
4) Dated 1113 or 1119 (Pope, * : urvey" , IV, p1.305ý. 
5 Ibid., pl. 34+7; ýilber, Z. cit., p1.13. ,,. 6ý Wilber, ýbi,. d. , p. 116. 

(7) in Lunimacle Castle, F"ife, äcotland; IStehouwine, I^s Feintures 
des Uanuscrits :; etayis_8e 1502 ä 1587p iris 1959, pl. 7ýV" 

(8) i: res 1 believes that it woo built by al-iSanpür around 772. 

He dicnisses the dating between 796-808 given by Herzfeld. 
(LgLk II, p. 45). 
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Fig. 163 : 
-A. lobde curvilinear zigzag band 

or meander on a 13th century 
lamp from the mausoleum of al-- 
Zähir Baybars. 

D. 

F. 

B-F. Lobed sections of curvilinear zigzag bands from 
B)The door of the mausoleum of Mahmüd at Ghazna. C 1030. 
C)The Bull-headed ewer of the Art Institute, Chicago. 

1lth-12th Century. D)Metalwork. C. the end of the 12th 

century. E)The back of a bronze mirror. l2th-13th cent- 
ury. F)The Marjaniya madrasa. Baghdad. 1357. 
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Pig. 164 : Tomb tower, of - Rädkä ' _East.. Possibly 1281. 
Persia . After Pope. 



A 

B 

Fig. 165 : Details of the Baghdad gate at Raqqa. 
8th century. After Creswell. 

A. Lobed niches. 

B. Niche to the left of the entrance depicting, pointed 
arch and swastika pattern. 
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Sections of the r,, earder (three-lobed units and multi-lobed units) 

were utilized in the same rs3nner for individual windows and blind 

arches at 31marri. ! bca=les are the windows of the Great torque 

(fig. 166 13) and the blind arches of al-a&shiq palace (fig. 166 )" 

It alto wears at Ukhaidir(t)('ig. 166c), and on the minaret of 

ana (fig. 1£7 a and b). 

It should be noted that both forms of lobinn, that is the con- 

tinuous meander and the three-lobed unit, appear only as surface 

decoration in the form of reliefs depending for support on the wall, 

in the background. In the case of a free-standing lobed arch they 

are li iited to small-scale constructions. It was not possible to' 

use them in arches on a large scale, such as the arches of portals, 

These were always eonatructed in one form or another of the simple 

pointed arch (two-centred and four-centred arches. ) (2) This and the 

most un-architectonic nature of the broken arch (whether scalloped, 

segmented or lobed) secnsto indicate that this architectural feature 

was borrowed from surface decoration, which has no structural value 

at all. si 1i]. ß: r Mine? +1rch occurs in the arKjnniy nac ra a (p1.293 )" 

The large-scale free-standing lobed arch was developed mainly in 

Ilorth Africa and Spain. 

A variety of !. ieanders appear in 31rrarzi '; they form the basis 

of tho : Zmarrs. n style in various materials (figs. l 6o ti 168 )& A 

number of these meanders ware utilized for fornlnp the to-called 

'bell-shaped' capitals of SBmarrä, which recur in later periods 

(fig. 169 ý. -C )o 

(1) Built around 775-6 (Creswell, ibid. , p. 98)o 
(2) ouch as the arches of the portals of the Baghdad Gate at 

ßcs5aý ;r al-:: hallfa at . amarrr_ , and others in Iran, 

Turkey, Turkestan, and Afghnnistan. 

?" 

.... 
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Fig. 166 : The use of multi-lobed 
units of the meander in Islamic 
architecture. 

A. On he blind arches of the Qar 
al- Ashiq (al-, 1'la shüq) at Samarrä. 
878. After Creswell. 

B. On the windows of the Great mos4ue 
at Smarra. After Creswell. 

C. On a door in the mosque at Ukhai- 
dir. After Bell. 
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Fig. 167 : Pointed lobed arches in Islamic art. 

A and B. From the minaret of CLlna. llth--12th century. 
After Herzfeld. 

C and D. From a 1354 miniature painting (Kitäb fi Macrifat al- 
Hiyal a. 1-Handasiya by al-Jazri). Cairo. After 
blochet. 
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Fig. 168 : Other versions of the curvilinear zigzag band 
in the wall ornament of SRmarrä. After Herzfeld. 
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C. 
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Fig. 169 : The use of the curvilinear zigzag band on 
the so-called 'bell-shaped' columns. 

A. In a wall painting found in the al-Jausaq al-F. häq ni. 
Samarra. 

B and C. On marble columns found in Sämarrä. 

D. On the mi .b of the Juwaijäti mosque, Mausil. 
(A-C. After Herzfeld. D. After al-Daiwachi ) 



Lobing of both curves of the under (the so-called reciprocating 

trefoil) doos not appear in `. s rra . The same is true of aazltipl. e 

lobing. Both types, however, appear in various guises in subsequ- 

ent centuries. This should not lead to the assumption that these 

forms of the meander were a natural development of the w: rmerrlF' mean- 

der. The prototype of this form occurs in the form of cloud bands on 

a Ilan silk boot found in Northern !. iongolia. 
(1) (fig. 170 13 and pl. 29tß 

A &B ). 

Multiple lobing, of sections of the c eanler arrears at the 

ýr. ehiq palace in ý, eziarraV (fig. 166 A) and at Ukhaidir (fig. 166 C). 

It also appears at various periods on netalwor'c (pl. 295 and fig. 163 

CwE) on tiles (P1.291 ) and in miniature painting (, o% 296, 

298 
land 

fl E- 171 ). `. The mxltiple lobing of the Auto- 

costa miniature is particularly interesting because of an almost exact 
t x1 

parallel found on a Chinese bronze tube in the Tali ström callecti? 4' 

in -tockholm. This in datable to the Han dynasty (B. C. 20&-220 A. D. ) 

and depicts lobed cloud bands or mountain ranges, with combat scenes 

between cosmic anir lu. It is extremely interesting to note, that 

the method by which the succession of lobed meanders (cloud bands) 

era arranZed - that is the shifting of the r eanders half a space to 

one side alternately - is identical with that used in the Zirnrra 

pattcrn3. It is also worth noting that the ren1ering of the tails of 

the peacocks in the middle figure are reminiccant of the tails of the 

Chinese phoent"ll ' The tail and the ciovamnt of the 

peacock in the bottoa fi0ura recall the Chinese peacooks on a 14th 
r......... 

(1) Traver, az; cit ", pý. 20 ( 2) iubo-lu5rdchenýw, on* c it., o p1O. 
7CLII snd XLIII. 

442) Bloche cý", ; ±1. XC'ýV. 
ait. " p. xd. i, and fig, 44. ctý fig. 172 At (3) su]. livan, 'I" 

n 
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Fig. 170 : Chinese cloud 
motifs. 
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A. Prom an embroedered Han 
shoe sole. After Sullivan. 

B. From a Han embroidered 
silk. After Lubo-Lusni- 
chenko. 

C. A similar motif to that 
of B as reproduced by 
Sullivan. 



F1. ß;. 171 : Peacock from 
the CapPella Pale Lina. 
12th century. lifter Von 
Falke. 

Pl. 296 : Peacocks 
from an Islamic mini- 
ature painting. 1354. 
After Blochet. 

N 
ý 

-pl. 297 : Chinese silk, 
depicting'; peacocks-14th 
century. After Von Fal- 
ke. 



Century brocede 
(')(in 

Brunswick), and the i2th Century peacock of 

the Cappella Palatina(2) (pl. 297 and Pig. 171) " The appeaar- 

ance of such peacocks on Chinese silks and in Ielantc miniature 

painting in the same century suggests the possibility that Chinese 

silk motifs were frequently borrowed by Uuslit artists and craftsmen; 

a number of craftsmen in Islamic territory were most probably Chinese. 

In a recent work "renwu Chubansha relates that in the rid-eighth cen- 

tury (751-762) Du Bei "went to the capital of "Arabia, " Yejuluo, 

present-day Ueshad-: 1i (Najaf) in Iraq. From his writings we learn 

that by those times there was an abund, rn^e of Chinese silks in that 

part of the world and there were also Chine: a craftsmen there serv-0 

. gabs. "i 3) ing the 

This statement is highly significant. The abundance of Chinese 

silk suui the presence of Chineac crafts cn in Iraq during the early 

2basid period suggests that a rirailar number of Chinsge craftsmen 

(or even more) z 3Y have existed in .; y'ria where the capital of the 

Caliphate was situated and the poop of the Caliph required their 

servicoa. 

One reservation should be made concerning the identification 

of Yejuluo with '. Mashhad c, al, for the simple reason that Najaf, as a 

town, did not exist at that dat©. (771-762). In fact, the location 

of the grave of Imäm cAll was kept secret from the date of his assae- 

(1) Jon ? alke, 0",. CA-too pl. 281. 
(2) Ibid., fig. 163. 
(3) chubanthc, =. cit., in Dolby's translation pp. 2 and 3. 



nihation at ' ufa until its discovery in 175/791 by I1zün al- 

Rashld. 
(1) 

In connection with this incident, Uustawii relates that 

"e tomb was afterwards erected, and the people hewn to settle in its 

vicinity. " 
(2) 

In fact it uns only after the year 366/977, in which 

Cdduc: al-Daula the Biiyid had "raised a mighty building over the 
Smve; 

that 

Najaf became "a little town. "(') Thus, if the text of Du 13e1, which 

I have been unable to consult, identifies Yejulue with the place 

where Wm c4li was 3$s3sainsted, hits and not Najaf (Mashhad cell) 

would be the errrect location. 

Knfa Bas famous at this time for its silk trade, and for its 

wealthy families of silk merchants; during that period, Abu Hanifa 

was born (701) in such a family and took the silk trade for a caAeI'. 

(i) In regard ta5 this discovery, T, ztawfl gives the following 
account a "e.. when CAll had received his death wound, in the 
mosque at . T-, fa, he gave it an his will that as soon as he was 
dead his body should be placed on a camel; then the camel was 
to be given its nead and net in nation, and wheresoovor the 
begat knelt davit, there they should bury his body. This being 
done, it came to pass that the camel knelt at the place where 
now is the shrines and hero in consequence was he buried, Now 
during the reign of the Omayyaad Calipha his blessed renting 
place could not be disclosed, and no it was under the Abbasids 
until t1ia reign of iinrun-air-Rashid, but in tna year 175(791) 
Merman happened to gn shunting in these parts, and his quarry 
fleeing from him took refuge in this very spot. and hauever 
much the caliph urged his horse into the place, into it the 
horse would not go; and on this awe took possession of the 
Caliph's heart. He =do enquiries of the people in the neigh- 
bourheod, ani they acquainted him with the fact that this was 
the grave of c'ul. H£rraan ordered. the ground to be excavated, 
and the body of cAll was discovered lying there wounded. A 
tomb was nf'ter: iards erected, and the neo, le bean to settle 
in its vicinity. 

A hunC red and ninety odd years later a ", dua3-ad-Cwlah the 
Btyid, in the year 366 (977), raised a mighty building over 
the grave, as it now exists, and the -lace since became a 
little town,.,... " 
(Ikar all maim 'ustawfi of ýazwin, iuxhat sal-, -ulnb, tr. G. Le 
strange (Leyden-London 1919), pp. 38-9. 

ý2j P. 38. 
3 I,. ý ". pp. 38-9. 
). T}º1 L4. - n. IQ. 
Y/ ý. ý:  r- Qý '- 

M. 2i. 1-=ý zami, Varitch J'%mia al-Iraäm al-AF; aa (Naghdad, n. d. ) 

F"13" 
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The use of vultiple. -lobed pointed arches for niches in Chinese 

buildings appears as early as the 10th Century on the 'Miniature 

Pagoda' of UnE-Yen-sau at Hang Chou 
()(fig. 172 B)O and on the 

12th Century ' hite pagoda'(2) (fig. 172 C), 
_as 

"ell as the two- 

centred and four-centred varieties of the ; pointed arch (p1.299 )" 

The multi-storied and facetted shapes of these pagodas and 

their lobed niches brim to mind the close similarities between them 

and two minaret r in Iraq dating from the 10th-17th Century: (the min- 

aret of Ana (3) (p1.233 ), and the Khi aliya minaret (pl. 1 )situated 

about 8 kilometres to the east of C71ns, 
(4) 

The shafts of these min- 
.1 

arets are divided into rastV superposed horizontal registers. This 

feature, to, thcr with the lobed blind arches which decorate the 

registers# suggests the possibility of Chinese influence. This infl- 

uence may rave been introduced directly by Chinese rasons or indir- 

ectly by Tuzlcish raisons who hcd" asuiciInted Chinese architectural 

conventions prevalent in Central Asia. 

This suggestion may find support in the recorded incidents 

(which will be discus cd prescntly) In uhi. ch Turf . sh architects# 

and Chinese cnginecrs 
(6) 

were responsible for the execution or at 

least the smervision of works carried out in Islamic countries. 

The recent discovery-. at "T err 4 of graff . ti porirayir' Chinese, or 

Turkish architects r provide a further proof. 

(1) "ickrin and "o*, er, em. cit., p1.166(13. 
2) d., pl. 175. 

3mi 7, res"mel1, " -ävolution" , part-i2?, p. 295. 
t') I,. 3, {. °Ibäda, "Sly--gnat aIM ºwagi al-Athariya f3 °1m, " Sumer 

. xv (1959), ,. 130. 
(j) xivoira relates that the original building of the Piilomater in 

714-716, "w i entrusted to an architect who carxr from Fergana, "; 
Rivoira1, -). cit., P. '48- 

(6) '1-Sghix, >. AT amrräI , culture in Irra Burin 
O 

,pp. 
45" t) a 3rd - 9th Centurtee (Fh. U* thesis, London 197 
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Fig. 172 : Pointed lobed arches in Chinese art. 

A. From a bronze tube. Han period. After Sullivan. 
B-C. From the White Pagoda. Late 10th century. After 

Sicki^-: n and Soper. 
D. An Imperial Tablet. After Broomhall. 
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It should be noted that apart from one example,, that is the minaret 

of the mosque of Holy Rex mbrance in Canton which ryas built c. 900 

(pl. 300 )9 (1) 
all the known China se mina retw to11on tho pagoda 

(2) 

style, such as the minaret of ? akumcf mosque in Manchuria (pl. 301 

any' the minaret of pl. 302 
(3) 

Iiad it not been for the differences between the materials used 

for the construction of the two iraai minuets under consideration 

(wholly constructe, & of unworked stones set in oortrir, , and those used 

for the Chinese 
--dmarets 

(normally constructed of a brick kural on 

a atone foundation with a wooden superrtructure), the striking simil- 

arities of the underlying ground plan and elevation of both types 

could hardly have been overlooked. 

The discovery in 1949 of a subterranean '" ng, tomb (dated 1624) 

of a type hitherto unknown in China(4) reveals so=me new information 

ebout Chinese tomb architecture. This evidence is especially val- 

uable in that thin tomb was built at the ex ense of the state in 

honour of its occupant Ch'i ? inO-Chung, a brigadier general who was 

nrtally wounded in battle. Ile was posthu ausly awarded several 

titles, and was granted a state burial. 

Bearing in hind the strong, adherence to tradition, it eecns 

very unlikely that any foreign influence on such construction would 

be tolerated. 

This tomb consists of a main cubtcrranean chamber and three 

c ypta (fig. 
173 

)" The ceilings of these crypts are vaulted and 

Brooahaº11, , _; c t., pl. Pacing p. 1Cý9, and cAýjtion. 
2 Ibid. ý p1. facing P. M. 
3) G. 1" , ndrerº, The Crescent in North-4est CYý. ins (London, n. d. h 

c. 1921), P1" facing p. 36 

(4) R. C. Rudo1rh, " -: xcavation of a ring torab in .:. fining, " Ars 
tlrientalia x 0954), pn" 175-183. 
. ý--- 

... 
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the sections of these vaults are pointed arches identical to the 

four-centred pointed arches of Islamic constructions. The tympana 

of the erynts are decorated with arabesque scrolls. The whole stru- 

cture is to si-ilnr to Islamic buildings in every detail that it is 

apt to lead to the assumption that Muslim architects must have been 

employed for its execution. Yct this assumption seem to be hardly 

acceptable, oaring to the nature and significance of this building. 

The general surprise at the ttppearanee of the pointed arch and 

keel vault in china can partially be explained by the fact that brick 

and stone constructions in Chinese architecture are limited to certain 

classes of buildings, such as pagodas, bridges, defensive walls and 

tombs. 
(') 

Other than that most Chinese buildings are constructed of 

vOOd. 
(2) 

In any care very little is known about ýýhinese Wk ill in the use 

of brick for ton's construction because previous eycnvations "were 

often of n random nature and were carried out for co rnercial reasons 

They were carried out in secrecy leading to the loss of a greet deal 

of valuable inforrntione 
(4) 

But the skills of the Chinese in the 

con: truction of bridges and structures for the control of water were 

renowned to the extent that al-Jatd; relatas that al-"±uotapim brouCht 

muhandisü al"'izý! (eater engineers) from China to control the problems 

of water supply in r, arra. 
ý5} 

(1) "illct', s, 00. cit., II, n. 589. 

l2) 
z ý", p" U909 

3; 7. t: ujl, ', In The ý^tnloý-ue of The `tount '"rust Collection, 
(London, 170). 

(ý. ) z. ý (5ý Jahie, s1"iaba;,;, ur bi'1-Tij3rA, ßa. ii, Ai, 
ýKbd al-ý, +ahhiýb 

(, 
-; airci 19b i pp- 33-4 3. ý. e -ý)attarrä' i, 22" ait,, p. 45. 



There is no information about the range of their activities in 

Sänarrn , but it sea-,.. s fairly reasonable to ascu et that they might 

have brought with them a team of masons and technicians (unless 

they themselves were maaons). 

It seems that the a ploynent of Chinese engineers for irrig- 

ation works and the control of the banks of the Tigris continued 

well into the Ilkh°anid period. 

Wilber mcntions the presence of Chinese engineers in Iraq 

for that purpose during the reign of Ghaizin Khan. Ile also mentions 

the presence of Chinese astronomers, physicians, and theologians 

at Tabriz during the same period, 
(1) 

In fact new evidence concerning the presence of Chinese meter 

mesons cargo to light in 1963. burin; an excav-tion by d. Haznid of 

one of the houses(2)in the neighbourhood of the Crest Liosque, a 

number of grpffiti were uncovered on a wall of what eeersed to be 

the lavatory of the house. One of these graffiti represents a 

Chinese (or Central Asian) =son holding a plumbline. The other 
or a Christian 

represents a Persian/mazon in the same attitude (pls. 303 4 3d 1. ). 

third graffito portrays another Chinese or ventral . ': Sian face 

(Pl" 305 ). 

Tho significance of this discovery is remarkable even if these 

faces were not of Chinese : -Aeons, but of Turkish ones. The role of 

the Turns in the establishment of the -. 3=rr1U` style of orna i nt 

has not yet been defined. It has been uuggestcd that the Turks 

inspired it, and that the imitation of Turkish hone-trappings and 

(1) Wilber does not cite a particular source, but speaking of 
Rashid &I-Din and The}listo yy of the M-)Mols he mentions 
two learned Chinese who dealt with *. he tanterial in that 
language (sea bid., p. 20). 

(2) This house ws nand bait aä-7akKirif ("the house of ornaments"). 
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personal ornnacnts gave ir; otus to its developwnt. {1) 

The pointed and cusped contour of a shape similar to 

the shape of the pointed arch is known in Chinese works of art dat. 
onwards, 

able to the 10th ýentux7 B. C. /such as the To holds in fig. 92 

"? ß, en3 C; and the outline of the ears of the bronze tiler of 
306 92 

p1. and fig. I'. 

The heart-shaped motif (J, ono-, a head) seen: also to hive under- 

gone Multiple lobing, and a band of adjacent motif e are aooatinca 

cut into vertical sections. 

This has r.. zdo the differentiation bctwecn designs contrived 

from the meander ar i those which were derived from the Zoo-e head 

very difficult indeed. In fact these designs have not been rcco, 

nixed at all in analyses of the early periods ,, it C nirräý or else- 

where. 

Closer study reveals that the base volutes of designs contrived 

from tho meander-curl outwards (pl3.292 ,ij, and fig*. 107L 160 

L and 163 / 
i MA ), whilst the base volutes of those contrivcd from 

23 2,244 287 $6 - `? 5 
the .Ta head curl iwrnrds (pls. 00. and figs. 
106 

' eu3107 ). 

t nu-bar of such ccctioru appear in tb zdniaturea of' do 

32 33 
1`2qat-t of girt of LeninCrad (pls. ', and -14 ). 

Theso sections appear to be the same. They were ignored com- 

pletely by scholars perhaps bccauso they were considered as palrttes. 

The reconstruction of the three sections (fig. 174 ) reveals that only 

one section (fib;. 1 
was derived from a faulted mander ti, -filar to 

160, 
the faulted cnsnder of ftmurra. (fig. ) the other two sections 

were derived from bands of adjacent Jon-e heads. 

(1) ýdr M. cits r pp. 256-7. 
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Fig. 174 : Reconstruction of border strips from which 
the vertical sections of fig. 107A-C, and D 
are taken. 
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The band fron which fig. 174H was derived is composed of side 

Joo-e heads alternating with lobed (or faulted) Joo-e heads. 

The symmetrical sides of the section depicted in fig. 174.1 

were adopted later for the upper part of the shafts of certain 

letters in some forms of Kufio script (p1.223 )- 

The miniatures of this manuscript contain a variety of these 

sections - mostly derived from the Joo-e head - such as those on 

the table in front of the Governor of kerv, 
() 

on the ship depict- 

ed in the Thirty-ninth Macama 
(2) 

and on the capital of the cola n 

in the miniature depicting the cßä of Saoda. (3) 

Pope does not seem to recognize the difference between the two 

types. Ile refers to the Jam: heads of p1.213 and p1.214 as "cloud 

collar points* . 
(4) 

In fact Pope's mistake is understandable as he 

must have based his designation on the use or the cloud forms and 

on-p heads as actual embroidered collars by the Chinese (fig, 930 ) 

and later by the Muslims (Pls. 307 and 308 ). These collars are nor- 

mally formed by four identical units pointing away from a eo n 

centre so that one unit forms a chest ornament, two pieces Porn shou- 

lder ornaments and one piece forms the back ornament (p1.307 ) 
A0 

juentification of the Joo-e head collar is very easy as long as the 

units are connected physically by means of a clasping motif or by 

being linked with each other whether they ' (the Jae heads) were 

lobed or othezvrise (p15.225 and 226 ). It becomes extremely diff- 

icult to identify the motif when (as often happens) the outlines of 

(1) M. s23, nvýage 256 (Ettinghausen ``Arab Painti pl* on p. 106) 
(2) us. S23, page 260 (bid., pl, on p. 108). 
(3) Z.. 3. X23, usage 250 (+ibi , p1. on p. 107). 
(4) J. >t* pope, Chinese Porcelain from the J+rdsbil Shriner (washing- 

ton 1956), 'is. 16,17 captions . 
(5) This motif has been fully examined by ::. Casaaaann (S. Carom nn, 

"The : -7mbolism of the cloud collar motif", The Art Bull-!: tin 
X"Y11S (1951) 

, pp, 1-9, and ple. I- 11. 
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the Joo-e heat':: are eliminates. and the inner spaces (i. e. the 

secon61ry t tifa) take the form of connected trefoils or poly- 

lobed polmettes outlined by a continuous thin meander (pl*a 309 
, 

and f ig. 94F) . 

It may be of scxae interest to point out that ouch a collar 

appears on a 14th Century fresco in the Church of Esnovo in äerbia 

(pl. 310 ) which leads one to assuso that such fashions might have 

reaches . urore directly through the Northern route. Turthcr- 

raore, the Joo-e head seems to have been adopted by the .: linesu i-Or 

cloud bands especi^11y in the form that there npp =: r in . 'ersinn and 

'T'urkish miniatures (fig 
. 105 B-G 

In a thirc'ý variation (fir-. 101 C) the bnUc reams er pattern has 

been removed further £ro: n the original pattern (the faulted curvilinear 

zigzag bands) by cutting through the centre. r)f' t -, e pointed middle lobes 

vertically, en6 by extending and turning the cut ends of the two halves 

symmetrically outwards to meet their counterparts of the adjacent lobes. 

', 'I'ith this a new Form of decorative unit has been achieved (fig. 175A c3). 

The new unit looks like an elaborately formed tall verse standing on two 

round els. 
(1) 

A relate,; dcsir-n, bearing a strong resemblance to a i'leur-do-lis, 
and GI 

appears repetitively in the form of a compart', {ant pattern (fip. 175 G, /). 

This is achieved through the drastic reduction of th-! height of the basic 

vase-shaped unit and the corresponding reduction of the curves of its 

lobes. The ronetition of this reduced form was used to contain the 

coronet-shaped motif in the oämarrä stuccoes. 

The pattern appears later in 1253 on engaged columns in the 

Cifte '.: iinareli cur'. rý sa at `. rzurüm. 
(2) 

;. trips of this pattern appear 

on the m3r of the Congregational mosque, . 3ä'in (711/1311). 3} 

(1) There roomIele, arc c eveloped fron the "cut 1oore" ends of the 
lower curve; of the meander. 

(2) Hill ano ' r,: brr, off?. VIA-, pl. 332- 
(3) :. ttinehik cn, The Beveled :; tylc, " pl. XIV 1. 
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Fig. 175 : Analytical drawing of an all-over pattern 
evolved from the curvilinear faulted zigzaýT band. 
A and B) Prom the SamarrE stuccoes. c-F) Filler motifs 
of A and B. G) From the mincar of the congregational 
mosque of Na'in(711/13l1T. G1 Prom the stuccoes of 
Sämarra. 

(B and G1, after Herzfeld. G. After Bttinghausen) 
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It Lp , ears ; also as a framme containing the gateway of Fret of 

Ibrühi© Bey (14-, 26-62) at Karanän. (i) The linos of both excz les 

are interlaced. 

2 
, h`fid'f includes this shape a-xn his three-sepaled calices. 

Thus the various foram of the Chinese wloud and the Chinese 

cycibol of loncevity, and as number of for= which drive from theso, 

seem to dominate a vast field of Islamic decoration in the various 

avadia, and in a vast range of stylizations. 

This aay explain the ter-, erent unity -: f style in this field of 

az'abesque degi. gn do Islamic decoration. 

or 
variety of such highly stylized cloud : crop s/ r eanýers 

and Jo_ a hard, appear an Chinese thrones depicted in Islamic min- 

iatures (figs. 175 and 177 : and ': pl. 311), from the beginning of the 

12th Century omards. 

come of these scrolls seen to have been contrived by halving 

the above-mentioned 'clout-oýllsr' horicontally (fir. 177A an: ü) 

or by axlditying the three-lobed section of the continuous under or 

cloud band . 

The other type (fig. 17 C, and fig. 177B) is L)mrticularlY 
interesting. It brings to rind a curiously forucd segntod 

shallow arch (p1.312 ). The earliest surviving example of this arch 

appears in the ConF*rcgational mosque of Isfahg+n(3)(perhags. e. '111ä0). 

This type of segmented arch is calla; the made) ' arch. It has 

a fairly wide distribution in Iraq, 
(4) 

Iran, 
{3' 

and Turkey. 
(6) 

11 - Hill and Grabar, ibd., Pfg. --4W9, 
2 Kiswinii, =. .2 

'U,, # PP, 47w9o fig. 11 i'. 
3 P=es. "Persian _; rchitecturO pla. 119,129 and 130. 

(, t+) the austunpiriya sra a na (123.2) 

.; rax; da Jacfar (677/128-69), `'lobar, mo. cit., p. 115 pl.. 12 (5) Im 

(6) 

Ivan of E'ir-i . Bakran (703/13031, Z, Sit., p. 121, pls. 27 araI 
28. 
The base of the tainaret of Marlin (Late 12th Cent. ) Hill and 
Grabar, op. cit., pl. 403; vsrefoplu 'msque (1298), ibid. p1" 
450; Hausoleum of xrsen Khatun (1396-7-, ibid., pl. 392. 
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Fig. 177 : Chinese thrones in Islamic miniatures. 
A. Painted at Tabriz c. 1310. After Blochet. 

C. _ c. 1263. 
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Fig. 176 : Chinese thrones in Islamic miniature 
painting. 

A. Probably executed at Ghazna about 1150. After Blochet. 

B and C. Executed in 1206, probably in Western Persia or 
Asia Liinor. After Blochet. 

D. Executed at Tabriz c. 1310. After Blochet. 
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The only knrsn rarr11c1s to this fora outside tho field of archit- 

ecture npperr on the rims of yell-kn n bronze couldronn in the 

Victoria and ''. begirt i! useun (A1:. 313 & 314 ). The arrangement of 

there fore imund the rims of the cauldrons in carourz of four 

st? --n. - to cui-gest n drartically reducod coilnr (or faulted Meander 

or cloud band) motif and thus rules out the tsru.: ntion of Sananian 

originsfor these cauldrons. The appearance of there arches in pre- 

l'onpol buildinrn in conjunction with the aT^e' rrnce of this feiture 

on Central 'sinn cauldrons suppests a Central '; sign origin. The 

appearance of this form on Chinese thrones sup, ests an earlier der- 

ivation from a Chinese prototype. 

Two other segmented arches of a less drnetically reduced type 

which appear on the minaret of CAna and in the mosque of 13ist3rn 

confirm the derivation of this typo of arch from a Chinese model. 

This question -has LVeen exa-minod in the conniderrtinn of the Jo , -e head 

(the heart-¬hcrcd c tif) in Islamic art. (Ch-, -ter VII), 

A further proof of the derivation of the -in%; rn! arch from a 

highly reduced "fnulted rmeonder' (cloud band) is found in the min- 

iatures of a 13t'ß Century i nuscrirt, 
(2) 

fuhere two such arches form 
(3) 

a faulted meander (fip. 111 ). 

Islamic nrt ^bcunds with R. vest nunb., ýr : )f vririations of this 

motif from the 10th ",! ntur3r rncsvaräs, esnecia. ly on booke? vers, car- 

pets, and cern ics (figs. 50 - 51 054-57 , and 80 ). The ear- 

liest surviving exaples appear in panels above the ! wjr of the Con- 

(1) Zee Talbot ! ",. ice, '# cit., pl. 48 (caption). 
arab 2 Rn ß+'i1 Ikhw rt "r>- L a, Iraq 1287 (see ttingh3usen, 

i ainting PIE. on pT_. 98 and 99). 
(3) The t'rR mic ni may derive from the words sar madän. Sar is Persian 

for " head' amend madän in turn may well derive from the Persian words 

rkai (mss or rLV wine" an,.,, dän (I>) "receptiole. " Many 

Persian mediaeval metalwork vessels have an upper portion which 

echoes the profile of the madä y arch and the etymology suggested 
here, though speculative, would help to explain an otherwise 

puzzling term. 
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grcgational ncsque of Na'in, which hats been dritedc350/960 
(1) 

(fi1r. 57 A and B). 

=L number of these Chinese cloud bands were foliated during the 

16th Century with the so-called 'arabesques (t it leaves) and cone 

were even coiplctely replaced by arabesques (fig. 55 b'. 3, r-; fig. 

55 B. and C; and fig. 56 B, C, and D)# 

In other exan les they were drastically reduced (fig. 55 0) 'or 

rendered geometric beyond recotnition. This resulted in the so-called 

'bird motif' (fig. 54K D) o 

This version of the cloud-scroll or bland, see to have evolved 

into its present shape (that of fig. 17and 71.311) in China before 

the Christian eta. In fact the earliest depiction of this r,. ýotif 
a (2) 

occurs on, /5th Century B. C. hu excavated et Tang `'ha. n. '. pother 

cloud-band in the fcrsi of a golden plaque has been found in Northern 

liongolia. It is attributed to the year 2 . pt 
? {p]. 31g )" The 

prototype of this fora of cloud band can be recognised on a Ban silt: 

( 1, g. 178 )" It also appears in a less elaborate version on a 

10th Century Chinese casket (Pl. 316 ). 

The great variety and stylisations which the f hinesse cloud scot- 

if exhibits in Isla tc art necessitates a thorough investigation in 

order to establish chronologically the evolution of each type; tm- 

fortunately such a task is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

w... «.. ý.. 
(1) ychcrr-Tiwss, ar. l,,,, it,. p pl. 27 (cap, ) 
(3) Travers op. cit., p. 42, pl. 24 (7). (In fact Traver has äeco- 

rib+cd thie cb{cact under pA. 240 1 in the text in. tead of No. 

14P 7)" 
(2) aoa ''e+con, ,, ýr-+. c, ýt., ýI. 64 b. 
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P1.287 : Islamic wall painting from the painted ceiling 

of the capella Palatines. Palermo - 12th Century- 

After ttinghausen. 



Pl. 288 : The back 

of a bronze mirror. 

Islamic. 12th - 13th 

Century. fiter Pope. 
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Pl. ? 90 : ''Wkish wall tiles depicting the utilization of the 
tl 

ý 
ýr. ý_ ,,. ý i, f, 

Pl. 291 : Turkish wall tiles depicting multiple lobing of 

section of a mean. er. 
ti 

, fiter oz 



292 : c, afaviü ,: Liniature frara 

After :; tciioukinc. 



Pl. 293 : Brick ornament from the Maridniya manrasa, depicting 

the use of i sActioo from A faulte' ie'nder for a 

lobed blind arch. Baghdad. 13-57. 
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P1.295 : Bull-headed ewer. Bronze. 11th - 12th Century. 

After Pope. 



k l. 298 : Detail from a miniature in the ilea sure Garcten 

of :. a0adi, depicting a multi lobed arch. Bukhara. 

1 j^=ý. Ster blocnet. 



P1.299 faceted Chinese pagoda with staged octagonal shaft, 

depicting a variety of pointed arc: luL. i'tcr rarlLrcr.. 



il. 300 : The mosque of Holy Remembrance and its minaret 

(the so-called "Smooth Pagoda" ). Canton. C. 900 

After broonhall. 



I1.301 : The minaret of r'akumen's rlozque. ý`aanchuria. 

i, fter Brooiiihall. 
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1. >rcelain f1 ';, depicting a cloud cc-' 

to Century. `inc victoria nnci '_lbert _L. 



p1.310 : The despot Oliver, from the Church of 1s snovo. 

Serbia. Middle of the 14th Century. 
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J ., L. 31, : Bronze cauldron. 1 stn - 14ti: /cntury. 
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Pl. 315 : -'rif, njaz? _ar ornamentri stamped f*old foil. 

Northern Mongolic. c. 2 A. D. After Trever. 
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The 0Anj I and the Si Murgh 

The words'd murLh. can be translated as "Thirty Birds. " The 

sib is supposed to live for a hundred years, to eat once a 

year, and never to alight on the ground. It is believed to dwell 

in the Jabal c; f. (1) 

The significance of the term "thirty birds" has been interpreted 

to an a bird which is as big as thirty birds or as powerful as thir- 

ty birds. It is maintained that this term might have been devised by 

Firdawsi when writing the Shäh hn as . 

Another r rthical Persian bird is the Hoch. According to legend, 

when the King dies, the people are asked to assemble and a HHom: is 

released over the crowds until it alights on someone who is then pro- 

claimed King. 
(2) 

This bird is known amongst the Arabs as Fair al-Sand ('the 

bird of good fortune). 

A bird similar to the Persian : &I murgh is also known to the 

Arabs under the name of al° Angä!; it lives on a huge tree in , the 

middle of Bauer al-rulumät (the Sea of Darkness). 

A third bird - the Faannt (phoenix) is also known to the Arabs 

and the Persians under its Greek form and characteristics. 

According to White, the Chinese "phoenix" (fe huang) was a 

bird of good omen which refused to appear in a'misruled country, and 

which would rest only on M:. u= t1ung tree. 
(3) 

(1) Donaldson, 
, p�Z. cit., p. 166. 

2) Ibid. 
3) thites, 

, off. cit., p. 56. 



He quotes from the Book of Odes as follows : 

"on those high peaks is heard the call of the phoenix, 
and there is woe {e the Wu--t'ung trees quiver in the 
morning sun. " (1)) 

There are two more such birds in Chinese rrtholog'. One of 

them is the Yüan Ch'u which rises in the Southern ocean and flies to 

the Northern ocean, and the other is the Peng which flies for six 
. _.... _ 

months till it arrives at the Southern Abyss where it stops at the 

Pool of Heaven. (2) 1ý Sz. e''^^9- C'`t&G CA 
/'3 s6 c& © Sk4 r; c(L 

It seems that the characteristics of the Chinese uwthical birds 

have been distributed among the Arab and Persian ones. The tree, 
(3) 

the length of the flights, the mountain (probably the K'un-lun), 

the good omen, even their names , -Are all similar. 

In Chinese, Feng is the male phoenix, and Huang is the female 

phoenix. 
(4') cßä' is most probably an Arabic corruption of Roan. 

The Persian s%h is most probably a corruption of sue, 

ein being the mis-pronounced Arabic word 'yin' and iiurgh being bird, 
S 

cock (or fowl), If this interpretation is accurate the term would 

mean'Chinese fowl, ' and that is exactly how it is depicted in Pers- 

ian and Turkish art'(5)(compare pl. 317 and 323 with 318 and 321). 

In Turkish, the home is known as Sacädat Qushu which means 

the bird of happiness". The Chinese phoenix is known as Zu1üf 

cAnq Qushu i. e. "the long side-whiskered °Angä bird. " It is also 

known as Zumrud °Angg Qushu which means "the emerald °Angq bird" . 

The former description defines the Chinese bird even more, because 

- 
(1) Ibid., p. 58. 
2) Bulling, off. cit., P. 97 (n. 2). 
3) In the later Chou and Han periods the K'un-lun mountain was 

thought to be situated in the extreme 'nest of the universe- 
(ibid., p. 82. ) 

(4. ) Ibid., p. 96. 
5) See pls. 318 9321 , 322 , 327 , and328 
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the adjective zulüf is the plural of the Arabic word, zuluf which 

means long side-whiskers. The Chinese phoenix is often depicted 

with two long feathers, stemming from both sides of its head, which 

look like two plaits. 
() 

The earliest depiction of the eanga' is found in the wall 

paintings inside the Maria of the Jawsaq (fig. 179 A: -? -). 

(2) 

It is not yet possible to find depiction of the Chinese phoenix 

(°An ä' in Islamic art prior to 836, 
(3) 

but one may quote a text men- 

tioning the earliest known appearance of the 0Anq ' in a wall mosaics 

which means : 

"Upon the completion of his palace in the Maiden, al- 
Mucta$im ..... sat in it and gathered in it the members 
of his household and his retinue, and he ordered that 
the d1ba should be worn by an. And he put his seat 
(throne) in the -wä which was decorated with mosaics 
and which had a picture of the c nclä' on its central 
(inside) wall ..... " 

This incident took place shortly before al-äuCtasim left Bagh- 

dad for S narrä. He built the palace between 218-221/833-836. 
(5 

Another surviving example of the Chinese phoenix in Islamic 

art appears in metalwork, as early as the 11th-12th Century, on the 
(6 

so-called bull-headed ewer in the Art Institute of Chicago (p1.295 
ý" 

(1) see pis. 325 , 330 , and fig 18Q 
2 Herzfeld, Die Malereien pis. XXIII and XXVI, 
3 The year in which Samarrä became the capital. 
4 IS, Jawad quotes al-Marzabani ' in al-4itrwashai, qho quotes Mui- 

amma. d al-Yazidi al-cull in Kitab al Awrrq, and Abu iiiläl al- 
°Askar3 in 1itäb al-ýinäcatain Jawad, oj,, cit., p. 171). 

5I bid. 6; pope, Elastert2i_ eces. pl. 62. 
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Fig. 179 : Phoenixes from wall paintings 
in the harem of the a. l-Jausaa 
al-Khagani at Sämarrä. After 
Herzfeld. 
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Fig. 180: Early Chinese phoenixes. (See the folloing page) 



Fig. 180 : 

A. From a chueh in Lord Cunliffe coll©ction. Late 11th 
century B. C. After -Batson. 

AA. Prom a kuei formerly in the Palace Museum, Peking. 
l0týh century B. C. After +latson% 

B. From the Pillar of Shen. Ch'u-hsien, Szechwan. 2nd 
century. After Sickman and Soper. 

C -E. From pro-Han tomb tiles. 3rd century B. C. After 
White. 

F. From a rubbing made from a stone found in Sze-ch- 
uan. Later Han period. After Bulling. 

G. From an embroidered silk. Han dynasty. After Lubo 
Lusni chen'ko . 



In Islamic pottery the phoenix appears in the late 12th Century on 

lustre ware (fig. 181 A and B). 
(1) 

Though it was not possible to find exact parallels for the three 

phoenixes mentioned above in Chinese art, they seem to possess all 

the characteristics of some of the Flan phoenixes. These include the 

long neck; the tall crest curving forwards, which stems from the 

back of the head and terminates with a knob-like finial or an eye 

similar to the eyes of peacock feathers; the raised wing apparently 

ready for flight; the long primary flight-feathers; and finally 

the tail feathers (usually three) which sweep upwards and forwards 

like the crest and terminate with a knob-like finial 
)(fig. 

180 B). ' 

From the 13th Century onwards exact parallels (from which the 

Islamic phoenixes were copied) abound in the various media of Chin- 

ese art (pls. 317.318 #322 , and 323 ). For example, the confron- 

ting phoenixes on the Sultänabäd bowl (dated 672/127+)(3)of fig. 

181 C., have an almost exact parallel on a Chinese silk (fig. 181 
(EJ. 

The rendering of the two phoenixes of the Sultinabäd bowl is very in- 

teresting indeed and reveals the accuracy with which the Persian 

potters have copied Chinese subject matter, 

Willetts discusses the belief that phoenixes were bi-sexual 

creatures, needing no partners for mating, their male elements inc- 

orporated in fenZ, their female in huang, and concludes that 

occurrences of two phoenixes confronted in Han art, espec- 

ially where one carries a crest and the other does not, show that the 

(1) Lane ft 
le 

5t. C and 57B. Willetts cal s such finials "cluýi-like prominences' (off. cwt, I pp. 28aß 
ý. 

(2) Willetts, ibid. 

(3) Lane, qZ. pl. 94. 
(if) Von Falke believes that this piece of silk shows Islamic infl- 

fience, presumably because of the confronted phoenixes (v: 
Falke, 2. n.. c t', pl. 96). 



A 

B 47-- E 

C 

D 

Fig. 181 :. Phoenixes of Chinese origin in Islamic 
art. 

A) Persia (Rayy). Late 12th century; B) M, Tesopotamia. 
Lustre v'nxe. 12th century; C) Persia, (Sultanr bad) . Dated 1274; D) Persia(Sultanabad). Early 14th century; 
E) East Asian silk. iýediaeval period. 
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Han artist, baffled by the biological anomaly of a bi-sexual bird, 

intended the pair to represent male and females(i) This phenomenon 

appears clearly on the Sultänabäd phoenixes, as one of them seems to 

be fully crested and the other has scarcely any crest. 

A number of Chinese phoenixes appear on 13th and 11fth Century 

lustre relief tiles. An example is pl. 322 from Rayy 
(2) 

which seems 

to be a direct copy from Chinese carved lacquer such as the Chinese 

Imperial table of p1.323(39 The Persian phoenix on a star shaped 

tile from Kishän (p132)+ ) 
(4. ) 

seems to be another copy of such work, 
(pls. 323 , 325 )(5) 

In miniature painting, a, Vr_e_eärly, surviving example of the 

phoenix appears in a miniature from the History of the Mongols. It 

was executed in Tabriz around 1310. 
(6) 

The phoenix is depicted as 

a textile motif decorating the cushion which forms the back-rest of 

Yisuhai Bahadur. A combat scene between phoenixes and dragons app- 

ears on the flap of a 11th Century book-cover from iterät (pl. 326 ). 

In another 14th Century miniature from a Tabriz Shah Hama (in 

the Topkapu Saräy Library)(7)the phoenix dominates the scene and 

forms an integral part of the subject matter. This seems to support 

the suggestion that Firdawsl might have borrowed the theme of the 

(i) Willetts, Q: " cites Is pp. 281-2. 
(2) This tie- _ has been attributed to Varämin and to the early 11th 

Century by u. S. Dirzind, A handbook of Mohammedan Decorative 
Arts (New York, 1930), P. 135, p1" 9. In the second edition 
of this book (New York, 1947), he attributed the tile to R. ashän 
(pl. 132)" Pope attributes the tile to Rayy and dates it as a 
13th Century tile: A. U. Pope, An Introduction to Persian Art 
(London 1930), Pl. 31. Godard, M. c it. * p" 320, reälises the 
impact of Chinese influence on Iran. 

(3) F. Low-Beer, "Chinese lacquer of the early 15th Century;, Bull- 
etin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities XXII (1950)P. 151 
pl. 16. 

4) 11th Century (Godard, ibid., pl. 173) 
5) Low-Beer, on. cit., pls. 16 and 24., 
6) In the Bib. Nat., Paris (Blochet, oneo cit., pl. LIX). 
7) This shows the Sf rgh carrying ? äl to his nest in the Elburz 

Mountains (Gray, Persian Painting, plo on p. 41) 
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Chinese phoenix (the sin murgh) in the 10th Century for the dramat- 

ization of his story, because the phoenix does not seem to appear 

in the miniatures of earlier periods. 

In the 16th and 17th Centuries the phoenix appears frequently 

in Persian and Turkish miniatures (apart from Shatcxima scenes) as 

an important part or their composition and as a decorative motif-on 

textiles (tents or pavilions), mural painting, and even on the sad- 

dle of a horse. 
(') 

ecut ed.. The CA; Jatib-, al- akhliiqR in the palters Art Gallery, in Herat 

in 1613, contains a miniature depicting a scene with a mongoose on 

a tree; the phoenix appears in a mural. In a manuscript c. n the 

Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, believed to date from 1624. 
; 3)a 

miniature depicts the arrival of kiErtn before a pavilion of brocade 

in which Rhusrau is sleeping; phoenixes form the decoration of the 

brocade pavilion. 

The occurrence of other animals from the Chinese 'bestiaries 

(apart from the phoenix) is considered by Blochet as characteristic 

of the late 16th early 17th Century in Persian painting. 
(4) 

The phoenix appears on a number of Turkish manuscripts in the 

British ; iseun, (such as the IIum Arun-nime 
(5) 

and 1 gat al Sua dit) 

amongst other animals from the Chinese 1estiaries. 

(1) Ibid., l. on p. 140 (a scene from a ithaýsa of Nidated 
1535-ý1+Z 

2) Ib1d", pl* on p. 165. 
3) Blochet, M. Sit,., pl. CLI. 
4 Ibid., pl. CtXLIII, caption. 
5 =Wv. 15153. P. 149a, (dated 1589): G. 14. itcredith-Gens, 1'urki h 

jiinintures (London, 1963) P" 27, pl. XIX. 
(6) CH 12009, t. 24b (1600-25j; ý,., p. 29, pi. XXIIII. 
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Combat scenes between phoenixes and dragons appear on the blades 

of Turkish swords in the Heeres Museum in Vienna (pl. 322 )t1) 

These swords have been held by some to be Mongolian, originally 

from Persia; they;, have been divided between Vienna, Dresden, and 

Munich. (2) 

The phoenix appears on early 15th Century Turkish rugs in the 

Eistoriska Museet, Stockholm '(Pls. 328 - and '331). The Marby Rug 

(pl. 328)(3) displays a pair of rectilinear phoenixes confronting 

each other between two geometrical clouds (or probably a highly sty- 

lized ,, yu-t'ung tree). They have typical Chinese characteristics 

such as the long crests, and the three plumes of the tail 'curving 

upwards and forwards' remind one of the early 11th Century B. C. 

phoenixes on the Chou ritual vessel (Pang-taun) of the`Freer collec- 

tion (p1.329 ), (4)and 
similar Chinese compositions of confronted 

phoenixes on textiles and lacquers of the Han dynasty, such as the 

Lo-Lang cup (p1.330) and the Han silk of :.; ig. 47. 

The appearance of confronted animals in the Chou and pre-Chou 

period and their development into T'so-T'ieh masks in China strongly 

suggests the improbability of a Sasanian origin for such composit- 

ions in Han textiles, especially as it has been proved in a recent 

work by M. x. Meister that another motif, the so-called MSasanian 

Pearl roundel' which is supposed to have influenced Chinese textile 

designs of the 6th Century, had its origin in Han textiles. 
(5) 

(1) Sarre and Martin, 22" cit., pl. 236. 
J23 Diez and Gluck an.. * cit., plo on p. 1F76 and caption. 

Erdmann, op. cit., P. 689 3 pl. 16; A. Geijer, %Some thoughts 
on the pro`61ems oP early oriental carpets, " ArsOrientalis V 
(1963), pp. 79-87, pl. 2. 

Sty) pope, et. a2., The Freer Chinese Bronzes 1, p. ' 105, pl. 17. 
l5) ueister, °P" e.. ", pp. 254-267- 
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On another 15th Century Turkish carpet in the Staatlich Muscet in 

Berlin (p1.331 )(1)which is similar to the ft. azi º Rugs in style, a 

combat scene between a phoenix and a dragon is depicted. The high- 

]y stylized phoenix is attacking from above. Its three tail plumes 

are clearly seen behind the dragons head; its neck is stretched out 

in a sweep whilst its head turns in a sharp bend to meet= the dragon 

face to face. The two whiskers descending from its head are horiz- 

ontally and symmetrically ai-rianged to fit the narrow space between 

the phoenix's head and one of the dragon's limbs. 

The appearance of these two purely Chinese themes on two Turk- 

ish carpets as early as the 15th Century, together with other typic- 

al Chinese conventions such as the-borders of '3 motif bands and 

the 'latchkey' motif has far-reaching significances The degree of 

geometrical abstraction to which the dragon and the phoenix have 

been subjected can only indicate a, -long--period of assimilation of, 

Chinese motifs by Turkish nomads. -These two cirpets-are probably 

the work of nomad, woiaen who might never have seen an actual'Chinese 

phoenix or dragon on an expensive piece of silk or lacquer, but they 

drew from their own repertoire without realising its original source. 

On the other hand, a good number of Chinese geometrical motifs 

appear on-Seljuk carpets as early as. the 13th Century and most prob- 

ably-on earlier carpets which have not survived, e. g. the-carpet in 

pl. 332 This motif isa highly geometric cloud fleece with a trail- 

ing tail. In the centre of the fleece a swastika is depicted. Two 

naturalistic versions of this motif appear on 14th century Chinese 

damasks (pis. 313 and 334. ) found in Egypt. 
(2) 

(1) Diez and Glück, off. cit., pl. on p. 383- 
(2) Both pieces are in the Kunstgewerbe Museum, Berlin. For 

illustrations see von Falke, off. it, pls. 285 and 286" 
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The motif of pl. 333 (1) is clearly a cloud or a vapour form with a 

Chinese inscription at its centre as well as on its pointed tip. 

The fleecy part of the motif in p1.334 
(2) has been turned into 

a flower form (probably a carnation) with the addition of appropr- 

iately shaped leaves to the trailing tails The close affinities 

between the three motifs mentioned above cannot be ignored. In the 

three examples, the rigid adherence to form (especially the render- 

ing of the curves of the trailing tails and the placing of the vol- 

utes at fixed distances from the main bodies of the motifs) is ast- 

ounding. It proves beyond doubt the Chinese origin of the Turkish 

motif; for once, the chronological order of appearance of the mot- 

if on the surviving pieces can be regarded as irrelevant. Besides, 

this form of cloud (or vapour) is peculiar to China. It appears on 

a Han silk 
(3) found at Noin-Ula. This form of cloud has been ident- 

ified by Trever as a "stocky desert-like plant. " (4) Sullivan ident- 

ifies it as a 1in Chih (spirit fungus); 5) 
whilst the shape indicates 

a rising vapour, probably the vapour of cosmic breath 'Chi' or the 

cloud-breath (Tun Ch'i){6) These form] are considered by the ancient 

Chinese from pre-Taoist times (7)as the visible manifestations of 

the very essence of life. (8) 
The Chinese believed that the moun- 

tain is the body of the cosmic being, the rocks are its bones, the 

plants its hair, the water Its blood, and the clouds and mists are 

the vapour of its breath. 
(9) 

1) Ibid. t pl. 285, 
2) Ibid., pl. 286. 
3) Trever, M. mit., P. 35, pl. 15- 
41 Ibid. 
5ullivan, 2'. n. cit., P. 178, fig. 3. 
6) Ibid", p. 1. 
7 Iid. 
8 Ibid. 

(9) I... ids 
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It seems that no other nation has attached such significance to 

clouds as the Chinese have, nor portrayed them in so many' forms and 

stylizations. 

The phoenix and the dragon do not seem to occur on Persian car- 

pets before the 16th Century. Edwards maintains that the designs of 

Persian carpets "were almost certainly rectilinear, " during the rei- 

gns of the Umayyads, the CAbbäs. Lds, the galjuks and the Mongols. 
(1) 

This statement does not coincide with what is known of the 'BahFir[i- 

Khusratr' which represents a garden with trees, streams, endtlc'seräý) 

Godard comes to virtually the same conclusion as Edwards; ho main- 

tains that 

"in miniatures the decoration of carpets had been geo- 
metrical for a long time, but that it ceased to be so 
in the sixteenth century. "(3) 

Edwards apparently based his statement, too, on the carpets 

depicted in miniatures. Erdmann maintains that all the miniatures 

reproduce rugs of the Mongol period. 
(4) He also states "what the 

Persian rug of the ;: aljuk era lgoked like is unknown to us. "(5) 

Godard on the other hand maintains that "in contrast to the nomads, 

Persian taste was not in favour of geometrical decoration", while 

Edwards states that the Saljuks introduced the Turkish knot into 

&zarbaijnn and Hamcad7ai. 
(7) 

All these statements seen to lead to the following conclusions 

(1) 1. C. Edwards, The Persian Carpet (London 1953), P. 370- 
(2) Godard, M. cit.,, p. 215. 

3 cit., p. 331- 
4) Erdmann, on. cit., p. 22. 
5) . 
6) Godard, g. cit., loc. Zit. 

(7 Edwards, oZ. Sit.; loc. cit. 
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a- The rectilinear designs are characteristic of the Turkish 

nomads (Saljuks and Mongols). 

b- They were most probably introduced into Persia in the eleventh 

century by the : Aljuks with the Turkish knot, and they were re- 

produced extensively until the 16th Century. 

This suggests that the decorative repertoire of the nomadic Turks 

which prevailed in Central Asia, Anatolia, and later in Persia had al- 

ready been heavily influenced by Chinese themes and artistic conven- 

tions, even if much of it was not an exact imitation of the Chinese 

repertoire. 

It should be noted that apart from the phoenixes and dragons 

the Central Anatolian rugs abound with other hitherto unrecognised 

Chinese motifs such as the'hooked-latch'motif which is a severely 

geometricalized cloud-curl (or Han curl) pattern, the 'S' pattern 

bands forming border bands, and the 'Key' pattern (cloud and thunder 

pattern) which appears on the heads of the so-called Kufic inscrip- 

tionsof the Konya carpets (fig. 98 ). 

It seems that the 16th Century with its craze for chinoiserie 

in Persia brought about a fresh interest in Chinese themes for the 

Persian carpet ; this time not through the rectilinear approach of 

the nomad Turks, but through direct borrowings from the 1l+th Century 

Chinese repertoire as exemplified on the porcelain of the Ardabil 

shrine (p1.335 )0(1) silks, and most probably lacquer. 

A nuaber of scholars apply the term d mura to the winged ani- 

mal depicted on the Sasanian relief of Taq-i Bustän (on the equest- 

rian fi a of Khusrau II 02ý (1) Pope, "Porcelain from The Ardabti Shrine, pl. 17- 
(2) R. Chirshman, Irani Parthisns and . 3assanians, tr. S. Gilbert 

(London 1962), ; T. Talbot Rice, oo. cit, pl. 99. 
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It was attributed by some to Babylonian-lssyrian art. 
(1) 

Others 

called it " sen merv" (or bird-dog). 
(2) 

This winged and peacock-tailed animal has its origin in Indian 

Buddhist art as early as the early part of the ist Century A. D. in 

the reliefs of the Great Stupa at Sanchi (pl. 336 ). 
(3) 

The relief 

represents the return of the Buddha to Kapilavestu. The head of the 

Sanchi animal is a lion's head; the peacock tail is missing (probably 

chipped away) but the rendering, the posture, the positioning of the 

forelegs and the wings are very much the same as those of Täcj-i Bustän. 

A similar animal depicted on a drinking bowl from northern India (in 

the British Museum) has been considered to be of. Sasanian origin (or 

4:. 
influenced by Sasanian art) even though the oldest example of such 

animals existed in India two centuries befor© the establishment of 

the Sasanian dynasty, and probably much earlier. 

Iran was partially a Buddhist country during the Sasanian 

period. 
(4) 

The Zoroastrian religion was strongest in the extreme 

south and west of Iran, 
(5)but 

eastern Iran may well have been subject 

to strong Buddhist influences. Blochet even maintains that s 

"Hindu civilization spread over the Persian land far 
to the west of the Oxus; Ghazna, Kabul, Kandahar weT 
Buddhist just as Bactria, Samarkand, Bukhara were. 

The influence of India on the Sasanian art of Zä. c-i Bustän has 

been pointed out by Herzfeld in regard to the occurrence of the 
7) ii 

Indian lotus in the relief representing the investiture of ArdashirII. 

(1) Kendrick, o,. cit., p. 15. 
2) Talbot Rice, ate. cit., loc. cit., others term it senraurv. 
3) On the west pillar of the north gate. 
4) Blochet, op* cit., p. 78, terms Sasanian Iran "essentially" Buddhist. 

5) I bid. 
6) Ibid. 
7) E. Herzfeld, Am Tor von Asien (Berlin, 1920), pl. XXIX, fig. 

15, p.. 63. 
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He has also pointed out the realistic rendering of the elephants 

which he finds quite un-Sasanian. 
0) Herzfeld suggested that it was 

quite possible that Indian artists were responsible for its execu- 

tion. 

Dimand maintains that "Indian floral motives appear also in 

the design of Sasanian silk garments worn by persons in the reliefs 

of Taq-i Busten. " He-draws attention to the garment of the harp 

player of fhusrau II which is decorated with Sasanian rosettes and 

purely Indian lotus flowers. (2) 

Dimond also relates a number of incidents confirming close ties 

between India and Sasanian Iran, such as the Indian physician of 

Shahpur II, the importation of 'Kalilak v Dimnak' (Kalila wa Dimna) 

by Khusrau I, and the introduction of chess. He also relates an 

Embassy from India with gifts for Khusrau II, and another for Kubad, 

with a gift of an elephant, a sword, a white falcon,; . and a gold bro- 

cade. 
(3) 

It seems very likely that such embassies were responsibly for 

the introduction of the Indian motif (the so-called Sasanian sirmur 

or senmarv) on gold brocades into Sasanian Persia. 

(1) mod., pie. XLVI-XLVIII. 
(2) Dimand, "studies in Islamic äraent ii", p. 67. 
(3) Ibid. 

f, 
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Lions 

A closer study of the animal motifs - especially elephants and 

lions - on silks found in the 'hest reveals stylistic traits in the 

depiction of these animals which are peculiar to Chineso art. 

Itli;,.. a fairly well-known fact that Chinese lions look like Pekin- 

gese dogs. They are rendered with curly manes, shaggy tails and 

short squarish bodies. They have grotesque facial features ý1s, 337 

338 '(2) 339 , 
(S)and 

fig, 383A (h)and C), (5) 
and they are endowed 

with over-dramatic movement and vitality. They are very unlike the 

almost static poise of the confronted lions of the textiles under con- 

sideration (fig J V+ B and Co 
, And pl. 340). 

Apart from the curly manes( Han curlsy and the short bodies, 

there is hardly any similarity between the two types. 

Nevertheless, similarities can be found between the early re- 

presentations of the lion in 2nd Century tomb sculptures of the Han 

period (figj85A ); 6) 
the 'Lions of Liarg' (figj85B ); 7)and the re- 

presentations of 3rd, - 4th century chimeras (fig. 186 A and B) i8) 
The lion is not native to China. (9) Sickriian believes that such 

early representations might have been executed from descriptions or 

small-scale prototypes. 
(10) 

The earliest known introduction of lions into China was with a 

(1) Chinese fabric, Ming dynasty (1368-16"). 
2) Chinese lion; i7th turv stone sculpture in the Victoria and 

Albert Museum (A119-1920 
. 

3) Chinese silk (14th cent. ); (von Falke, on. cit., pi. 288). 
4 Ibid. (detail). 
5) Chubanshe, off. cit., pl. 27 (detail). 
6) Sickman and roper, off. it. j pl, 15. 
7 Ibid., pl. 16B. 
8) Ibid., pl. 17 & and B. 
9) Ibid", p" 28. 
10) Ibid. 
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Fig. 183 s 

A. Detail fron brocade vestment, Pl. 11. 

B-D. Detail from Pl. 339. 
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Fig. 184 : Lions (B and C) C 

and gryphons (A and D) on 
textiles. 
A 12th century. After Pope; 
B 8th-gth century. After 
Von Falke; C) 8th-9th cen= 
tury. After Von Falke; D) 8th 

-10th century. After Von Pal- 
ke. 
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Fig. 185 : Early Chinese lions. 
A. Stone lion. 2nd century. After Sickman and 

Soper. 
B. Stone lion. Liang dynasty, 518 A. D. After 

Sickman and Soper. 



A. 

B 

Fig. 186 : Chinese chimeras 
A. Stone chimera. 209 A. D. After Sickman and 

Soper. 
B. Stone chimera. 3rd-4th'century A. D. After 

Sickran and Soper. 
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delegation sent by the Yueh-Chih in A. D. 87-0) They were called 

' '; 2) 
probably to differentiate between them and the horned 

chimeras (figs. 186 A and H, )(3)whose form is derived from that of 

the tiger. (4) 

There lions and . 4himeraa were used in pairs as tomb sculpture 

guarding the 'Spirit i oad'(5) as early as 147 and probably earlAf 

It seems that early representations or the lion were fairly 

naturalistic (fig. 158A)j but they seem to evolve within the course 

of 400 years into the purely Chinese style of the 'Lions of Liang' 

(fig. 185B) which uicht have fol toured, and have been strongly influe- 

nced by, the Chimera style for lack of live models. 

These lions and chimeras exhibit such remarkable similarities in 

their details and their stance to the later lions of the textiles in 

tt1asti(n'ttmt it 1 necessary to explore the reason for these affinit- 

ice. Arn)ng the features which the Lunges of the Chinese beasts and 

of the textiles have in common, one toy cite the strongly developed 

shoulders, the arched thick neck, the vastly expanded chest, rnd the 

backwards tilt of the square head with the widely-stretched jaws and 

the lolling tongue. (7) This latter feature may have been borrowed 

from depictions of dragons. Also cxmmon to both images are the styl- 

ized feathers of the wings, which can be seen distinctly in fig-18 r 

they take the fora of adjacent triangles stretching from the shoulder' 

blade towards the flank. They may be seen less distinctly in fig. 18º+ B 

ictcrosn and : roper, . cit., p. 292 note 14 
2) Ibid. 
3) T'icný-lu and Fi-heieh (ibid. ) 
4j Ibid., p, 29. 
5 Ib in. 

, p. 28. 
(6) lbid. (7) ý"º pp. 28-9. 
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in the form of two small triangles stemming from the geometrically 

stylized shoulder blade. Among the most distinctive features are 

the striding forelegs, both of them facing in the same directioncl) 

The only significant difference in the representation of the two 

types is the rendering of the tails, which is most probably due to 

the space available within the limits of the roundels. 

The Chinese horned chimera recalls the 8th-10th century Byzan- 

tine textile with the so-called 'striped gryphon pattern'(2)in St. 

Martin's Church at Liege, which is clearly a 'one-horned' chimera 

(t'ien-lu . This makes it rather unreasonable for von Falke to 

include it among the Byzantine fabrics rather than the Chinese(fig, 

184 D ). 

(1) Ibid. 

g., cit., pl. 172. (2) Von ulke, 2D, 
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nu=)er of e1. cnP, znt reyxarcntion. ýz are fo"arA on tcrxtilaa of 

" :: at Iranisn" (fig. 187A (fif. 187 B-C )0(2) 

nnd »ByVInt ine" ( fir. 187 E&F )( 3)prcvcnnco. Though t. 4acse ö2. cs- 

phastn exhibit variations in t% degrco of st3rlriratioA, gow of 

them 10 nW FIS, 187 ) follcrs the c, srk-s. ý3 Chine convention 

for the de""ictian ryf elephants (aoo 0.6.337 #339 : amý fie,, -183 D)- 

'11 ýf thct : chare a coýn faAuro ta rzrkcck ci: undcrstanuing of 

the an: tonical construction of the elephant, an, ü pczrti, cu"_ r'; y of 

the function of its lags. The pa; tCrn-jotnto b; twecn the fetlocks 

anl the tcct cf thoso ale; hants are clearly depicteci. This makes 

the le8a 100'r: like the logo of fclinns, with r. lenrly rurkcd paw* 

lika tcet (tiý,. 187 B_ g). ''., ihc en me phcna=non occurs 

in tho e]. onrants of the 5th - 7th century wal, -p sýlntlnýa in the pal- 

nce at Vgrakr. hF, 
(4) (Pij:, 188 in th,, Ic,, hants dcpictacl. at 

t'inrMikcnt. 
(6) 
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ihC e3. cnhant, like the ]ion is t na ;. ge t^, khinr« TY>e earl- 

iPIIt re: ýresc. -i'tktlcn3 of aXc~>hants in Chinxssc ! ýrt etp-n, ^ar "=! 3 atrTyr to 

the "h*. ni: dyn. ". r-ty (1765.11: e 13-C. ), nuch an thcs 11th Ccantt`. r3r ; ". C* 

c1cYh3nt tm-P)or fir-189 S8) Thau& the rcrOccrin, -; of this c1cPh- 
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rcnresentatior. 3 were ýro'hab2y mdra from ýýl. l sc:: Ze ý; cpIcti^ns or 

from wmoz7.2hey, inaT csä e *ý" A. r,. stia reduction of the length of 

{4) R. Finder ''i? s. ̂T2, a1ýKýC a. x'L ( Loni--3i 1 191v, ý7,1ý p i- 54f 
Rice, Ialer. tic irt" , vp . 5ý'ý'i pi.. 49. 

(2 'Ion ealiccp :: " cit", 'Iss 97 an', 98. 
3, rzn. 177 and 1t5. 

y i+ j0 , Z-b4t Yii., it ý. ý Cý�ý. ý p" 99 "- }aý1iß" Mg 2" 
5 zbirý3, 
6 ZTilci. (caption). 
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ýý"ý PP* 
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Fig. 187: Elephants on Western textiles. 
A) Elephant on East Iranian silk. l0th century. After 
Von Falke; B) From an elephant tissue. Persian 7th-9th 
century. After Von Falke; C) From an elephant silk. Per- 

7th-9th century. After Von Falke; D) From a silk 
twill. 10th century. After Pincer Wiilson; E) From an 
elephant tissue. 1006. After Von Falke; P) From a Byzan- 
tine silk. 11th century. After Von Falke. 



A. 

Fig. 188 : 
Elephants from wall pain- 
tings in Central Asia. 

A. From a wall painting 
at Varakhsha. 5th-7th 
century. After Talbot 
Rice. 

B. From a wall painting. 
Central Asia. After 
Yakubovskey. 

B. 



Fig. 189 : Elephant tsun. 11th century B. C. 
After Watson. 
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the legs; the size and shape of the ears; and the enlargement of 

the eyes. These features seem to persist in later representations of 

the elephant in Chinese art (pls. 337 , 341 , and fig, 483D )as well as 

in arts influenced by it, such as the Varakhsha and the Piandjikent 

elephants, and the elephants of the textiles under discussion. 

Another characteristic feature which can be observed in Chinese 

elephants is the misconception of the actual size of the elephant in 

relation to its rider (most probably a result of the lack of live mod- 

els). This seems to have led to the reduction of the height of ele- 

phants to the height of horses, or even asses, as in pls. 337 , 341 , 

and fig. 83 p. These two features are quite marked in the elephants 

of Varakhsha and Piandjikent and slightly less distinct in the eleph- 

ants of the textiles, perhaps because of the lack of riders or other 

animals with which to compare them. But one cannot fail to feel the 

miniature quality of the textile elephants, eopecially those of the 

Byzantine stuffs (fig. 187 E and F) e"en without the aid of an acces- 

sory shape, such as the delicate plant motif of pl. 10 

For the same reason, i. e. the absence of live models, the Chin- 

ese elephants seem to have been endowed with comparatively long and 

flexible necks capable of unrestricted movement (P3 a- 337 and. Y+1)" 

Traces of this feature can be seen in the arched necks of elephants 

in Byzantine fabrics (fig. 187J " 

The accumulation of so r.. any distinctly Chinese stylistic feat- 

ures in these textiles clearly suggests the affinity of these 'text- 

ile elephants' to the Chinese elephant and their remoteness from 

those marvellously realistic elephants of 1sc, ºi Bustän (fig. 190) 

and consequently confirms the theory of a Chinese rather than a 

Sasanian origin for the motifs of such textiles, if not for the tex- 
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Fig. 190: Relief sculpture at Täq-i Bustin. 
After Pope. 
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tiles themselves. (1) 

The mere fact that elephant units existed in the Sasanian 

armies, and their use in battles such as the Battle of al- , 
ädisiyäi) 

constitutes a strong arnt against such rcpreaentations of ele- 

phanto as those of the textile: being rendered by Uasanian weavers. 

Rather do they seem to be the products of peoples who have never 

seen an elephant in real life, or perhaps have had only a short glim- 

pse of it on certain occasions, such as the arrival of foreign embas- 

ties and delegations bringing tribute. 

In Islamic miniature painting, a goad nuzber of elephants are 

depicted. The majority exhibit the sa. ie characteristics as those of 

the textiles arx3 those of the elephants in Chinese art. The elephant 

of the Sh3hn3 (1206) of the Pozzi collection(3) and the elephant 

of Kitab al- Iiyal al-flanda siya (1315) (4) 
of pl. 342 and others( 

are 

in this category. 

cIi It seems that Talbot Rice was the first to recognise Chinese 
influence in Isla o textiles. `pesking of the : tasanisn style 
of the stuff from Josse-nur-Mar, (fig. 187D) he makes the foll- 
owing re nrk i 

"Its style is distinctly Sasanian, red overe it not 
for the inscription on the border, in fine, majestic 
Kufio, it might well have passed as a aasanian piece. 
Yet an atmosphere of change is in the air, for the 
gryphons between the elephants' legs show hints of 
China and indicate that Par Eastern elements were 
already beginning to make themselves felt. " 

(Islamic art, pis. 55-6. ) 
This same textile, incidentally, also contains a depiction 
,, f the phoenix. 

(2) . ac Ibn Uiakawayh, Tai' ribA1-Umy I ed. L. S. U rgolio: th and 
Ii.?. ; =-droz (' ydcn-London 1913), P-,, 

- 35k-372" 
3 Blochet, p1. XI. 
4) L: ttinghausen, rab aintin *'', p1. on p. 93. 

(5) ouch ua the elephant of the Mathnawi na Macnawi ( enavi i 
uacnavi) in the British Liuseuz, datable to c. 1530 G. 14. Mere- 
dith-Owens, Persian Illustrated i(anuscrripV, (Landon 1965), p1. 
XV); the clerhants of the Hummyünn mm of the British ; '. 1uaa 
datable to 1589 (i: credith-Dens, Turkish ajiniatux°4a p1. VI 
and the ole +hkant of the Y, husm-u and )htrtn of the Rrryal :., cotta 
ieh Museums C" 1540 (Gray, Persian i-aintiM , pl. on p. 134 ). 
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On the other hand, there are a few elephants depicted realistic- 

ally in some of the miniatures. such as the elephant of Kale 

Diana of the Bib. Nat., Paris (ä. 1230), 
(1)anl 

the elephants of the 

Manäfic al-]Vayawän of the Pierpont Morgan Library, 
(2) 

painted 

between 129tß and 1299.0) 

(1) Blochet, o cit., pl. XXI. 

(2) Ettinghausen, J rab pl. on p. 134.. 

(3) Iblidr., caption. 
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Fabulous Birds 

: similarly, ". estern textiles depicting fabulous birds display styl- 

istic conventions peculiar to Chinese art, such as the carriage of 

the tail-plumes (fig. 191 A-E &I and fig. 194 the double crest 

(fig. 191 E fig. 192 and fig. 193 ), and the double head 

(fig. 19k. ). 

The long tail-plumes, sweeping upwards and forwards, are a most 

characteristic feature in the depiction of the Chinese phoenix. 
11) 

These tail-plumes appear as early as the 6th Century on the C! zrments 

of 1äq--i Bustän (fig. 191 A&B )1(2)on a piece of figured silk in 

Berlin attributed by Von Falke to Persia (6th-8th Century), 
(3) 

as 

well as on some Sasanian gem-stones. 

This convention seems to occur on matey eastern Islamic textiles 

(fig, 1910-i'W and fig. 192 J), 
(5) 

and also on textiles influenced by 

then, such as the 12th Century silks of Sicily (fig. 191 E and I)(6) 

and the "Pescock Tissue" from Palermo. 
(7) 

The tendency towards the elaboration and lifting of the tail of 

the phoenix seems to occur late in the . hang period (1766-1122 B. C. ), 

as on the 11th century B. C. bronze C h(8) (fig?. 180A ). By the Han 

period, this tendency seems to have developed far enough to become a 

stylistic convention (fig. 180 B &( which in fairly closely followed 
(9) 

in the representation of phoenixes in subsequent periods (fig. 191 F-i) 

(1) Cf. the discussion of the influence of Chinese metalwork on 
Islamic metalwork (supra, pp. 63-65)- 

(2) Von Falke, or. cit., pl. 64. 
3 Ibid., pl. . 
4. bý: d;, W; x pl. 69. 
5 mope, Maste irk eceä, pl. 70.. 

161 

Ibid., pis. 159,16tß. and 165. 
(7) Ibid., pl. V (colour plate). 
(8) at son, O 'n. Pl. 10a. 
(9) Von Falke, oS. c, pla. 87,88 and 96. 



A 

Pig-191 : Fabulous 
birds. 

A-B. From figured silk 
depicted on the relief 
sculpture of Ta o-i 
Bustin. Sasanian. Ab- 
out 600 A. D. After 
Von Falke. 

C. From a piece of 
silk in Berlin. Pers- 
ian. 6th-7th century. 
After Von Falke. 

D. From a piece of 
silk in the Kunstgew- 
erbe iuseun, Berlin. 
Sicilian. 12th century. 
After Von Falke. 

1 .. 
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7 
E. From a piece of 
Lucchese silk. Sicil- 
ian. lath century. D After Von Falke. . 
F. From a silk in the 
Horiushi Temple. East 
Asian. 7th-8th cent- 
ury. After Von Falke. 

G. From a silk in Sho- 
son. East Asian. 7th 
century. After Von 
Falke. 

H. From a piece of 
silk. Fast Asian. 
Mediaeval period. 
After Von Falke. 

I. From a silk in 
Utrecht. Sicilian. 
12th century. After 
Von Falke. 

F 

G 

H 
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Fig. 192 : Details from textiles depicting 
birds. 
( See the following page). 



Fig. 192 : 

A. From Antinoe tissue in the Kunstgewerbe MJusewn, 
Berlin. Antinoe. 6th century. After Von Falke. 

B. From a textile in the Kunstgewerbe Museum, Berlin. 
Sicilian. 12th century. After Von Falke. 

C. From a silk in Utrecht. Sicilian.. 12th century. 
After Von rialke. 

D. From a tissue in Vich. Sicilian. 2nd half of the 
12th century. After Von Falke. 

E. From the 'Peacock tissue, in the cathedral of 
Toulouse. Palermitan. llth-12th century. After 
Von Falke. 

F. From a piece of I, uccese silk. Sicilian. 13th cen- 
tury. After Von Falke. 

G. From the Potentianus tissue in Sens. Sicilian. 
About 1200. After Von Falke. 

H. From a silk compound. (allegedly Persian). 12th 
century. After Pope. 

I. From a silk compound. Persian. 13th century. 
After Pope. 

J. From a silk compound. Persian. 12th century. 
After Pope. 

K. From the St. Bernward chasuble in Hildesheim 
cathedral. Byzantine. 10th-lath century. After 
Von Falke. 

L.. From a silk in Lyons. Andalusian. llth-12th century. 
After Von Falke. 

I. T. Prom a silk compound. Persian. 11th-12th century. 
After Pope. 

N. From a silk brocade in Siegburg. Baghdad. About 
1220. After Von Falke. 

0. From a silk fabric. Iraq. About 1200. After Von 
Falke. 



Fig-193 : Detail from striped brocade. 
Venice . 14th century. After Von Falke. 



A. 

C. 

E. 

Fig. 194: Double-headed eagles in Islamic Ert. A) Iraq 
c. 1200; B) Iran c. 1200; C) Amida 13th century; D) Ko- 
nia. 1st half of the 13th century; E) Sicily 12th crlrt- 
ury; F) Baghdad c. 1220; G) Divriýi 1228. A: -F after Von 
Falke. G after Hill and Grabar. 
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and in various melia. 

The appearance of such a purely Chinese convention on a gar- 

cent depicted in the &asanian reliefs of Tic -t Dustin confirms at 

least the high probability of a strong Chinese influence on : 'asan- 

ian figured silks. It cey even suggest that the garments in the 

reliefs are actually Chinese. It would be fair to assume that only 

the highest quality silks from the looms of the Imperial court of 

China would befit the ', ing of Rings' and his retinues and not imit- 

ations turned out by local weaver,. 

The two characteristic crest plumes ctem^Ang from the back of 

the head of the Chinese phoenix, and turning upwards and forea$V) 

play a major role in the textiles of the .! eat (fig. 192,193 and fig. 

19lß. ). They seem to have been developed into eare(2)in textiles 

depicting double-headed eagles (which are really phoenixes) as in 

fig. 192 and U and fig. 194. 
, which date from the 12th Century; 

they also developed into horn-like shapes (fig. 193). 

This two-plus d crest of the phoenix appears in Chinese art 

very early indeed. It is found on an filth Century fl. C. bronze 

(1) (Cf. the discussion on the influence of Chinese metalwork on 
Islamic metalwork, siu ra pp. 361-2)" 

(2) It should be noted that 'eared heads' of a bird of prey enclos- 
ed in pearl roundels appear as a textile motif in the 5th - 6th 
cent wall paintings of Balalyk Tape (T. Talbot RICO, oti. Sit; 
p1.96 and are reminiscent of the gryphon head of an 8th Cent- 
ury Byzantine textile (Von Falke,,, 

, 
't., p1.171)" This 

motif is attributed to : asanian influence on the art of Centr- 
al. Azia (Talbot i-ice, ibid., p. Ili), It is worth noting that 
this motif decorates the outer garment of the reclining lady 
in the foreground. The two cup-bearers to the right of the 
reclining lady are dressed in outer garments decorated with 
the purely Chine c pattern of JJ a heads (which look like 

% trefoils enclosed by heart-shaped motifs). An exact parallel 
or this pattern is found on the outer F^rments of the four 

priests depicted in an embroidered Chinese silk discovered in 
1965 (Chubanzhe, r m. eºitt., p1.2). These are datable to the 
Chin-Vorthern dynasties (26,5-420) (bid., Dolby's translation, 
r. 5). This zay juggestt that most of the textile rstterns of 
the wall paintings are of Chinese rather than : asanian origin 
and consequently that the "eared" bird head has a similar origin. 



Chu eh 
(1) (fig. 180 A ), in a highly stylized form. In its most 

distinct form it appears perhaps for the first time (that is in 

the term of extended eye-bro! rs reaching far beyond the back-curve 

of the head to end up in a curl in the direction of the head) on 

the phoenixes forming the handles of a 10th Century 3. C. bronze 

Kuei(l) (fig. 180AA). 

It also appears in this form on the 3rd Century B. C. tomb, 

tiles of Western Ronan 
(3)(fig. 

180D(W). 
(4) 

It is this highly individual and very distinct form which has 

been reproduced in the wall paintings of Sämmrra f- (fig. 179) and imi- 

tated on Islamic metalwork (fie. 1630) and the textiles of the lest 

(fig492 A-C, E-0,193 and fig. 19tß. ). 

The two crest-plumes of the phoenix seem to have gone through 

varying degrees of alteration. Some of them were very slight, such 

as the crest plumes stemming from the outer ends of the eyes instead 

of the eye-brows (fig. 192 B-C ), or tie eliminrtion of the end curls 

(fig. 192 D). In fig. 192 E&F the curls were turned into 

roundels, and in fig. 192 L they were turned into ears. In 

fig. 192 H they stem from the base of the wattle, and in fig. 192 M 

they stem from the top of the head. But the most itportant charact- 

eristics remain, namely that the crest plumes form a pair which 

reaches backwards beyond the outline of the head. This makes them 

different from the crest of the peacock for which some of these bird 

notifa have been mistaken (e. g. fig. 191E & I, 192Dand fig. 192J as well 

as the so-called 'Peacock Tissue' of Palermo). 

(1) atson, ©:. Zit-, pl. 10a 
2ý Ibid., pl. 37b. 

11j. 3: hite, =. cit., P. 
4) Ibid., pla. CIIIa, and CIVa. 



These depictions possess all the characteristics of the Chinese 

phoenix. 

The weavers who executed the peacock-patterns in the West 

eight not have been aware that they were incorporating elements 

peculiar to the cAAn al (phoenix) into their uýcacock representat- 

ions. They were most probably repeating elements which have sat- 

urated the 'estern repertoire through centuries of sills trade with 

China aid=thr'ougj the presence of Chinese weavers in ', iesteru Isla. 
) 

It would otherwise be difficult to explain the appearanc, :. t . 
ým- 

arrä , in the 9th Century A. i)., of an exact r. rallel to an element 

which is first found in the 10th Century B. C. in China 

Camels 

^^" ''^. rr^ ^t zý`r_ reliefs portray dromedary camels. These camels 

are obviously not Arab. This can only be explained by the influence 

of the Turks on the art of S-amarrä`, 
(2) 

or -a possibility which 

Herzfeld did not consider - by influences coming directly from China 

itself. The strong plastic qualities of the camels in the Sirdäb at 

Sämarrä, their posture with the lifted tail and, above all, the fact 

that they have two humps, unlike the Arabian camel, recall the Tang 

glazed earthenware statues of dromedaries. 

(1) Chubanshe, on. £i1' , p. 2. 

(2) Herzfeld, Die Malereien , pl. LXXVI. 
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The Double-Headed Eagle. 

Another textile motif which seems to have its origin in Chinese 

art is the so-called double-headed eagle (fig. 194 ). 

Although this design occurs in the various media of Islamic 

art, such as textiles (fig. 191+ A, B, E& F), 
Oarchitecture (fig. 

194. C, D&ds, 
(2) 

and coinage, 
(3) 

it does not seem to have been thor- 

oughly investigated. This is perhaps because of the universal con- 

ception of the eagle-- likewise the lion - as the symbol of might 

and grandeur; presumably the double-headed eagle was simply thou- 

ght to represent greater might and grandeur. The appearance of the 

double-headed eagle on Byzantine fabrics might have been a reason 

for this motif to be essociateO. with the Roman eagle. Such an ass- 

umption of a classical origin would render further investigation of 

the motif unnecessary. 

The so-called double-headed eagle of Islamic fabrics occurs in 

a number of variations and degrees of stylization, but all of them 

exhibit (to a greater or a lesser degree) characteristics inherent 

in the Chinese phoenix, such as the two crest-plumes, the long tail 

plumes, and the whiskers of the lower jaw. 
&G 

In fig. 191f. A, C. D. /only one crest-plume is depicted, most prob- 

ably for reasons of perspective (a one-plume crest appears in Tian 

phoenixes, as in fig. 18O2 ). 

In fig. 194 B&F the crest-plumes are stylized into ears. 

Such modifications of the Chinese phoenix are frequent in Islamic 

art, and this has led to the original model becoming slightly obscu- 

red. In fig. 194 C however, the long tail plumes do retain a connect- 

ion with their prototype. On the other hander the tails of fig. 194 

1 Von Falke, ff. cit., pls. 121 s 1229 127 and 161. 
2) Ibid., p1s. 123 and 124. 
3) Ibid., P. 20. 
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4' rnG , though elaborately decorative, seem to have departed 

from their prototype. 

The whiskers and the crest-plumes seem to have remained true 

to type in fig. 154 g. In fig. 1 c9� ," --D they take the form of hang- 

ing cheeks j(1) and in fig. 19g they look like a pointed beard, 

which is fairly near to the original context. 

A further proof of the identification of these so-called 

double-headed eagles as double-headed 0Angäts (phoenixes) can be 

found in fig. l%% p, where the two extended primary flight-feathers 

of the wings end in two dragons. 
(2) This readily brings to mind 

the eternal state of conflict between dragons and phoenixes in 

Taoist mythology. In fact this composition (fig. lc%, p) represents 

such a combat. The double-headed phoenix with the outstretched 

talons and menacing eyes is descending towards the two dragons, his 

talons outstretched. 

The whole concept of this composition is Chinese, and indeed 

the double-headed phoenix appears in Chinese textile designs (prob- 

ably another misinterpretation of the bi-sexuality of the phoenix 

on the part of the Han artist). The motif occurs embroidered on a 

Han silk in the Hermitage (pl. 
, 
%3 ). 

(3) 
A closer study of the des- 

1 This is, of course, a feature of fowls and not of the eagle. 
One of the Chinese names for the phoenix is "the flowery fowl. " 

(2) Von Falke does not recognize that the dragons in this composit- 
ion are attached to the flight feathers of the so-called eagle 
and that they constitute an integral part of it. He considers 
them as separate entities and refers to them as "arabesques 
ending in dragon's heads" (off. cit., p. 21 ). 

(3) There are five fragments of the same fabric in the Hermitage. 
Two of them are published by Trever (g. cit., pis. 16 and 18 
(2)), and all of them are published by Lubo-Lusnichenko (92.. 

cit., pls. XLIV, XLV, XLVI, LI, and LI "The fragment in pl. 33 

Li is the right lower corner of the original stuff, embroider- 

ed with a dragon turning its head, probably towards the two- 

headed phoenix in the fragment of pl. rLIV, which is situated 

above the dragon at a distance equivalent to the length of the 

dragon from the right upper corner. 
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ign (fig. 191+ F) suggests that the attitudes of the phoenix and drag- 

ons are foreign to Chinese art. The dragons seems to be oblivious 

of their assailant. They turn away from it with a threatening snarl 

directed towards opponents outside the composition. The eyes of the 

double-headed phoenix seem to be directed towards the same opponents 

and not towards the dragons ; the same is true of their talons. 

In this composition the phoenix and the two dragons are incor- 

porated, in one fabulous creature; this is probably a symbol of sup- 

reme power. The creature is imbued with the courage and strength of 

two phoenixes as well as those of two dragons; even the harmless fea- 

thers of its wings (which end in dragon heads) are as lethal as its 

two beaks and its talons. 

Most probably the heraldic qualities of this creature prompted 

the Saljuk Turks 
(1)to 

take it for their coat of arms; the Artugids 

and the Zangids used it for their badges, 
(2) 

as did galo al-DIný 
3) 

Another form of combined phoenix-dragon occurs in Northern lies- 

opotamia during the 13th Century as an architectural ornament; exam- 

ples are the intertwined dragons on the entrance to the tomb chamber 

of the Imnä al-Bähir at Maupil (699/1299)(4)which is now in the Iraqi 

Museum. These dragons are rendered in pairs, with long snake-like 

bodies intertwined at intervals, and they end in phoenix heads. 

1 Von Falke, oM. cit., p. 20. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Daiwachi states that this shrine was built in the 6th Century 

A. H. by an "Atabegid King" as a madrasa. and that Badr al-Din 
Mllu'converted it into a mashhad for e Immm al-B hir. He 
also maintains that the mashhad was renewed in 699/1299 by 
Mongol converts - 

(Daiwach1, 
, oý. cit`, p. 188 and pl. 1a1). 
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Such combined dragon-phoenix creatures are found in the art of the 

Late Chou period, such as the two representations punched on gold 

sheets which were exhibited in the Stamford University Museum in 

1958. 
(') 

La Plante refers to these objects as "tiger with body 

ending in birds head. "(2) His "tiger" is clearly a dragon and his 

"birds head" is clearly a phoenix head, judging by the, shape of the 

horns and the crests. 

The depiction of phoenixes and dragons on textiles dates back. 

to the Shang dynasty. Reference to such representations-can be 

found in works compiled; towards the end of the Chou dynasty such as 

the Shang-shu ("Classic of History"). Sullivan quotes the following 

passage from the ham us 

"I wish to see the emblematic figures of the ancients, 
the sun, the moon, the stars, the mountain, the dragon 
and the flowery fowl, which are depicted (on the upper 
garment); the temple cup, the aquatic grass, the flames, 
the grains of rice, the hatchet and the symbol of dist- 
inction, which are embroidered on the lower garment); 
I wish to see all these displayed with the five colours, 
so as to form theN (gf5icial) robes; it is yours to adj- 
ust them clearly. l3 

The representation of the phoenix and the dragon amongst the 

twelve emblems (shih-erh cam) continues throughout subsequent 

periods on official robes. 
(4) 

Admittedly, the re-emergence of such ancient Chinese motifs 

and conceptions over great distances in time and space may seem very 

unlikely if not incredible. These motifs appear amongst dynasties 

descended from the peoples of the steppes whose continual movement 

between the Ural Mountains and the borders of China led to the wide 

dissemination of a number of Chinese elements over a large area. 
(5) 

1 J. D. La Plante, on. cit., pls. 58 and 59. 
2) Ibid., p. 19 (motes 58 and 59). 
3) Sullivan, oEe cit., p. 12. 
4. ) Ib 

rid. 5 La Plante, 2. cit., p. 11. 
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These nomads were actually responsible for the transportation of 

ancient Chinese artifacts, datable to the Late Chou period, to 

Europe and elsewhere. Thus a Late Chou Hu has been found in Rime, 

a Chou vessel in England, (2) 
and Late Chou lacquer sure at the Beg- 

ram cache in Afghanistan. 
(3) 

According to La-Plante, "these pieces must have found their way 

westward during the great territorial expansion and international 

intercourse along the Silk Route during the Han Dynasty 
* 

Consequ- 

ently these elements must have been thoroughly assimilated by the 

peoples of Central Asia, to such a degree. that they became a perman- 

ent part of their repertoire; 
O 

The importance of this discussion 

lies in the fact that the concept and context of this motif of the 

combined phoenix-dragon is Chinese; so too are its pictorial details, 

even though an exact or even close parallel may never have occurred,, 

on Chinese silks exported to this area. 

Von Falke attributes this so-called double-headed eagle ultim- 

ately to Iranian prototypes which do not exist, basing his assumpt- 

ion on what he calls "the Arabesque ending in dragon head" which 

occurs on the Talisman Gate in Baghdad. Firstly, he assumes that as 

the dragons appear in Baghdad on this monument and on the textile in 

question, this motif must be a Baghdadi textile convention; and sec- 

ondly, he assumes that as the silk industry of Baghdad was due to the 

settlement of Iranian weavers from Tuctar, the double-headed eagle 

1 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 

3) Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Cf. the discussion of the combat scene between the phoenix and 

the dragon on 13th century Central Anatolian carpets (see aupra, 
p. 366 and pl. 331 )" 
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must be of Iranian origin. 
(1) 

Pope, in an elusive passage, 
(2) likewise attributes this motif 

to Sasanian art (as he is prone to do in other cases too) without 

citing ary parallels or even remotely related work in Sasanian art. 

He states : 

"Some of these traditional designs scarcely depart from 
their models even in style. Double-headed eagles (pl. 
74), which manage by their abstraction to make their 
few inches seem colossal, are removed from the natural 
sphere by the impersonality of their arrogance. Less 
heraldic in poise and contours but no less Sasanian in 
theme and spirit... " 3) 

For lack of Sasanian prototypes, he may have been thinking of 

the Achaemenid capitals with two eagle or falcon heads each flanking 

a rectangular beam. 

In another Chinese fabric (pl. 345); 
4)another 

highly stylized 

version of the double-headed phoenix is depicted. The striking 

similarities between this motif and the lamarra stucco ornament of 
(5) 

p1.346 cannot be overlooked. 

J Von Falke, off. cit,,., p. 21. 
2 Pope, - Masterpieces, '° p, 72. 
3Ibid. 
!+ Lubo-Iusnichenko, op. cit., pl. XIX. 

(5) Herzfeld, "Der Standschmach" , p1. LIX. -- Orn. 156. 
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The 'Crumpled Pattern' 

The so-called 'Crumpled pattern' has become one of the many 

subjects of Islamic art which perplex art historians. 

Binyon states : 

"There is one pattern in particular, which occurs in most 
of these manuscripts, with curious crumpled forms not 
directly suggestive of anything in nature, yet not a geo- 
metrical abstraction. It really seems as if the crumpled 
forms assumed by the folds of a heavy dress where it meets 
the floor had been taken over as the motiye for pattern, 
after long repetition and stylization ". li) 

Ettinghausen, dealing with 'The Princely Style in The Persian 

Manner, " when describing the 'Enthroned Ruler, " of " Kitäb al-Agh7a n3" 

(p1.346 )(2)describes the pattern in the following words s 

"The use of a peculiar method of indicating garment folds 
found in Christian manuscripts of the Mosul region ýoiint 
to that important centre in Northern Mesopotamia. " 

Both statements seem to be partially correct, but they do not 

explain the pattern. 

Birlyon is right in considering it as a 'pattern' which has been 

subjected to a long process of repetition and stylization. His sugg- 

estion of its derivation from the folds of a heavy dress (possibly 

having in mind the drapery of the Sasanian reliefs as a prototype) 

doer not seem fully justified. Neither does his assumption that it 

is not suggestive of anything in natures or -of any geometrical ab- 

straction. 

Ettinghausen's attribution of the pattern to the Mausil region is 

understandable on account of its earliest appearance in the Jacobite 

(1) L. Binyon, J. V. S. Vlilkinson and B. Gray Persian Miniature Painting 
(London 1933), P" 12- 

2) Ettinghausen, Arab Paintiniv. pl. on p. 65. 
3) 1-bi-dot P" 6t*. 
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lectionary. His identification of the pattern as folds cannot be 

justified. A closer observation of the pattern of the Kitäb al- 

A-g miniature reveals that the only folds depicted in that min- 

iature are those parts of the ribbons protruding from, and above, 

the fists of the two genii, and on the hem of the ruler's garment. 

Moreover, the pattern in question has been used as an all-over patt- 

ern, acting as a background for arabesque scrolls (and parrots on 

the dress of the attendant in the foreground, and to the right of the 

ruler) on the dresses of all the attendants and the two genii, except 

the dress of the ruler where the pattern is not dominated by the ara- 

besque. 

The crowded rendering of the pattern in this particular miniat- 

ure does not allow an accurate study: for that reason a similar 

pattern from the Fables of Bidpai (p1.120 )(')may be chosen instead. 

The pattern on the dress of the ascetic appears to be composed 

of registers of adjacent petal-shaped curves with two narrow petals 

extending downwards from the border lines of the upper register to a 

distance almost half way down the petal-shaped space situated between 

the upper and the lower registers. The outlines forming the crowns of 

these petal-shaped forms are turned into cramped curvilinear meanders, 
(1) Blochet, Musulman Painting, pl. XXII. It should be noted that 

whenever a patterned textile is depicted in Islamic painting, 
whether in manuscripts, wall painting or pottery, drapery and 
folds are kept to a bare minimum if not eliminated completely. 
Only the contours of the limbs are outlined; the thin lines 
used do not disturb the pattern in any way. This phenomenon 
can be seen even in paintings containing figures clad in patt- 
erned garments without folds, as tell as figures clad in plain 
garments with folds and crumpled drapery. In other cases, when 
a plain garment (with folds and crumpled drapery) is depicted 
with an embroidered collar or a band around the hem, or a 
'mandarin square, ' these designs always remain flat and unaff- 
ected by the folds. 

This phenomenon seems to persist from the earliest Miniat- 
ures to the miniatures of the 17th century and most probably 
survives in Persian miniatures of the present day. 
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as in fig-195 The arrangement of the registers in relation to 

each other follows the familiar system of 'half a space shift' to 

one side alternately which occurs in the Sämarra' meanders. The 

petal-shaped units display considerable uniformity of features and 

composition in all the miniatures, whether Islamic or Jacobite. 

The form of these patterns suggests that they are in fact another 

form of an all-over cloud scroll pattern, possessing all the charact- 

eristics of Chinese patterns from the Han period onwards. 

The cramped curvilinear meanders of this pattern represent a 

severely reduced and highly stylized cloud-curl whilst the long 

curved lines represent the meandering cloud scroll. Only one seem- 

ingly odd feature needs to be explained; that is the two narrow pet- 

al-like forms occupying the spaces between the successive registers. 

This can perhaps best be explained by pointing out two of the 

most important characteristic features of the Chinese cloud scroll s 

I- The faulting of the meander which appears on the Chou bronzes 

and was dealt with when dealing with the faulted meanders of S imarrr'. 

2- The cloud tufts or curls best known as 'the Han curls' which 

appear on most of the Han silks (pl 7, fig. 4.7 & 195 )- 

In some of the Han silks depicting cloud scrolls or meanders, these 

, care, distinct three-lobed curves, the largest of which thrust down- 

wards (plV, +7 n fig- 196 ), They also have distinct curls in various 

forms and stylizations. Some of these curls take the form of tendrils - 

especially those which are situated within the three-lobed curves of 

the cloud scroll . The lines of the scroll are split horizontally 

into two or more parallel lines. This seems to have resulted in the 

separation of the two forms of growths (the curls being on the outer 

line and the tendrils being on the inner line). The tendrils stem 



Pig. 195: Detail of the pattern 
in P1.120. 
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Fig. 196 : Han silk, depicting cloud bands. 
Han period. After Andrews. 
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from those parts of the meander which define the lobes. These 

characteristics persist in that type of cloud scroll in China. 

They appear at Sämarrl' in the form of volutes and they appear 

much later in Islamic miniatures which use borrowed Chinese cloud 

forms. 

It seems that at some stage during the Han period there was a 

tendency to increase the numbers and multiply the rows of the cloud 

curls. An example is the Han silk off-,. 4., . The same phenomenon 

appears much later in the cloud-scrolls of the school of Her9t in the 

15th century (fig. 197 and 198 ). (1) 
In all the three variations 

of figs. 197 and 198 one can distinctly see that the inner three- 

lobed convention of the Han pattern was preserved. In fig. 197 

the inner meander is merely faulted to form a simple three-lobed 

inner shape (a secondary shape). In fig. 198 the tendrils appear 

in an elaborate form resembling flames. In two of the curves there 

are three such tendrils instead of the conventional two. They make 

the inner space four-lobed instead of three-lobed. In one of the 

curves (extreme right and below) there is only one tendril dividing 

the inner space into a two-lobed shape. In this two-lobed shape# and 

in this type of the Chinese cloud scroll, lies the clue to the so- 

called 'crumpled pattern. ' 

It is in fact composed of highly abstracted lower curves of such 

a cloud scroll put next to each other to form a band. The multiple 

curls were completely eliminated and only the outline is retained in 

the form of the cramped meander mentioned above. The two narrow petal- 

(1) For fig. 197Asee Blochet, Musulmn Paintins, pl. LXXIII f for 
1978 see ibid., pl. LXXV; for fig. 198see ibid., pl. LXXXIV. 
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Fig. 197: Cloud motifs in 
Islamic miniature painting. 

A. Cloud scroll from a mini- 
ature. Herat. C. 1430. 
After Blochet. 

B. Cloud scroll 'from a mini- 
ature.. Herat. C. 1430. 
After Blochet. 

6 

A. 

B. 

Fig. 198: Cloud scroll from a miniature. 
Herat. 1436. After Blochet. 
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shaped forms are the abstraction of the lines forming the one 

tendril. The tip of this tendril is cut by the overlapping upper 

register of similar units. 

The appearance of this pattern almost simultaneously in Jacobite 

and Islamic miniatures suggests that Chinese silks or other objects 

bearing this pattern were being imported to Mesopotamia certainly by 

this date and possibly earlier. The pattern must have gained great 

popularity at later periods, for it is depicted widely in the miniat- 

ures of subsequent centuries. It should also be noted that this patt- 

ern occurs as a textile pattern on Islamic metalwork of the style of 

Northern Mesopotamia, such as the so-called 'Baptistere De Saint 

Louis' (1290.1310). In this example, out of the 41 human figures de- 

picted on this work, 23 figures are clad, partly or wholly, in costumes 

decorated with this pattern. 
(1) 

The rest of the garments in this work exhibit typically Chinese 

textile patterns, such as all, -over patterns of hexagons (tortoise shell), 

II' shapes, III shapers interrupted by hexagons, dragon scales, and squ- 

ares at the centres of 'octagons. 

The popularity of this pattern seems to have continued in Central 

Asia to the first quarter of the 20th century and probably till the 

present day. A variation of such a highly abstracted cloud pattern is 

worn by the Kirghiz atýcertain ceremonial and festive occasions (pl. 

348 ). (2) 

0) D. S. Rice, Thýtistere De Saint Louisý A Masterpiece of Islamic 

Metalwork (Paris 1953), am. 
(2) Sykes# o, cit., pl. facing p. 1i$. 
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The Fillet Scarf. 

Pope's assertion that the Sasanians itiitiaiund a renaissance con- 

sciously based on the national religion and national tradition` which 

"influenced the arts from China to Europe'°, (1) has been challenged 

strongly and often in recent years. 
(2) This necessitates the reassess- 

ment of the Sasanian repertoire, 

One of these Sasanian motifs of doubtful origins is the 'fillet 

scarf with long fluttering ends, '('? the most characteristic of Sasan- 

ian artistic conventions. It has been maintained that this motive was 

equally shared by Persia with regions fatther east, including the Chin- 

ese art of Central Asia, where it reached unusual lengths. 
('') But where 

the priority lay (as Kendrick puts it) is still unknown. Kendrick does 

not rule out the possibility of a Chinese origin, noting that "such viv- 

acious movement is not uncommon in the contemporary art of China. "(5) 

Such ribbons appear as early as 1180 in Islamic miniatures, and in 

subsequent centuries. 
(6) These ribbons seem to indicate Central Asian 

or Chinese origin rather than Sasanian (pls. 349 and 350), 
(7)for in 

the 13th - 14th century miniature of pl. 349 the ribbons take the form 

of a Chinese cloud band. The ribbons in the 16th century miniature of 

pl. 350 are similarly stylized (though less distinct). This sugg- 

estion is further supported by the occurrence of other motifs of Chin- 

ese origin, in the miniatures under consideration, such as the Chinese 

crowns, and the cloud-collar (in pl. 350 ). 
1 Pope, Masterpieces ', p. 5. 
2 Meister, off. cite, pp. 255-62. 
3) Kendrickk, 9Z. cit. , p. 8. 
4) A. Stein, Serindia (Oxford 1921), pis. 61,69 and 80; A von Le 

Coq, Chotscho Berlin 1912), pis. 19,29 and 37. 
5 Kendrick, o=. c_it., loc. Site 
6) See Blochet, gL. oit. , pis. IV, XXXix, LXII, =I, ice, BIZ, 

LXXXIV, LXXXV, £XXXVI, CXXX, CXL, CXLII, CXI. IX, CLV and CLXXIV; 
Ettinghausen, Arab Painting, pls. on pp. 65,91,11+7 and 148; 
Gray, Persian Fainting, pls. on pp. 107 and 160. 

(7) Pl. 349 
after D. Talbot Rice, op. cit., pl. 223, and pl. 

after Blochet, off. cit., pl. CXLVII. 
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The Triatna 

A number of Indian Buddhist symbols appear on Sasanian works of art, 

such as the triatna (the ühree Jewels)(1)which symbolizes the Buddha, 

Dharma (the Law), and Sangha (the community). This motif appears on 

the dresses and ribbons depicted on a 6th - 7th century boat-shaped 

bowl (p1.351 ), and on the costume of the icing in the so-called 'Cup 

of Solomon' in the Cabinet des M dailies (Bib. Nat., Paris) 
2)1t'"occurs 

on 

other Sasanian works as a textile pattern, r as, ion. - the silken garment 

of Ormuzd; and on the orb of the Crown of the King, in the high relief 

representing the investiture of ArrdashTr at Teq--i Bustän (fig. 199Ä 

and B ). (3) 
This motif seems to go back to the Mohenjo-daro period 

(3000-1500 B. C. )in India (pl. 352 ). It appears as a textile pattern 

then and continues to be used as such in Islamic miniature painting 

(iioöcürson the silken flag of the besieged citadel of Alax t, pl. 

353 )(4)until the Ottoman period. During the Ottoman period it 

appears on ceramics as well as on textiles and carpets. 
(pie. 354 and 355)" 

It is extremely interesting to note that according to Godard, 

the Sasanian King portrayed on the cup of paint Denim (the cup of Sol- 

omon)(5)is King Kawadh (Kubad) and the King portrayed on the silver 

dish of the Cabinet des tiedailies (6)Ss Khusrau II. This seems to 

correspond exactly with the Indian : embassies mentioned before which 

were sent to both Kings with gifts. These gifts might have included 

brocades embellished with the pattern in question. The pattern on the 

ý3ý 

(6ý 

Cordon, ov. cit.,, p. 18. 
Godard, an. cit., pls. 116 and 117. 
S. Fukai and K. Horiuchi, Iraq - Iran Archaeological Expedition 
Report 13 Täq-i Bustin II (Tokyo 1972), pls. IV and XIXb. 
Executed at Tabriz in 1138; Blochet, oa. cit., pl. XCIV and caption. 
Ibid., pl. 116, p. 208 No. 116). 
Ibid. º pl. 117, p. 208 No. 117). 
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cup of Saint Denis is rendered in exactly the eamo way as the Iohenjo- 

daro pattern and not in separate dots as on the other works. 

In China the 'three jewels' motif appears in the shape of three 

eyes reminiscent of three-eyed deities in the Buddhist pantheon (p1. 

356 )- 

The same rendering can be found extensively on Turkish textiles 

of the Ottoman period. It was developed later into deep crescents 
(fig. 200 ). (1) The only difference between the Turkish motif and the 

Chinese is that the three dots (eye balls) point towards a common 

focus in their midst, ` whilst the Chinese point in different directions 

(symmetrically towards the outside). Tahain % 
maintains that this 

pattern occurred in the :, aljuk period, and that it was known as 'Benek- 

li' (dotted). (2) 

The 'three dots' rmtif appears in its saost simple form in the 

f.; aga&Xt of '. arlri (Bodleian Library) dating from 738/1237. The patt- 

ern is incorporated with others as a filler motif. In p1.263 the dots 

appear on the garment of Abu Zayd; amid a lotus flower pattern; on 

the garment of the central figural in the so-called crux 1od pattern; 

and on the garment of the second figure from the left amidst a 'V 

pattern (or hexagonal pattern). 

... ýý.., 
{1) U. Cöniil "Some Turkish embroideries in the collection of the 

Topkapi ý; aray Museum in Istanbul, " F: unat des Orients VI (1969), 
p. 61. 

(2) Tahsl. n (h, Turi. -ish Textiles and V'elyegts p. 14. 



C. 

D. 

Fig. 200 : The evolution of the triatna motif in 
Ottoman textiles. 
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The Endless Knot. 

The earliest depiction of this motif on a standing monument in Iraq 

appears on the 3rd and 4th wide bands of the minaret of . Arbil in the 

form of all-over patterns. The motifs on both bands are surrounded 

by an extra border following their contours., This gives the impress- 

ion that the motifs are enclosed by a compartment pattern. The diag- 

onal lines separating the motifs from each other are in fact a second- 

ary motif. This has no compositional significance in this particular 

pattern (trth wide band), but with slight alterations (i. e. by drawing 

the motifs nearer to each other so that the extra border lines surr- 

ounding the motifs are eliminated, and by introducing connecting bars 

between the motifs at points situated half way between the squared loops 

of the motifs) gives the illusion of a new pattern. This pattern is com- 

posed of what looks like Maltese crosses, as can be seen on the 3rd 

wide band of the minaret (fig. 201), A strip of this pattern (slightly 

altered) appears much later on the hard of the minaret of the Haz¬ lir 

mosque mentioned above (pl. 62 and fig. 202 ). 

This symbol seems to form the basis of the interlace motif in 
01 

fl. Islamic art. It appears on a 9th - 10th century bowl from $amargan 

It appears too in the 'pseudo-Kufic' of the borders of Mongol carpets 

depicted in Persian miniatures of the 15th century(2); on the 12th - 

13th century metalwork of Northern Mesopotamia (fig. 96 ); and on Cen- 

tral Anatolian carpets of the 15th century(' 
)(and 

most probably on ear- 

lier carpets). More elaborate forms of it were adopted for the central 

1 Lane, I' Si. -to, pl. 18a. 
2 Edwards, oP* p. 370, 
3 See Erdmann, 2t,. cit., p1.27. 
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zones of 17th century Western Anatolian carpets, 
(') 

and it also 

appears on 15th century Uamluk rugs, 
(2) 

It should be noted that 

this symbol occurs in a rectilinear form as well as in a curvilinear 

form. Most of its depictions on the above mentioned carpets are rect- 

ilinear. 

This motif was - at some stage - incorporated with Arabic calli- 

graphy (figs. 96,97, and pls. 357 and 358 )(3) probably during the 

Saljuk period, and at that stage it lost its, endlessness. 

#Il 
Ibid., pl. 31. 
Ibid., pl. 46. 
Pls. 357 and 358 depict wall mosaics rendered in marble. 
The two panels were recently found at mau; ail. The Kufic 
inscription in both plates incorporate "endless knots', 
and bifurcated leaves. The inscription of pl. 357 reads as 
follows s 
(UU)alik uraar;: al-L harq rya al-Ghsrb, &bu'l ... Fs a'il, tusam < 

Zr al-Mu ('mints). 
The inscription of pl. 356 reads s 
(A)1-Im5m t; asira al-Darla ? 4ir, 
it should be noted that c1asim al-Darla is one of the titles 
of +g Sungur. 
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The Pearl Motif 

"ý. A number of Chinese designs appear in Syria, at Khirbat al- 

'Jar (724-743), (1) 
and in cýasr al-; iayr (ihr) al-Gharbi (x, 730): 

2) 

Ettinghausen states (in regard of the IChirbat al-Maf jar vz tifs) t 

"a number of decorative designs imitate textiles of 
Persian and possibly Central Asian origin. The latter 
were found particularly in the palace, a fact that indi- 
cated not only a continued interest in Oriental themes, 
but again a decided preference for them in a royal con- 
text ..... " 

Though he does not specify the designs in question, it may be 

assumed that the Swastika patterns of the stuccoes are amongst them. 

Ettinghausen is more specific in regard of the 'pearl' frame 

around Gaea on a floor fresco. (4) 
This motif as was pointed out 

earlier is a Chinese silk motif 
(5) 

which was introduced into Persia 

through the silk trade. 

It seems highly improbable that with all the decorative imports 

from China to the Muslim world which are recorded in texts imports 

such as silk, porcelain, and metalwork - the art of these imports should have 

left no impression on the ornamental repertoire of the Islamic world. 

........... 
(1) EttinZhausen, An* p. 33- 
2) bid. 
3) Ibid., p" 36. 
4. In the National Museum, Damascus (Ettinghausen, Arab painting, 

pp. '- 35). 
(5) See Meister, oR. c, t., assi 
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Crowns 

As has been mentioned above, the crowns which appear in the Samarre 

stuccoes also appear on the Atabegid copper coins of Llausil (p1.359 

and fig-203 ). In pl. 360 another type of croon appears in a min- 

iature from the Book of Antidotes (Kitäb al-Tiryiq). 
(1) 

Its side fin- 

ials are made up of two birds with outstretched wings flanking the cen- 

tral heart-shaped finial (pl. 360 ). It is difficult to distinguish 

the shapes of the bodies and tails of these birds from the photograph, 

but they may well be phoenixes. 

The use of phoenixes on Chinese crowns is a very well known con- 

vention (pl. 361 ). (2) 
This convention appears later in Central Asia 

(p1.362 
(ý) 

and Persia during the tiafavid period (pi. 363 ). Comment- 

ing on the head-dress of pl«363 , Blochet states a 

"it is decorated with the bird characteristic of the head- 
dress of Chinese Empresses in very early times. " (4. ) 

It seems, at all events, that the prototype of the 'three-finial' 

crown can be traced to the Han period in China. A number of similar 

crowns and some variants appear on tombs dating from that period (fig. 

207 A and B) crowning 't'do. t'ieh' masks. 
(5) 

The earliest recorded example of such gaUan crown being given to 

a Turkish (Thin) Chieftain,, ' among other gifts , was in 1714. B. C. 

Trevw>. ", quoting an early Chinese source, states : 

"In 174 B. C. a Chinese Emperor sent to the Tan-hu (an 
independent sovereign as yet): an ezbxoidered coat with 
Lining, a long brocade gown, a gold head circlet .... " 6) 

(1) Talbot Rice, oP. cit., frontispiece. 
(2 Lancman, 92. cit., pl. 59. 
(3) T. Talbot Rice, op. cit., pl. 188. 
4! ý Blochet, Ifusulnnn Painting, pl. CXfi (caption). 
(5) Fig. 2p5C is after Sullivan, op. cit., fig. 58. Figs. A and B 

are after Nishihawa, td., Sefn Kirin (Hisian Pei-lin); (Tokyo 
1966), pls. 9 an4 10. 

(6) Trevor, �2" cit., pp" 19-20. 



Fig. 203: A copper coin struck at TyMa. usil. 
1229. 

Fig. 204: Detail from an Arab painting. 
Egypt. 1334. After Ettinghausen. 
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This gold head-circlet or coronet may well have been the model for 

Central Asian crowns in subsequent periods. 

It is worth noting that a good number of Turkish textiles, the 

majority of which are datable to the 15th-16th centuries, exhibit a 

variety of such crowns (fig. 208 ). (1) 

In both of his works on Turkish textiles, (2) Tahsin Öz attributes 

these crowns to Italian influence on Turkish textiles. 
(3) This errone- 

ous attribution seems to be due to the lack of previous identification 

of these crowns in Islaxic art and also to the lack of an established 

chronology of their occurrence. (figs. 203 - 206, and 208 ). 

It is worth noting that both types of crowns (, with JJooe head 

finials, and with phoenixes) appear in Syrian Jacobite miniatures(') 

from a lectionary in the British Museum (5) dated 1216-1220, (p1.4 ). 

It is extremely interesting to see that the crown of the 'rise 

14an' in the centre displays two confronting phoenixes with the charact- 

eristic three plumes of the tails sweeping upwards and forwards towards 

the backs of their heads. 

(1 (js 'Turkish Textiles and Velvets', ple. XXXII and XXXIV; ice, 
'Turk Kuraas ve Kadifeleri' II, pls. XCI, XCII, XLIX, III, 

and L`CXXIX. 
ý2 ; ee note (2) above. 

3) Oz, Türk Kuraas ve Kadifeleri II, p. 131; idem, 'Turkish Textiles', 
p. W. 

(I. ) 'The Nativity', MS. Add. 7170, fol. 21; 'The 11hrriage of Canal, 
fol. 67- 

(5) A lectionary of the Gospels written in Estrangelo; ßuchthal 
9. cit.. p. 136. 
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Fig. 207 : Ancient Chinese crowns. 

A-B. Crowned t' ao t'ieh masks. After Yasushi. 

C. Gatehouse, depicting crowned t'eo t'ieh 
mssks. After Sullivan. 
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CEUldron-s 

The influence of Chinese metalwork on Islamic metalwork has been 

accorded scant recognition. 
(') 

A number of Chinese motifs, such as the 'Y' pattern and the all- 

over pattern of swastikas (the so-called 'interlocked' 'T's pattern) 

appear on North Mesopotamian word of the 12th, ce 
ury but they have 

not been recognized as Chinese (pl. 14,6 ). 

A number of bronze cauldrons with strong affinities to early 

Chinese tins 
(2) 

were once considered of Sasni. an Persiah c. desc- 

ent, though they were adquired in Central 4sia, 
(3) 

and no parallel or 

near parallel has ever been found in Sasanian metalwork (pls. 3 �3 
). 

The stylistic similarities cannot be ignored especially the render- 

ing of the vertical handles which is peculiar to early Chinese bronzes 
B 

(pl. 367 and fig. )2 and earthenware tings 920 ). ( ) 

(I) 

E33 

(4) 

One of the few tp have worked in this field is J. It. Rogers; see 
his article "China and Islam - the archaeological evidence in the 
Mashricf in Islam and the Trade of Asia ede by D. S. Richards 
(oxford 1967 pp. 67-8v. 

See pl. 3b7 (c. 11th century B. C. ). 
The cauldrons of Pls. 313,11+ anc; 44ý of the Victoria and Albert 
Museum (13th - 11+th century were 

At 
wined at Bukhara . 

The cauldron of pl. %5 is from the collection of Mr. S. 
"'etch. The cauldron of PI-366 is in the . iuseum, rj. 

'ari a. 
'rey earthenware t nf (cauldron) with tripod legs and upright 

handles in the a'''ny-'t Scottish Museum, Edinburgh (Tian dynasty) 
No. (1957.238 and a). 



Pl. 317 : Chinese phoenix. (ling dynasty. 1368-1644. 

The British Museum. 
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Pl. 322 : Persian tile, depicting a phoenix. Rayy. 

11th Century. triter. Dir-and. 
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P1.324 : Eight-pointed star with a phoenix. näshän. 

11th Century. . fter Godard. 

Fl. 325 : Combat between a phoenix and a dragon. i rom the rear panel 

of a lacquer cabinct. Chinese. 
. arly 15th Century. , after 

Low-Beer. 



Pl. 326: Islamic book cover depicting combat between phoenixes and 

dr., -cýr^. Ker ;. 1440. fter r rre anl , 'ürtin. 



1.3- (; Turkish swore: bla,,. es, uepi. ctiug combat scenes between 

Phoenixes alad uraäonz. 12th - 13th i: eri luny. . 'ter 

.: r-re ý nk . artiºi. 
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Pl. 3? 2 : 'Turkish carpet. Central Anatolia. 13th Century. 

After Erdmann. 



i'1.333 : >ilk damask, found in pypt. Chinese. 14th Century. 

_tfter 
Von Falke. 

Fl. 331+ ; 6i1k damask found in Egypt. Chinese. 114tn '%entury. 

After Von i alke. 



P1.335 : Chinese porcelain dish found at the itrembil shrine. 

14th Century. `fter Pope. 



Fl. 337 : Chinese silk. Ming dynasty 1368-1644. 

after Grote-Hasenbali. 
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Pl. 343 : Chinese silk frament, depicting double-headed 

phoenix. Han period. 'fter Lubo-Lusnichenko. 



P1.344 : Chinese silk. 4th Century. The Herudtage Museum. 

. 
ter iJuüc*-l, usrü c. it; nkc. 
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,,, f ter Herzfeld. 
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i'1. >4! : Polychrome silk, depicting cloud bands. In period. 

f- -. r ., ill. 
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349 : ., etail of 'The rieetin of Jiumäy and iýumeýýün in 

the ralace Garden. ' : 'rom the manuscript 



Fl. 350 % r, angel. , drawing by ý ali J7n. Probably Istanbu3. 

Late 10th 'ýelitýy, . -er Blocljtt. 
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Pl. 353 : .1c CltBC. i'l ol 
(. 

'(', tE. 11). 

r'ros the iiiatory of The : IoMols, by Juwaini. 

Tabriz. 1488. After Bloche lu. 



Pl. 354 _ ash jug, depicting the 'three jewel' motif. 

16tH .: enter . .: ter cslawpn. 



P1.35ý- Turkish miniature from the Nusretname of the British 

Museum, depicting a canopy with 'three jewels' motif, 

15; c.. The British Museum. 



Pl. 356 : Japanese textile,, depicting 'triatna' 

(Thrc ^ Jewels) motif. 2nd half of the 12th 

Century. Xter Fontain and Hempel. 



357 ; ^l. l riosaic, rendered. in marble. al, juk peric,. 

decently found at ,: ausil. Iraqi J, ý. ,, 



; ýý 35t3 : all mos c, rendered in n rble. -, aljuk period. 

. ocent1y found at au0sil Iraqi ý. G. ýi. 
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4199. After °'^lbot Rice. 
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Pl. 362 : i)etail from a wall painting of two princesses. 

Berzel: lik. 9th "entrxrr. fiter. T. Talbot Rice. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis began with the strictly limited aim. of 

mac-rtnininr the nricins of the geometric designs used on certain 

Iraqi rsin<arets. In the event, this investigation itself unearthed 

further problems concerning the origins of Islamic ornament and it 

proved ir. Epossible to restrict the discussion to the +ninarets which 

had formed the original point of departure. This thesis has tried to 

show that in one Pielc' of Islamic art after another the role of China 

has been consistently andere-ti -k-' or even ignored. ". t the least, 

it seems that a close and continuous connection be+ween Islamic and 

Chinese art can be regarded as an established fact. It remains to 

crcide whe+h^r this connection is merely coincidental, whether Islam 

influenced 'hind or Pv: 1et}. rr it was in fact China which provided the 

inspiration for much of Isis is art, the aim of the chapter detailing 

'., ire "iistorical and literary evidence for links between China and Islam 

has been to provide a factual background for the inevitably speculat- 

ive discussion of the development of ornament. The texts show conclus- 

ively that Islam and China were in regular contact. They also provide 

confirmation that the movement of ideas and artistic influences was 

from China to Islam rather than vice versa. one may hope that this 

thesis has provided material evidence of this in the field of ornament. 

ith the ren i7 ed r-coý-nition of China as a decisive force moulding the 

development of Isla -ii c art, a comparatively ne and fruitful field of 

research is Oren to scholar, hip. 
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